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Advertising: One inch of spaee, the

of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square,daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.09; oontinu1 nil every other day after first week, 60 oents.
Half square, throo insertions or less, 76 oents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and "Audios!
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less. $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subs nent
insertion.
Address all commnnications to

The barometer is highest from the Lake
region to the Gulf and South Atlantic coast,
and lowest
in
Manitoba.
Northwesterly
winds prevail in the South Atlantic and Gulf
The
States, elsewhere mostly southerly.
temperature has risen iu all Northern States
and remained nearly stationary in all Southern
States.
Warmer, fair weather is indicated
to-day in New England. Middle Atlantic and
South Atlautic States, lower lake region, Tennessee and Ohio Valley and Tuesday in the
Middle and South Atlantic States.

health and avoid sickness.
Instead of feeling tired and
worn out, instead of aches
and pains, wouldn’t you
rather feel fresh and strong?
You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind oflife,
you can change it if you
choose.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
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Cleansed

pressed C.O.D.

FOSTER’S

—

13-Preble Street,
Gloves cleaned every day at 10 ceuts per pair
sneodtf
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Bitters; I have

now

taken

one

_

Old Orchard Beach, July 23.—About 1
o’clock this morning a party of gentlemen
from the Old Orchard House found a man lying on the Boston & Maine track near the
camp ground station. The man was unconscious and had sustained serious injuries about
the head and

bottle

and lies in

necessary.

An Incendiary Fire.
Fryeburg, July 23.—The Col. David WebBier farm buildings on the west side of the
river in Conway, now owned by Chas. Perry

Weakness, and relieve all
diseases.

MW&F&wly

_

Stock CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED
will

offer bargains in

NUN’S VEILINGS

IN THE CITY.

—AND—

BUNTINGS

HAUL DAVIS

In Black and Colors,

ALBATROSS CLOTHS
J.\ WHITE AMD COEOES,

M. 53 Exchange Street,

sndtf

mavlO

DOTTED MUSLIHSAND HULLS,

Corns1

Cure Your

Lace Checks

BY USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

—

ANE

—

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,

STRIPED

Entirely harmless; is not & caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaoh bottle.

CHAI BERLIN 1 HOISTED.

tar A

CURE IS Q UARANTEED.mJBk

Cor.

For sale by nil Druggists.
Price 25 cents.
Try It and yea will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
lilt for l^chlotterbeck’fi Core* and Wart
Solvent and take
nov23

no

jy3

PIQUES.

Congress & Elm Sts.

eodtf

■1 Blew

other.

end**

W ANTS.
4-4 Dress Cambrics 6 1-4 and 7 cents.
4 Button real Kid Gloves 50 cents.
Printed Dress Lawns 6 1-4 cents. Mohair and Linen Ulsters, Shetland Shawls
and Dress Goods at cost. Collars, Cuffs,
Handkerchiefs, Ties, Fichnes, Hand run

Wanted.
Infant. Apply
with references to Mrs. Morris at Mrs. Musstreets,
and
Park
corner
Congress
sey’s,
d3t*
jy 22

A

COMPETENT Nurse for

an

Spanish Laces, Embroideries, Hosiery,
Gloves, Crash for Embroidery, Button*,
Trimmings, Leather Bags, Shopping and
Lunch Ba*kets, Gossamer Rubber Circulars and Fancy Goods at reduced prices.

Wanted.
to take

YOUNG

charge

of

a

competent
Head
Ball seating 100 guests,
A Dining lady
to Central House. Old
in
Wai.er,
as

Apply

person

jy22d3t

Orchard Beach.

WANTED.
Tlie Advertiser (age 28, siusrle) is open
to an engagement as gardener. Thoroughly understands his business in all
its branches. Testimonials as to character and ability of the highest order.
Apply to L. C , care of Kendall & Whitney. Market Square, Portland Maine.
jy21
_d3t»

J. M.DYR&CO.
511 Congress St.
eodtl

jyl9

Wanted.

A

SAILORS, OFFICERS,

a desirable wholesale and reMustinvest$1000, against a
Profits large. Address
SAFE INVESTMENT, Press Office.

PARTNER in
tail business.

much larger

jly20dlw*

sum.

ship mat

Wanted.
makers and apprentice

CANApply,

charge

Winslow Packin'
street, Portland, M

to make corn cans.
ompany, 3IV2 Ex-

FIFTY LABORERS WANTED.
To work

on

Cam recover 91,500.000.00 from Geneva Award
monev, by the proper prosecution of claims for
Wages and Clothing lost, and Properly destroyed, and for War Premium* Paid, through
acts of Confederate cruisers, 1861-1865.

W’ater Works at Se-

bago Take, Me. Apply to PORTLAND WATER COMPANY, No. 33
Plum Street, Portland.

Office of JAMES €. JEWETT,
Shipping and Commiksion MercSiant,
27 William Street, P. 0. Box 4096, New York.

dtf

Je29

Payment obtained for all sufferers. Claims properly prepared, sucessfully prosecuted, and expen-

LOST AND FOUND

ses

advanced.

The money recovered for more than 100 claimants in the previous court and proofs in this
office in shape of Grew l.ist*, TList* of Premium Payers, Freight UiwtM. Insures proper and
successful prosecution, and a recovery to all persons
entrusting claims to this office.
d&w2w*29
jyl7

STOLEN.
from the

MAINE,

OF

jylOdtf

Subscriber in Standish, on the
a Red Mare, about

STOLEN
night of duly 18, 1882,
black

mane and tail, two wnile
years old,
hind feet, shackle on left hind foot, left hip slightly started. Whoever will give information, or
return said Mare, will be suitably rewarded.

eight

REUBEN HARMON,

jy22d3t*

Sebago Lake, July 20,1882.

Wedding William S. Lowell,

LOST.

AND

BUNCH of Keys. The finder will bo suitably
rewarded by leaviDg same at this office.
d3t*
jy21

A

FOUND,
Mere Point, Casco Bay, a Sail Boat about
Owner
18 ft. long, sloop rig, name “Lily.”
Enquire of
can have the same by paying expenses.
W. H. STETSON, Brunswick, Me.
jyl9d2w

OFF

TO

Visiting

|

Cards,

j

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
ANI>

StMionero

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

LET._

513 CONGRESS STREET.
<ltf

meb1

To Let.
39 St Lawrence Street, very convenient,
lower tenement 8 rooms. Stable if wanted
Rent reasonable. Apply to
H. H. SHAW, 160 Middle Street.
jyl8dlw

HOUSE

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

TO LET.
Now occupied
Nos. 117-119 Middle st.
byC. A. Parsons & Co., as Wholesale llrugNo.
E.
of
H.
MRS.
THOMPSON,
gists. Jnquire
164 Brackett st.
jyl4dtf

STORE

TO

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

JLET~

COAL.

House, #2 Gray street. Inquire
of F. S. WATEUHOLSE, 03 Exchange street.
dtf
je28
To Let

or

Domestic Coals
Prices.

Lease.

322

Ocean st., Woodford’s, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next house,
H. ALLEN,
or address

ON

HKAL

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

Commercial Street,

Brown’s

Standish, Maine.

jun28dtf

a

POBT1.AND,

“W Ta.&lx,±
MAINE.

HplBdw

Orders received by telephone.

ESTATE-

MORDACURA

All lull •’inanition
Irritmiou tr« m the

Allay* lust ally

Horse For Sale.

SUNOS OR RITES OF

hands, 9 years old, weighs
has
roadster and
1200 pounds, good
trotted in less than three minutes; sound and kind.
Sold for want of use.

DEEP

bay,

•T. H. SMITH, 31 1-2 Exchange St.
dlw*
jj21

J

ami

MOSQUITOES,

i?ia«-k Fire* ».*<i »n |joi*onou«
iu»cct»; in n Npecitic fo* M.tll Riicunij
Barn* and Mcal.fl*
Retail price, 25 cts. per
box. For sale by all
druggists, or sent by mail to
any address on receipt of retail price.
THOS. G.
SNOW & CO., 57 Commercial st., Boston.
dim
jyl2

Flea*,

ir>

critical condition.

a

floated out on a log beyond bis depth, fell off
and was drowned. The body was recovered by
a diver.
The coroner decided an inquest un-

LARGEST

Retail

as

Boy Drowned.
Lewiston, July 23.—John Driscoll, 15 years
old, while bathing in the river this afternoon

of

THE

identified

toxicated.

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,

Lung and Kidney

was

A Drunken Man Run Over and Killed.
Bangor, July 23.—Thomas Tripp of Littleton, in this State, sat down on the European
& North American Railway track near Danforth and was run over and instantly killed by
He was somewhat ina train Friday night.

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
composed of Iron in soluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

FOB THE NEXT SIXTY DATS.

He

David Welsh of Biddeford. Blood was found
distance from the track, and it is believed
be iiad been beaten by roughs and laid on the
track to avert suspicion. He was taken borne

called the king of medicines.
John K. Allendek.

ROOM PAPERS

body.

some

and a half and am about well—pain
in side and back all gone—soreness
all out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and am gaining in
strength and flesh. It can justly be

—

FIENDS.

Biddeford Man Terribly Beatan by
the Railroad
on
Roughs and Left
Track.

Gentlemen:—I have suffered with

Fryeburg

and

principally

used

as a

corn

canning establishment were burned this evening together with two cows, 20 tons of hay and
The new corn shop
some canning material.
contiguous with most of its tin stock and apparatus was saved. The fire was probably in.
cendiary. Loss S3000; fully insured in the
Continental.
Postal Changes.
Washington, July 22.—The following aie
the post office changes in Maine for the past
week:

Established—Seawall, Hancock county, H.
E. Newman, postmaster.
Postmasters appointed—L. P. True, Hope,
Livermore
Knox county; F. B. Bigelow,
Centre, Androscoggin county; M. E. Hitt, Old
Orchard, York county.

THE~INDIANS.
Defeated In
List of Casualties.

Savages Badly

Arizona—

Whipple Barracks, Arizona, July 22.—A
dispatch by Courier from Chevelone Fork,
dated July 19th, gives the result of a battle
with the Indians, on the 17th, as follows:
The
Fourteen dead Indians were found.
number of wounded cannot be estimated, but
a
and
shows
that
the
rocks
blood on
ground
Two dead Indigreat many were wounded.
ans have been
recognized as renegade scoots.
■Six women and children were taken prisoners.
Their provisions, blankets, camp outfit and a
large amount of ammunition were captnred.
Over 100 head of animals were captured.
Where the hostiies took their stand is a succession of very deep, wooded gorges, within
The character of
almost perpendicular walls.
the country permitted the escape of a few InThe
casualties of our
the
dians during
night.
side were; Private Lenon, of Sixth Cavalry,
killed; Charles A. Scout, killed; Lieut. Converse, Third Cavalry, wounded in the right
eye; Lieut. Moygan, Third Cavalry, fracture
of the left arm; First Sergeant Taylor, Third
Cavalry, right arm; Sergt. D. Cann, Sixth
Cavalry, shot in the neck; Private Foley,Sixth
Cavalry, shot through the neck; Private Millicer, shot through the right lung; Private Will,
shot in the right breast—both dangerous. The
Indians have split into small parties. The
pursuit continues, and the entire country is being horoughly scouted.
Tucson, A. T., July 23.—A dispatch from
Globe City the 20th, says Mr. Sysby came in
today from Wild Rye county, and reports his
brother aud four other men killed in Pleasant
Valley. Three brothers, named Tewkesbury,
started from a ranche to notify Sysby of the
approach of the Indians, bat never reached
Sysby’s place, and it is supposed they and two
men named Frevor and
Waham, were killed,
have not been heard from. Two or
as they
three hundred Indians are reported on the war
path in the vicinity of Pleasant Valley and
Globe City is trying to
Wild Rye county.
equip a company to take the field. In the fight
at Sysby’s place, four Indians were killed, and
Mr. Church was killed.
six at Tewkesbury’s.
Mr. Medley and the men who went in search
and
it is snpposee they
of cattle are missing,
have been killed. Reports state from GO to 80
Indians are camped in Coon Creek, aud evidently bound down Salt River. ,Buildmgs
have been burned, stock killed and driven off,
and crops laid waste, causing great loss to settlers.
_

SHIPPING INTERESTS.
Relieve Raw Materials
From Duty.
Washington, July 22.—Mr. Kasson of the
ways and means committee brought iDto the
House this morning a bill permitting the importation of raw materials to be used in the
construction of steam or sail vessels for foreign
account. This would permit the Canard line,
for instance, to import free of duty English
material to be used by John Roach in building
As soon as the bill
a steamship for its line.
came in a number of members with a number
of amendments sprang to their feet. All sorts
of schemes for the amelioration of the condition of the shipping interests were abont to be

Proposition

DETAILED STATEMENT OP
AND insurance.

to

proposed.

Mr. Randolph Tucker of the ways and
means committee, got before the House an
amendment inserting the words “or domestic”
after “foreign” in the bill. His object was to
include Americans in the privilege granted by
the bill, especially in the interests of the carrying trade primarily, and as well to bother the
Republicans alike. As a matter of fact Mr.
Tucker’s amendment, owing to the peouliar
wording of the statute, would have been, if
adopted, absolutely nugatory. This discovery
was not
made, however, until after it had
actually been incorporated in the bill by the
votes of the Democrats, aud those Republicans
who want the privileges referred to in Mr.
Kasson's bill extended to Americans building
There was
for the foreign carrying trade.
nothing for it, when the discovery was made,
but to kill the bill, so when the vote was bad
on the bill enough Republicans refused to vote
to break the quorum, and the bill went over
till next week, when it will probably he recommitted to the ways and means committee.
The vote of today demonstrates the fact that,
if Gov. Dingley’s proposition to reliove from
duty materials to be used in the construction
of vessels for the foreign carrying trade comes
squarely before the House, it will be adopted.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Helic of Colonial Times.

Plymouth, Mass., July 22.—In excavating
for a new street, yesterday, workmen found,
over two feet below the surface, in a field next
the Winslow House, a broken sword of ancient style. No one living remembers when
the field was broken up before, and it's supposed to have formerly belonged to Gen. John
Winslow, of colonial fame, who superintended the debarkation of the Acadian exiles, by
whom the house was built, the frame of which
was made in England.

NEW YORK.
The Death of Miss Parnell.
New Von.it, July 22.—The parent branch of
the Parnell Land League met to-day aud
passed resolutions of sorrow aud regret on the
death of Miss Fanny Parnell and suggesting
that her remains be taken to Ireland for interment. A committee was appointed to attend
the funeral.
}Tho Tariff Commission.
Long Branch, July 22.—The Tariff Commission this morning spent an hour iu executive session. The Free Trade Club in New
York was notified that its representative would
have a hearing next Tuesday or Wednesday,
Mr. French, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, was notified that the Commission would
like to avail itself of his knowledge of revenue
aud tariff matters, ana that he would be heard
A sub-commitas soou as convenient to him.
tee was appointed to draw up another statement to the public, asking information in regard to tariff matters. There was a public session in the afternoon.

EGYPT'S WAR.

Three
Disgraceful Conduct of
American Captains at Ningpo

LOSSES
A

BY

DRDNKEN

SPREE

THEY

England

IM-

Tlie Work of Rebuilding to
at Once.

activity. A few hoar’s time has seen the product of long years of toil swept away, and men
-oust commence again at the bottom of the
The reports which I sent you last
idder.
correct in fads and figures, though
night
hardly as startling as others furnished.
The fire when first discovered, was in about
the centre of the long saw mill, in either that
A.
of
Messrs. Duren Brothers or of S.
were

staying its progress towards the business part of
the town. The shed back of N. Totman &
Co ’s mill was the point to be guarded, and
there the brave fellows stood and fought until
the worst was over. Several buildings on Main
street were badly scorched, but the fire was
stayed in this direction. Had a steamer been at
command or had the Waterville engine
not been so long delayed in getting away from
the station, the shops and manufactories south
of the saw mill could have been saved.
The first to take fire was the one owned and
occupied by the Maine Manufacturing Co.
Connected with this
and C. D. Lawrence.

our

the shops of the Fairfield Furniture Co.,
York & Fairbrother, and J. A. and E. ACilley, while across the street were a number
All of
huddled closely together.
of
were

San Francisco, July 23.—From a copy of
the Snanghai Mercury received per steamship
City of Pekin, it is learned that a very serious
trouble has arisen in Ningpo, China, and the
foreign community is placed in a position of
peril. On the night of'June 13th, three American sea catpains went ashor on a spree, ’in the
course of which they committed an unprovoked assault ou the captain of a Canton war junk
and left him nearly dead.
The men escaped
but were arrested on the following day, and
after an investigation before the American
Consul were committed.
The wounded man
who also proved to be a cousin of the Titai or
is
in
a very citical condition, and is
Admiral,
expected to die. There is great indignation
the
the
and
should
among
natives,
die
victim
there
is
no
determining
what the crews of the war junks may do
in retaliation thereto. A general riot is expected to follow. The chief of police is very
anxious concerning the safety of European
residents and the acting vice German consul
lias appealed to
the German consulate at
Shanghae for a gunboat to protect foreign residents in the event of an uprising.
Activity in the Coolie Trade.
Hong Kong, June 27.—There is great activity among the Chinese coolie agents, and several steamers have been hastily tilled in order to
reach America before August 4th.
A French fnvasion.
Commissioners from Annam to Peking have
complained of the Frencn invasion of Aunam,
and the Peking authorities have sent a protest
to the French legation, and are reported to
hove asked the good offices of the British envoy. The French envoy is alleged to have denied the right of either England or China to
be heard on the subject.

XLVIIth

Congress-lst

dwellings

these quickly became food for the flames, and
then the struggle commenced to save the lumHad the fire crossed these, the enber yards.
tire length of Main street would have been at
Hard work again
the mercy of the flames.

brought victory, andthe fire was stayed.
For five long hours willing hands worked at
the brakes, or brought the pails, to aid in
quenching the fire fiend, and with cheers the
arrival of the steamer from Augusta was greeted by the tired men.
Today a huge pile of
smouldering ruins remain to tell the story.
A visit to the different firms confirms the
statement sent last night, that the loss will not
much exceed $100,000, though coming close up
to those figures. It is distributed as follows:
N. Totman & Son’s, $25,COO; no insurance.
A. H. <Sc C. E. Duren, $25,000; no insurance.
S. A. Nye, $25,000; no insurance,
Maine Manufacturing Co., $9,000; insured

tnr «9 Of O

C. D. Lawrence, $3,000; no insurance.
Fairfield Furniture Co., $10,000; insured lor

$5,C30.

York & Fairbrothor, framing mill, $5,COO;
insurance.
A. J. Smith, box factory, $1,000; no insur-

no

ance.

J. A. Cilloy & Co., furniture, $5,000; insured
for $2,500.
Five dwelling houses, $5,000; no insurance.
There is also a loss of a thousand dollars
worth of sawed lumber. The loss falls heavily
upon some of these firms, and must severely
cripple them. With characteristic spirit the
firms have met this afternoon and

different

decided to proceed at once to build a dam to
keep the water from the foundations, and the
mills and shops will, nearly all, be speedily rebuilt. It may be that one or two grand mill
be for sale, and if so, they will
attractins to'any one
wanting a firstoffer
class water power for mill or factory. The
dam will be built by Mr. Emery of Waterville,
the veteran builder, who is already on the

privileges may

ground.

upon the
people
Dependent as all
lumbering interests, everything is at a standToday the
still and will be for some time.
saws of one mill only are heard in our village,
where usually their music is heard in so many
directions. The cause of the fire was without
Seth.
doubt a hot box.
The estimated annual products of the water
The
lumpower at Fairfield village is $250,000.
ber interest is almost entirely destroyed by the
fire; it is at least crippled so that years will be
required for recovery. The village is a flourishing one of about 2503 inhabitants, situated
of the Kennebec opposite
on the right bank
Benton and three miles north of Waterville.
The manufacture of lumber was its chief industry. The Skowhegan branch of the Maine
Central runs through the village, and it contains a national bank, a savings bank and a
newspaper.

Put

14,000 Men

Commence

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Fairfield, J aly 22.—Long faces prevail today, where yesterday everything was bustling

our

to

in the Field.

PERIL MANY LIVES.

Within an incredibly short spaco of
time tho entire mill was in ruins, while the
labors of the assembled crowds were directed to

A

paiii in my side and back, and great
soreness on
my breast, with snooting pains all through my body, attended with great weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of appetite. I have taken several different
medicines, and was treated by prominent physicians for my liver, kidneys, ana spleen, but I got no relief.
I thought I would try Brown's Iron

PORTLAND, MAINE.

—

THE WORK OF

Reports Regarding its Destructiveness Not Exaggerated.

First

Nye’s.

MAINE.

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. 26,1881.

FOBEST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

BY TELEGRAPH.

How? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

and PreM*ecI by Tailor’#
c«NU>en, at a trifling
expense, and ex-

Ladies

*->.

beautifully

Can be

TWENTY-FOCE

weathee bulletin.

ength

PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

THE NEXT
HODES.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal 1
>
Offices, Washington, D. C.,
July 24, 1 A. M. )
For New England,
Warmer, fair weather, winds mostly south
westerly, stationary or lower pressure.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subserlb
Seven Dollars a Year, If paid in advance.

,rs

Kates

FOE

INDICATIONS

CHINA.

THE FAIRFIELD FIFE.

MONDAY MORNING, JULY 24.

MISCELLANEOUS

are

_

WASHINGTON.
The Curtls-Huhbell Issue.
Washington, July 22.—Attorney General
Brewster has rendered an opinion ou the issue
raised between Geo. William Curtis and Representative Hubbell, president of the Republican Congressional committee on the subject
of political assessments, in which he holds
that a member of Congress is not an officer of
the United States, so that a gift to him for
campaign purposes does not fall within the
statute regulating political assessments. The
opinion will be lrid before the cabinet meeting
on T uesday next.
Work on the Washington Monument.
A large cargo of granite for the Washington
Monument has arrived in this city from Rockland, Me., and as soon as it can be cut into
blocks work on the monument will be resumed.
The section which was unfinished when the
work on the last course was stopped will then
be completed, giving the monument a hight os
900 f©0t
The Interior Department.
Hon. Alonzo Bell, Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, yesterday tendered his resignation, to take effect upon the appointment of
his successor.
Secretary Teller has recommended the appointment of Merrick S. Joslin
of Illinois, to succeed Mr. Bell, and the nomination will undoubtedly be sent to the Senate
__

tomorrow.

Americans in Egypt.
The Acting Consul General of the United
States in Egypt telegraphs to Secretary Erelinghuysen from Alexandria to-day as follows:
“I remained in Cairo up to the last moment.
Our records and mj personal effects thero are
lost. All American citizens were saved. General Stone and family insisted on remaining at
Cairo and their destiny is unknown. Communication is now interrupted.”
No Chance for the Chinese.
The Attorney General has given an{opinion
to the Secretary of the Treasury, that tho rerequest of the transportation companies to be
allowed to take some G0,GC3 Chinese laborers
through this country from Cuba to China cannot be granted under the law as it now stands.
This afflrmB the ruling recently made on this

question by Secretary Eolger.
Important Decision.
The treasury department has decided that
the proviso in sec. 4 of the “act to enable
national banking association to extend their
corporate existence and for other purposes,”

will entitle holders of the new 3 per cent,
bonds to be issued in exchange for extended Gs
and 5s to perpetuate the original numbers of
This interpretation of the
the new bonds.
law is regarded as very important, as it will
relieve those who may secure the low numbers
from apprehension, that in case they should
be called upon to dispose of their bonds the
premium would bo wiped out, the rule of the
department requiring that the highest numbers shall be first subject to call.

SPORTING.
Boss and Hanlan—What Rosa Says.
St. John, N. B., July 22.—Wallace Ross
says he has made no reply to Hanlan’s first
challenge. He understood from the challenge
first published that Hanlan was anxious to
row this year,
and he is willing to meet him.
He cannot, however, make any engagement
for next year.
If Hanlan will not row him
this year he will claim the championship.
Plaisted at Rochester.
Manchester, N. n., July 22.—The threemile single scull race rowed at Lake Massabesic at 7 o’clocK this evening, between Fred
Plaisted, George Hosmer and John Tweed of
Lowell, for prizes of $100 to first, and $50 to
second, Hosmer won by about two lengths over
Plaisted. Time, Hosmer, 10.01: Plaisted, 16.08;
Tweed, 16.22.
Bruiser’s Braggardlsm.

Milwaukee, July 12.—John Donaldson has
a challenge to any man in America, excepting Sullivan, “Tug” Wilson preferred, to
or without gloves, for $5,000a side.
with
fight
issued

Base Ball.

Providence—Providence 10, Worcester 6.
Detroit—Buffalo 3, Detroit 0.
Chicago—Chicago 9, Cleveland 3.
Pittsburg—Cincinnati.'!, Alloghany 2.
New York—Metrapolitan 10, Troy 9.
At Baltimore—Baltimore 8, Eclipse of Louisville, 3.
At Philadelphia—Boston 0, Philadelphia 3;
Athletic 9, St. Louis 8.
At
At
At
At
At

Murdered by Mexicans.
San Francisco, July 23.—The bodies of
three American prospectors have been found
near San Antonio, in Sonora valley.
Natives
say the men were murdered by Apaches but ^t
is believed the deed was committed by Mexicans, as Mexicans were found working the
prospectors’ claims.

Session.

SENATE.

Washington, July 22.
The Senate to-day took up the revenue bill,
and, without debate, voted down an amendment offered by Mr. Beck to retain the taxes
on perfumery, medicinal preparations and other articles in schedule A. of sec. 3437 of the
The vote was a party one—
rsvised statutes.
20 to 29—Mr. Davis of Illinois voting nay with
the Republicans.
Mr. Vanoe moved to retain the stamp tax on
playing cards. Lost.
The first sictitn of the bill was then adopted
in the following form: That the taxes herein
specified imposed by the laws now in force
be, and the same are hereby repealed as herein
provided, namely: The taxes now imposed by
law on snuff and manufactured tobacco, on
and after Jan 1, 1883, from and after which
date the tax on snuff and manufactured tobacco shall be 12 cents per pound; and P0I1 capital
and deposits of banks and bankers, except
such taxes as are now due and payable; and
after the 1st day of October, 1882,
on and
the stamp tax on bank checks, drafts, orders
and vouchers, and the tax on matches, perfumery, medicinal preparations and other
articles imposed by schedule A, following sec.
437 of the revised statutes; provided that no
drawback shall be allowed upon articles embraced in said schedule that shall be exported
on and after the 1st day of October, 1882; provided further that on and after Aug. 15, 1882,
matches may be removed by manufacturers
thereof from the place of manufacture to
warehous-B within the United States without
attaching thereto the stamps required by law
under such regulations as may prescribed by
the commissioner of internal revenue.
The second section, imposing specific taxes
upon tobacco and cigar dealers, manufacturers, pedlers and retail dealers, was discussed
by Mr. Beck and Mr. Vest. Mr. Vest advocated an amendment to the section allowit>g a
farmer or planter to sell tobacco raised by
himself without payment of the special tax
provided by dealers in leaf tobacco, and providing that the tax shall be paid in all cases of
peddling or sales through others.
Mr. Bayard objected to this as impairing existing safeguards against fraud.
Tho committee amendment to the section
requiring the $12 exacted from dealers in leaf
tobacco to be paid annually after M3y 1, 1883,
was then adopted.
The amendment advocated by Mr. Vest was
then offered and rejected by 23 to 28—a party
vote, except that Mr. Bayard voted nay with
the Republicans. Mr. Davis of Illinois algo
voted nay.
On motion of Mr. Beck a proviso was added
to the section as follows: That farmers and
producers of tobacco may sell at the place of
production tobacco of their own growth and
raising at retail, directly to consumers, to an
The
amount not exceeding $100 annually.
Mr. Mahone and Mr. Kelvote was 24 to 28.
Mr.
Democrats.
with
the
voted
Bayard
logg
voted nay with the Republicans.
At 1.45 a motion to adjourn was negatived
by the Republican side, with the addition of
the votes of Messrs. Harris and Maxey.
Mr. Morgan offered and advocated a new
section, exempting from the special tax imposed upon dealers of manufactured tobacco,
farmers, planters and lumbermen who furnish
to
their
of
tobacco
neighsupplies
bors or employes, in quantities aggregating
less than ICO pouuds per year.
Adopted on a
viva voce vote.
The third section, reducing the taxes on
cigars and cigarettes, having been reached,
Mr. Mahone moved an amendment fixing the
taxes upon snuff and manufactured tobacco,
The
after Jan. 1, 1883, at 8 cents per pound.
amendment adopts the precise language of
the existing statute on the subject except as to
the rate. After debate, and without action on
Mr. Mahone’s amendment, the Senate adjourned until Monday.
HOUSE.
The Deuster bill to regulate the carrying of
passengers by sea was taken from the calendar
and passed.
Mr. Kassou of Iowa, under instructions from
the committee on ways and means, called up
the bill to allow drawback on foreign materials
used with domestic materials in construction
of steam and sail vessels for foreign account.
Sir. Robeson objected on the ground that the
bill might be so amended as to enforce the entire revision of the tariff bill,
No other member objecting, consideration of
the bill was proceeded with.
Mr. Kasson explained the bill, maintaining
it was in the interest of the shipbuilding interests.

Mr. Tucker of Virginia moved to insert the
words “or domestic” after the word “foreign”
which led to a long discussion.
Mr. Haskell of Kansas

opposed

it

as

ing the whole question of free ships.
“That’s what we want,” suggested

openMr.

Flower of New York.
un

a viva voce vote

mere

appeareu

a

large

majority in favor of the amendment, and the
Republicans having ordered tellers, many of
them refrained from voting, thus leaving the

house without a quorum. The yeas and nays
were ordered— yeas 98, nays 12—no quorum.
There appeared to be a great deal of misunderstanding among the members as to the effect of the amendment, and many Republicans
declined to vote.
A call of the House was then ordered.
No further action was taken under the call,
it being merely for the purpose of discovering
what Republicans had refused to vote on the
last roll call. The hour specified in the rule
having expired, the bill went ever till Monday.
Mr. Belmont of New York, asked for present consideration of the resolution for appointment of a select committee of seven members
witli authority to report upon the causes of decline of American merchant marine and report to the Housa at its next session what
changes in existing law are required to secure
a revival of that interest.
Mr. Singleton of Illinois, objected and the
resolution was referred to the committee on
The floor was then accorded to the commiton postoflices and post roads.
A bill providing that postage on second class
publications deposited in a letter carrier office
for delivery by the carriers, shall be uniform at
two cents per pound—passed.
The next bill passed was one making it an
offence punishable by fine and imprisonment
to personate a postoffice inspector.
The following bills were also passed—making it a misdemeanor for any postal official to
do any act forbidden by any law relating to
the postal service; to punish postmasters for
making false certificates of arrival and departure of mails;
providing that no bidder for mail
service on any route shall be required to furnish with his bid or proposal a check or draft;
a supplemental
post route bill was also passed.
Mr. Flower of New York, asked leave to introduce for reference a joint resolution proposing the following amendment to the constitee

tution;
Every bill, resolution

or vote containing several
appropriation of money, and in which conof the Senate and House of Representatives may be necessary, shall be presented to the
President of the United States who may object to

items of

currence

which items while approving of othhill, resolution or vote. In such case
lie shad append to the hill, resolution or vote a
statement ol Items to which he objects, and the apso objected to shall not take effect uness reconsidered and
passed by two-third* of the
House as provided in section 7 article 1 of the constitution. Tile items objected to shall he separately
reconsidered in each House, and if on such reconsideration one or more of them shall be approved
by two-thirds of each House, tho same shall become a part of the law notwithstaudiug the objection of the President.
one or more of
er parts of the

firopriations

Objectiou
was

not

Monday.

was made and the joint resolution
received, but will be introduced on

The floor

on

was

then

yielded

to

the committee

Indian affairs, and the following bills

were

passed: authorizing the Seneca nation of Indians to grant titles of land in New York for
cemetery purposes; the Senate bill opening to
settlement (lands in Colorado lately occupied
by Cuicompaligre aud White River Utes; an
tliorizing the Cherokee nation to make a lease
of three salt miues in Indian Territory; and
increasing the salary of commissioner of Indian affairs to §5000.
The House adjourned at 3.30.

SHOTS

EXCHANGED

WITH

ARABI’S CAVALRY.

Russia

and

Germany

Growing Restive.

It was decided fnot to surrender the
forts until ordered by the Saltan. A telegram
to this effect, and
was sent to Constantinople
Arahi Pasha then returned to Alexandria. I
ordered him to reinforce the forts. He replied
he would never do so, and then started for
Kafr-el-dwar. Unless I were certain the object of France and England was not to take
of Egypt, but merely to restore orer, I should have been the first to give my
life in defence of the country.
At the Palace.
The Khedive.
It is considered certain that Arabi will destroy Cairo unless defeated and captured.
In reply to the proclamation of the Khedive,
Arabi has a ministry
appointed (at Cairo.
Preparations have been made to attack Aboukir, and Arahi is moving a portion of his forces in that direction.
Dispatches for Arabi, brought by the embargoed mail steamer, which were seized, stated
two of Arabi’s colonels, acting as spies, entered the town, disguised as dervishes.
The Khedive has requested a steamer to

present.

Sossession

proceed

to act

to

as

Dulcigno to bring 2,000 Albanians,
a
body guard. The ministers have

opposed the project, refusing to provide money

Assym

ATROCITIES

PERPE-

gates

Pasha have both
the conference.

been

appointed

dele-

England Is Moving

a

Little

Too Fast.

Arabi

Bey’s Dismissal.

Alexandria, July 22.—To-day 250 Rifles,
unde? an aide-<ie*cainp of Gen. Alison, pushed
beyond Milapa, 0 miles henoe, to blow up the
railway. They met with some of Arabi Pasha’s
cavalry, and several shots were exchanged.
The Egyptians fled, after losing two dead and
several wounded. The Rifles, having finished
their work, withdrew. British troops occupy
Aboukir and will occupy Ramleh to-morrow.
Arabi Pasha has levied a war tax upon land to
the nominal amount of £500,000. The Khedive has received advices that Arabi Pasha is
well supplied with provisions and ammunition,
but his forces are not increasing.
Some correspondents having reported that
they were fired upon yesterday at a village a
few miles out from Alexandria, a party of
military proceeded thither last evening. They
found the houses filled with plunder, and
brought 40 prisoners here for trial. It is now
said that the reports of the number of persons
massacred at the time of the bombardment
The British apwere grossly exaggerated.
pointed Achmet Rifa-At governor of Alexandria. His duties will be mainly nominal, but
his use as a figurehead will enable authority
to be exercised without wounding tho native

succeptibilities.

At a meeting of the foreign consuls at Port
Said, yesterday, it was agreed to call on the
admirals and the captains of the men-of-war in
the .harbor to ask what steps are to be taken
for the security of the Europeans on shore, in
the event of an outb?eak. Every European

has left Cairo.
The Arabs at Ismailia are
murdering the Copts. The Brit sh videttes
seven miles beyond the walls.
now extend
Fresh earthworks have been thrown up by the
at
Fort Guerniel, six miles from
Egyptians
The Khedive reports that he has
Port Said.
learned that Arabi Pasha’s troops are still
the
canal at Baladon.
further damaging
Europeans continue to land here. The streets
are fairly full of English, French, Germans,
Italians and Greeks. The battery of artillery
on the way from Malta has been shipped withNo horses can be obtained at
out horses.
Alexandria, and the artillery, which is much
be
useless when it arrives.
wanted, will
London, July 22.—In the House of Commors to-day, Rt. Hon. Hugh C. Childers, secretary of state for war, stated that the amount
of the proposed vote of credit for the Egyptian
expedition would be £2,300,000. He said he
would also ask for a supplementary vote of
10,000 men for the army. He also stated that
£900,000 of the vote of credit would be for the
Sir Charles
army, and the rest for the navy.
Dilke, under foreign secretary, denied that a
convention had been concluded with France
relative to the Suez canal. Rt. Hon. Robert
Bourke, Conservative, stated that he would
probably ask Mr. Gladstone on Monday, when
the demand for a vote of credit for the troops
in Egypt came up, if he would consent to report progress immediately after his statement,
so as to obtain further information as to the
policy of the government, particularly in regard to the Suez canal.
The Times, this morning, says the force destined for Egypt will be 10,000 men, and this,
with the troops already sent, makes a total
strength immediately available of 14,000 meu.
The Duke of ConnaiM^t, Maj. Gen. Alison
and Maj. Gen. Sir Evelyn Wood will command the brigades.
Gen. Wood has been ordered to be ready to embark in a few days.
The government yesterday engaged ten vessels
for the transport of troops. The transport Nyanza has been fitted as a condenser for Alexandria. She can condense 32,000 gallons of water daily.
The embarkation of the whole
force will be completed within a fortnight.
will
be the rendezvous of the force.
Cyprus
A dispatch to the Daily News from Mar.
seilles states that three battalious have arrived
at Toulon for the formation of a brigade of infantry. Other detachments are arriving daily.
The troop ship Euphrates left Portsmouth
Her captain retoday. She took 1,098 men.
ceived sealed orders before sailing.
It is presumed that her destination will be Alexandria,
not Malta.
xne government nas cnarterea
the Grecian
and Canadian, steamships of the Allan line.
Each is capable of accommodating a regiment.
M. de Freycinet has communicated with the
government in regard to inviting Italy to cooperate with England and France. It is believed
that England will readily acquiesce.
A dispatch from Malta says the troop ship
Orontes has arrived there.
She will embark
troops and return to Alexandria.
The Paris Temps states that the credit for
the Egyptian expedition amounts to f.40,000,000.

Constantinople, July 23.—The conference
will probably sit on Monday, when Assym
Pasha will claim the presidency and propose
that the sittings in future be held on at Stamboul instead of at Therapia.
Dervish Pasha
has arrived home from Alexandria.
Toulon, July 22.—The advance guard of
the French expedition, consisting of 5000 marines, is preparing to embark.
Alexandria, July 23.—The staff of the
Water works are hard at work clearing the Roman cistern for storage of water. If only water
enough can be stored to tide over another
the
nile inundation will probably
month
sweep awayArabi’s dyke or rush around it and
all will be well.
London, July 23.—The Observer says: We
understand Wednesday last an ultimatum was
sent to the Sultan, asking him to state within
twelve hours whether he was willing to send
troops to Egypt, and that it was upon the receipt of the evasive reply that the government decided that the time for further delay
had passed. The Queen has expressed a wish
that the Duke of Connaught, colonel-in-chief
of the rifle brigade, participate in the Egyptian expedition.
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Beef market.
Corrected tor the Pbess daily by Wheeler, Swift
5 Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Drexsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 8%@12% Hinds.11 @16
Fores. 8%@ 9% Battles. 6 @ 8
Backs. 7%@11
Rounds. 9
@10%
Rumps.11 @16 (Loins.18 @24
Rump Loins...16 @19
Fresh

On in

market.'

PoBTLAKD, July 22.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larmlnle
6 Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat-. .-Corn-- -Oat*
Time. Aug.
Sept. July. Aug. July. Aug
9.36.104% 103% 79% 77%
40%
103 % 78% 77
10.00. .104
64
40V*
10.31.. 103% 102% 78% 7«ys 64
40%
11.31.. 103% 102% 78% 77
64% 40%
12.30.. 102% 101% 78% 76% 64% 40
11.06.. 101% 101% 78% 76% 64
39%
HALIFAX,NS. Schr Golden Belt—2

bbls

naptha

Foreign Import*.
YABACOA, PR. Sohr Waldemar— 600 hhds
lasses to E Churchill & Co.

RUSSIA CRIES HALT.
She Thinks

of

Per

Cooking.O 00@0 00
Evaporated.14®16

Foreign Export*.

to
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Walnuts

therefor.

Constantinople, July 23.—Said Pasha and

MORE

Tennessee... 1 80@2 00
OffllOo
12%@15o
“
Filberts
12%@14c
13 @16o
Pecan

C»stana,4>"tb.

mo-

Railroad Receipt*.
Portland. July 21
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f»r Portland
21 ear* miscellaneous merchandise; for oonneotlng
roads 86 oars miscellaneous merchandise.

London, July 32.—A Berlin dispatch to the
Times says Rnssia appears, from the language
of the accredited organ of the government, to
Stock market*
demand that England, before acting on the asThe following quotations of stocks are received
sumption that the Porte has virtually declined ! and
corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
to send .troops to Egypt, shall come to an
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Midagreement with the other powers.
dle and Exchange stree c
GERMANY’S POLICY.
A

Change Inevitable Under Present Conditions.

Berlin, July 22.—The Prussian Cross Gazette, in an article on the policy of Germany,

says the maintenance of the former state of
things is impossible, since Egypt has practically fallen under the dominion of England. It
is impossible to prognosticate the work of the
future, as no power has disclosed its plans.
England has not yet reckoned up the consequences of her course. There is no necessity
therefore for Gem any to prematurely take
sides. Prince Bismarck, in deciding upon the
attitude to be taken, will not prove false to
tradition.
_

Boston

Friday. Saturday.

Land. 8 Vs

8%
4%

WaterPower...’

4
Flint A Pere Marquette common
24
Hartford A Eric 7s. 55
A. T. A S. F. 93%
Boston & Maine.148%
L. R. A Ft. Smith. 56%
Norfolk A Western pref.
Marquette, Houghton A Ont. 74
Summit Branch. 13
Denver A Rio Grande. 62%
Mexican Central 7s. 87%

24
67

93%
148%
66%
66
73

13%
62%
86%
87%

Northern Pacific preferred... 88%
Common. 47%
47
r8al66 at the Boston Brokers’ Board. July 22.
Boston A Maine R. 7s.1894.coup.126
Portland. Me., City 6s, 1907.120%
Portland, 8aco A Portsmouth Railroad.114
York Manufacturing Co.1307%
Eastern Railroad. 48%
Deer Isle Mining Company.60c

Milton.20o

FOREIGN.
Arrears of Rent Bill.

London, July 22.—At a meeting of Conservative peers at Lord Salisbury’s residence, yesterday, to consider the course to be adopted on
the arrears of rent bill, Lord Salisbury stated
that, in consequence of the gravity of foreign
affairs, he could not recommend the peers to
bring about a crisis on a domestic question by

rejecting

the bill.
In the House of Lords, this afternooD, the
arrears of rent bill (Ireland) was read the first
time.
Dillon on the Repressions Bill.
London, July 23.—John Dillon speaking at
Mellow, said if GO honest members were returned to Parliament to support Parnell, they
would render the repression of crime bill
inoperative, for every man arrested under the
bill they would waste two days in the Commons.
When they were, enabled to understand the working of the land corporation, they
would organize such machinery as to defeat it.

French Politics.
Paris, July 22.—President Grevy has annulled the resolution of the Paris municipality
in favor of the maintenance of M. Floquet as
prefect of the department of the Seine, on the
ground that the resolution amounts to a claim
of autonomy. In the Chamber of Deputies,
to-day, M. Goblet, replying to a question on
the subject, said he personally favored the extension of municipal liberties, even for Paris,
but he rejected the idea of communal autonomy. He declared he would cause the law to
be respected. M. Goblet ultimately yielded to
President Grevy’s representations that he
could not resign without producing an undesirable crisis.
In resuming his post, however,
M. Goblet said be would not abandon an iota
of his programme.
M. Floquet, prefect of the
department of the Seine, has also withdrawn
his resignation.
Unsuccessful Attempt to BumaTom
Portland, Oregon, July 23.—An unsuccessful attempt was made Friday night to burn the
town of Seattle, W. T. The attempt was evidently made by a brother of Payne, who was
lynched last spring by citizens of the place and
his gang of desperadoes. At tap of a bell the
vigilance committee assembled and hastily prepared a list of names of 20 prominent roughs,
whom they notified to leave the place before
daylight or abide the consequences. The order was obeyed and the town cleared. Payne,
the ringleader, is in custody.
Another Defaulter.
St. Louis, Mo., July 23.—Ed Willard, a
banker and large grain dealer of Jonesboro,
111., has been missing for a week past, and yesterday the bank was closed and an announcement of its suspension posted on its doors. An
examination of his books shows liabilities of
about $150,000, and assets of $53,000. Willard’s whereabouts are unknown.

Toy Pistol Victims.
Chicago, 111., July 22.—Twenty victimsof
the toy pistol are now enumerated in the city,
all dying of lockjaw.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The body of Ernest Spencer, whose mysterious
disappearance from Milwaukee, Wis.,
Sunday evening last has caused such a sensation during the past week, was found in the
lake near bis residence yesterday.
Senator Hill’s condition remains unchanged.
A new edition of the army register, corrected to July 1st, wil be issued from the war department this week.
John Munroe of Clinton, Mass., died Saturday of lockjaw, the result of a toy pistol
wound.
There were Cl deaths from yellow fever in
Havana last week.
The ship Peruvian Congress, owned by W.
Frazer and others of St. John, N. B., has been
abandoned at sea. Partially insnred.
The steamship Canonbury, from Montreal
for London, with a general cargo and cattle, is
She is being lightaground at Longue Point.
ened.
A Portsmouth (N. H.) dispatch states that
Capt. R. B. Rradford, U. S. N., is detached
from the naval board of inspection and ordered to the United States flagship Tennessee.
The American Dental Association will hold
its 28th annual session at Saratoga, Aug. 8 and
9. Dr. Thomas W. Evans, the famous American dentist in Paris, is expected to deliver
the opening address.
The Chase cotton mill in Coventry, R. I.,
was burned Friday night.
Loss 340,000; insured 822,500.
Two persons were killed and several injured
by the bursting of the boilers in a shingle mill
burned at Saginaw, Mich., Friday night.
Thomas McGrath was instantly killed by a
switch engine at New Haven, Conu., Satur-

day.

Alexandria, July 23.—Troop ship Malabar,
Osoar M. Goodwin, late cashier of the Lowith 1,108 men and a battery of artillery, has
gansport, Ind., National Bank, was arrested
to
the
latest
news
from
arrived.
According
in Atlanta, Ga., Saturday, charged with being
Cairo, 8,000 starving and homeless persons a defaulter to the extent of 817,000.
are camping in Esbeh gardens.
There is great
The army worm iB doing much damage along
It is rumored that
mortality among them.
the Shore Line and is moving toward New
French marines have disembarked at Port
Haven, Conn.
Said, but it is impossible to verify the rumor,
It is said that the accounts of the Brooklyn,
there being no telegraphic communication.
N. Y. Park Department are in such an unbusArabi Pasha yesterday massed 700 cavalry,
inesslike shape that the services of an expert
with a field gun, at the pumping station of the
accountant are necessary to straighten them
It is supposed his inRamleh water works.
out.
tention is to destroy the station.
The secretary of the Menhaden Oil ComThe mail steamer from Constantinople,
pany denies the report that his company is fitwhich arrived this morning, has been embarting out steamers to cruise .on the New Enggoed, and her captain arrested, on suspicion land coast for mackerel.
that she was carrying letters to Arabi Pasha.
The Massachusetts Republican Convention
The steamer is guarded by four steam launches
meets in Worcester, Sept. 20th. Hon. Geo. F.
from the British fleet.
Hoar has been invited to preside.
It is understood an English-French occupaBoston ’longshoremen have asked for an intion of Port Said is projected.
crease of wages ten cents an hour for day and
No water has been supplied to the public in
night work, and twenty cents for Sunday
Alexandria since noon yesterday.
work. The wages they now receive are thirty
Admiral Seymour has ordered the machinand forty cents per hour, day and night, and
ery of all cotton presses to be used in condenssixty cents Sundays.
ing water.
Yesterday the Bittern cruised off Rosetta to
reconnoiter, but did not approach within firing
distance. The fort has fifteen guns mounted.
On appearance of the Bittern men stood to
Portland [Daily Wholesale market.
their guns but did not fire. At Aboukir there
Portland, July 22.
A flag
was a large number of guns and men.
I'he following are to-day’s quotations or Flour,
of truce was flying but no English troops landate.
Provisions,
drain,
The country is drifting
ed to spike the guns.
ff iuur>
iirnm.
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PViertnos.G 50g7 60 Store.
Cheese.
will have to blame himself on being punished.
Malaga.
New.
Nuts.
After the bombardment of Alexandria, a
Vermont_11
Poanuts—
council of war was held under our presidency,
76(22 25 N Y Faotory.il
Wilmington.l
Dervisch Pasha assisted, and Arabi Pasha was
Virginia....* 26@2 60, Skims. 7 Vt

FINANCIAL AM COMMERCIAL
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New York Stock and money market*
(By Telegraph.)
New York, July 22.—Money closed at 2@3; last
loan 2% percent.
Sterling Exchange firm: wo quote bankers asking
rates, 60 days bills, at 4.85% per per £ (of $4.866o
par value),and on demand at 4.88%.against 4.85%

@4.88% one week ago.
The following are to -day’s closing quotations

of
Government tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.102
United States 5’s ext.101%
United States new, 4% s, reg.
114%
United States new, 4%’s ooup.114%
United States new, 4*s, reg...102%
United States new, 4’s, coup.102%
Pacific 6’s of 95.131
The

following

are

the closing quotations of stocks:

Chicago A Alton. 139
Chicago A Alton preferred. 140
C. B. Quincy.134 Vs
Erie...
40%
Erie preferred. 80%
Illinois Central.138%
Lake Shore.116%

Michigan Central. 98%
New Jersey Central. 84%
Northwestern.134 Vs
Northwestern preferred.148%
New York Central.136%
Rock Island.
133%
Milwaukee A St. Paul.
119%
St. Paul preferred.133%
Union Pacific stock. 116
Western Union Tel. Co.
90%
....

California mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
8an Francisco. July 22 —The following are tht
closing auotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Bfeat A Belcher.
5%
Bodie. 4%
Eureka. 14%
Gould A Curry. 2%
Hale A Noroross.
1
Mexican. 5%
Northern B*Ue. 12%
Ophir. 2%
Savage
1%
Bierra Nevada.
6
Union Con.
8
Yellow Jacket,..
1
The Wool market*
Boston, July 22—[Reported for the Press].—The
is
a
of prices quoted this afternoon:
list
following

Ohio

ana

Pennsylvania—

Picklocx and XXX.43
Choice XX.40
Fine X.40

Medium.44
Coarse.
85

Michigan—

Extra and

XX.39
Fine.38
Medium.42
Common.34
Other WesternFine and X.38
Medium.42
Common...34

Pull#—Extra...36

oapetnne...28
No 1.
16
Combing and delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.45
Fine delaine... .43

Low and coarse.32
Medium unwashed.25
Low unwashed.20
12
California.

Texas.20
pulled.30
Do Combing.36

Canada

@ 46
@42

@41
@46

@ 36

@40
@39
@ 44
@ 35

@40

@ 44

@

36

@45

@47

@25

@48

@ 46

@36
@27

@2*2

@33
@36
@ 40

@36

Smyrna washed.23 @25
Uunwashed.16
Buenos Ayres.23
Montevideo.30
Cape Good Hope.29
Australian ..40

Donskoi.^.26

@17

@29
@ 35

@

33

@ 46
@ 30

New Wool continues to arrive quite freely, al
though receipts are still small compared with the
large receipts last year. The business for the week
has been far the largest we have had to report for
a year, but these large transactions
have not imparted any increased firmness to the market, as
holders

are

free sellers at the current rates.
Doncaut .Uarkcu.

(By Telegraph.)
New Fork. July 22.—Cotton closed quiet but

firm at 12% c for middling uplands and 13c for middling Orleans.
Floor—olosed quiet and easy; No 2 at 2 80®
3 70;Superflne Western and State 3 60®4 76; City
Mills extraifor the West Indies at 8 20®6 36; for
South America 6 40®6 66; low extras 4J7056 86;
Winter Wheats 6 10®6 70; fancy do 7 00@7 76;
Winter Wheat patents at 7 00®8 76.
Wheat—market closed weak; No 2 Red Winter
on spot atl 19s,4 sales at 1 1844 for July; 1 16%
for August; 1 17 for Septembers 18% for Ootober;
116Vs 0)1 16% seller year; No 2 Milwaukee nominally at 1 19@1 21; No 1 White 117%®117%
September; sales for the week 20,810,000 Dusb.
Com—olosed heavy;No 2 on spot at 84c;84c asked
for .July; 83%@83%c for August; 84%®85cfor
September; sales at 84c for October; 79%®79%c
seller the year; sales for the week 7,560.000basb.
OATS—closed unsettled; No 1 White 78c; No 2 do
at 76c; No 3 do 73c; No 1 Mixi d at 66c; No 2 do
66c; No 3 do 64c; sales for week 4,440,000 bnsb.
Pork—market closed steady; old mess on the spot
at 21 00; new do 22 00; 2 00 asked for July ana
August; 21 40@22 00 September; sales for week 3,000 on spot.
Lard—closed steady and rather firm; prime steam
on spot 12 80; 12 72%®12 77% for July; 12 86®
12 92 for August; 13 00®13 02% September.sales
for the week 6800 tcs on spot, and 333,000 toe for
future delivery.
Tallow—firm at 8%@8%.

Butter—dull.]

Cheese steady and firm.
Chicago. July 21.—Flour quiet. Wheat—No 2
Red Winter lower 1 06% cash; 1 04%@1 06 July;
1 03% for August; 1 00 bid all year; No 2 Chicago
Spring nominal at 1 29 oash; 1 28(5)1 29 for July;
regular 1 04% ®1 05 for July; 1 01% for August;
1 01% for September and October
Corn lower at
77%@78c cash; 77% o August; 73% c September;
74%®74%o October. Oats irregular at 66o cash;
64c for July; 39%o August: 36%®36%c for Sept
and Oet. Rye dull 68%o. Barley easier at 88o for
September. Pork generally at 8l 10®21 20 cash;
20 07% 20 10 for August; 21 22%®21 26 September; 21 32%®21 36 for October. Lard Is generally lower 12 37®12 40 for cash and August;
12 60:512 62% for Sept; 12 60@12 62% for Oct.
Bnlk Meats nnchanged;sboulders at 9 76; short ribs
12 66: short clear 13 00.
Rooeipts—6,000 bbls hour, 122,000 bush wheat,
262.000 bush oorn, 42,000 bush oats, 1400 host
rye, 0000 bush

barley.

Shtpments-l2,000 bbls flour, 170,000 bash wheal,
166.000 bush com, 47,000 bnsb oats, 1800 bush
rye. 475 bush barley.
ST. Locis.Julv 22.—Flour lowerjtreble extra 3 76
®3 85; family at 4 26®4 40; choloe at 6 16@6 30;
fancy at 6 30(5)6 40. Wheat lower; No 2 Red Fall
at 99%o cash; 98®99%o foi July; 99%c August;
1 00% September; 1 01% for October; No 3 Red
Fall 96c bid; \o 4 at 92c.
Com Is lower at 78%
®80o cash;79%o for July! 76%o for August. 76%
73c
for
Oct.
Oats
lower
61%®62 cash. Pork
Sept;
quiet at 21 20 bid casb and Jnly. Lard nominal at
12 30.
tteoeipts—6,000 bbls flour, 188,000 bust wheat,
42.000 ousn com,33,000 bush oate, 1,000 bush rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-10,000 bblslflonr,246,000 bnsh wheat,
20.000 bush oorn, 00,000 bush toats, 1,000 bush
Bariev. 00.000 bush rye.
Detroit, July 22.—Wheat weaker; No 1 White
on spot at 1 29; Jnly at 1 28% ; August at 1 06%;
Sept l 06%; October 1 OC; No 2 Red for August at
108%.
Receipts 9,000; shipments 3,000 bush.

..

..

..

■

HaraiM .Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. July 22.—Sugar maraet quiet; quotations entirely nominal; Molasses Sugar, 86 to 90
ileg, 6%@6H reals per arrobe. Muscovado, common to fair, at 6%@7 reals; Centrifugal Sugar, 92
to 90 deg. in boxes and hhds 8%@9%.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanxas
82,260 boxes, 182,360 bags and 120,760 hhds; receipts for the w eek 960 boxes, 1700 bags and 600
hhds; exports 2000 boxes, 1500 bags and 5,660
hhds, including 60 boxes, 1000 bag and ail hhds to
United States.
Molasses nominal.
Freights tending upward; tonnage is decreasing;
loading at Havana for the United States p hhd Su-

gar at 3 60@4 00 currency; loading at ports on
the north coast (outside ports) for United States p
hhd Sugar 3 76$4 23 76; P hhd Molasses 2 76$
3 26.

Spanish gold 1.71%.
Kxchangettrm; on Uuited States
8%@8% prem; short 9%@9%.

60

days gold at

Enrepeau Markets.
3y Telograou.

London, July 22 -Consols 99 9-16.
Live kroon, July 22-12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
dull; Uplands at 0 16-16d; Orleans 7%d; sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export 2,000; future*
steady.

Bridgton News:
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THE

who are

FOR GOVERNOR,

ROBIE.

KKPKKHiiWTATITEW TO COPfUBBIS

THOMAS B. HEED,
NELSON OINGLEV, JR.,
CHARLES A. BOLTELLE,
SETH L. MILLIKE7Y.
COCNTYS NOMINATIONS.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Senators—Goorgo E. Weeks,Augusta; F. E. lleath,
Waterville.
Sheriff—George It. Stevens, Belgrade.
Attorney—William T. Haines, Waterville.
Treasurer—Mark Hollins, Albion.
Commissioners—George H. Andrews, Monmouth;
C. M. Weston, Belgrade.
Register of Deeds— P. M. Folger, Augusta.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Senators—James W. Clark, Andover; Eckley T.
Stearns, Lovell.
Commissioners—Geo. F. Hammond,Paris; Frank
CL Bradley, Fryeburg.
Clerk of Courts—Albert S. Austin, Dixfield.
Attorney—James S. Wright, Paris.

Marble,

Treasurer—Jarvis C.

Paris.

Sheriff—Jordan Stacy, Porter.
anonymous letters and commun
are in
cations. The name and address of the writ
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for nblicaWe do not read

guaranty
good
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.
tion but

faith.

of

as a

or

preserve com-

regular attache' of the Press is furnished
Cord certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
Every

■with

a

For the purpose of furthering the good

cause

in

campaign, the PublishPress propose to issue their Weekly
at
the
Editions
following extraordinarily
Daily
rates, barely covering the cost of material and
postage.
coming political

the

ers

of

the

and
low

THE MAINE STATE TRESS
will be furnished, beginning with the number issued next after the receipt of the order in each
case, and closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing a report of the Maine Election.

Weekly,

DAIlTy

THE

PRESS S

Will be furnished, beginning with the number is
sued next after receipt of order in each case, and
closing with the issue of Sep. 10th, with full returns
fiom Maine Election;
§1.00
Mingle Copien, by tuuii,
Postage will in all

cases

be

lishers.

prepaid by

Pubr

the

The Press will contain complete political news
and information besides the customary genera
news, business and miscellaneous matter.
Republican Committees and others desirous of
the triumph of the right, can do no more useful
■ervice than to aid in the dissemination of good
reading matter. Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

importunity
good squaro
meal, furnished rather grudgingly; is he
therefore necessarily a thief? We have listened to appeals of church debts, made from
the sacred desk, which were far more arbitrary and compulsory than any “assessment
circular” we ever heard of,—appeals which
gets away with

a

the courage
many a poor fellow has not had
to
and he has thrown in his very last

resist,
nickel!

___

Biddefobd Journal:

There is

no use

in

disguising the fact that the opposition,
though scared at the present time, are quietly making preparations for a big fight in
this State and county. The gentlemen who
run the campaign in this section of the
State are openly boasting of the gain they
They will make
are to make in the county.
the reto
effort
accomplish
possible
every
sult, but they will surely fail if the Republitocan voters of this county will but pull
gether and do their duty. There is an actual Republican majority in this county of
500, and if the party is united Democratic
boasting of expected gains will amount to
nothing. If York county goes Democratic
next September there will he no one to
blame but ourselves.
Tiie Scientific American, which has been
giving attention to the subject of Western
tornadoes, thinks that it may be taken as a
general fact from various observations, that
cyclones or tornadoes of uncommon violence
in the summer months move in one direc-

tion, from southwest to northeast, following
the course of the prevailing winds. This
fact is of importance, at least, in diminishing alarm at threatening storms from other
directions, and of warning as to which way
the cyclone may be looked for.
The national conference of charities and
corrections will hold its ninth annual ses-

Madison, Wis., beginning on the 5tli
August and continuing through five days.
The proceedings will cover addresses by the
governor of Wisconsin, the president of the
conference and W. P. Letchworth; reports

sion at
of

25 cents#

Single Copies,

raising

of the independent press
such a dust in regard to the political assesscontributions
ment business, insist that
made in response to tbe circulars are involuntary, for the reason that instances are
cited where repeated and urgent calls have
been made. A tramp because of his much

MONDAY MORNING, JULY 24.

FREDERICK

Our estimable friends

CO.,

PORTLAND, ME.

from the different States and various committees, with discussions; a visit to the industrial school for boys at Waukesha, and
the election of officers.
The Arrears of Rent bill is passing rapidly through the different stages of its course
through the House of Commons, and will
As
no doubt become a law without delay.
it proposes to pay the tenants’ debts to the
landlord out of the public treasury, it natu-

ally enough meets with

no

objections from

either side.

Republican Comity Convention
The Republicans of the several cities and towns in
Cumberland County are requested to send Delegates to a County Convention to be holden at

Reception

Hall

(City Building)

for making him

PORTLAND,
Tuesday, July 25,1882, at 10

a.

in.,

A

to nominate candidates for the following offices, to
•wit;
Four Senators, Sheriff, Comity Treasurer.
Register of Deeds, County Attorney, Clerk of
Courts, and two Comity Commissioners. Also to
elect a County Committee for two years; commencing Jan 1,1883
The basis of representation will ho as follows:
one delegate for each city and town; and one in
addition tor each seventy-live votes for Governor in
1880. a fraction of 40 votes will ho entitled to an
Cities and towns ^are entitled
additional
to delegates as follows:
Baldwin.3 Naples. 2
Bridgton.0 N. Gloucester. 4
Brunswick.3 N. Yarmouth. 3

delegate.

Cape Elizabeth.7
Casco.2
Cumberland...3

Deering —.8

Falmouth.4

Otisfield .3
Portland.48
Pownal. ••*•— 2
2
Itaymon

Scarboro

Freeport.<> Sebago..

Gorham.7

...

Standish.

3
2
4

Gray.3 ■Windham.3
Harpswell ...*•••.3 Westbrook. 04
Harrison.3

Yarmouth.

ADZ

SAMUEL. DINGI.EY.
j
NEW ALL A. 'ill A ETON. |
DR. JOHN l. STURGESS, |
BENJ.

HORACE
FRED H.

County

\ Coram tteo"

TRUE,

I

GILES LORING,

F.MIIJJKEN,

I
HARFORD,
ISALAH S. WEBB, Chairman.
JOHN M. STEVENS, Secretary.

Portland, July 3,1882.

Plaisted and the Count-Out.
Friday morning the Press asked the Advertiser for proof of the Advertisers statement that Plaisted opposed the count out Of
1879. It put the query in this form:

The Adveitiser says “General Plaisted advised the Council of 1879 not to allow the
result of the election to be changed by any
technicalities.” This is a “fresh” piece of
political information. When and where did
Plaisted give this advice? Does the Advertiser mean to say that he opposed the countout? If he did, it must have been hi soliloin public
quy, for he never lifted his voice
While honorable Democrats
against it.
were condemning the crime of the Garcelon
Council he did not join in the condemnation.
He was mute then. But Jater on he took
occasion to assail the Supreme Court for its
wise and righteous decision. That is the position Harris Plaisted held during the controversy. Does the Advertiser question this
statement? Has it any proof to offer that
Plaisted was opposed to the count-out? Did
he ever publicly condemn that crime? Did
he ever privately condemn it? If so, when?
Did he approve or disapprove the opinions
of the Court? On which side of the question was his influence cast and his voice
heard? If he condemned the action of the
Council and approved the action of the Court
the people of Maine have hitherto been ignorant of it. Will the Advertiser enlighten
them on this point?
The Advertiser made no

reply.

Saturday

morning the Press said:

The Press has asked the Advertiser for
of the Advertiser’s statement that
Plaisted opposed the count out of 1879. The
Advertiser fails to furnish the proof. It

proof

proof, or
imputation of attempting
must

furnish the

rest under tho
to mislead its

readers.

Saturday night’s Advertiser calls this requiring it to prove a negative, and further
says:

The Advertiser repeats thatGeneral Plaisted
advised the Council of 1879 not to allow the result of the election to be changed by any technicalities, and challenges the Press to show
when and how he encouraged falsi iication and
forgery of the returns. If the Press has no
evidence to offer, an apology would be becom-

ing.
Here is the evidence in the shape of a dispatch sent to and read at a Fusion meeting
held in Augusta Dec. 23, 1879, to approve
Garcelon’s theft of the State Legislature.
The count-out had then been completed.
Over thirty members-elect of the Legislature
had been refused certificates of election aud
certificates had been given to men who were
not elected. Under those circumstances the

following dispatch

was

sent:

Bangor, Dec. 23.
We, the undersigned citizens of Bangor, believe that the Governor and Counsel of this
State in the inspection of the returns and tabulation of the same which liavo just been completed have acted in compliance with the con-

stitution and the laws, and we will sustain
them, the constituted authorities of this State
to any extent and all hazards.
Signed: G. L. Boynton, A. Sanborn,B. E. S.
Bass,
Prescott, H. M. Plaisted, Joseph
and many others.

dispatches now and then speak of the j
possibility of the outgrowth of a religious
The

Egyptian complications. So
the
far as there is danger of this, it lies in
the ]• also
power of El Mehdi (“the Messiah )
to anProphet iu the Soudan. According
cient Mohammedan writings, El Mehdi is to
war

from the

40

then
appear in November next, being
1'atiyears old, the son of Mohammed and
the othma, and with one arm longer than
er.
The Soudan person, who seems to have
gathered some thousands of followers, and
be on the way to join Arabi, is
said to fill tbe bill iu all these particulars.
By the same prophecies of Islam, El Mehdi’

is

reported to

Christians on
against the Turk because of his corrupt alliance with Christians. If El Mehdi really has any considerable number of adherents, and enjoys their
devotion, the outlook for a breezy Autumn
in Egypt is excellent. It may be that this
not the Christian,
new leader cf Islam, and
is to drive the Turk out of Egypt. “Further
Intel est,
developments will he awaited with
to wage war against
general principles, and
s

as

the phrase is.

the

The Macon Telegraph positively asserts
that “the nomination of Aleck Stephens for
governor will be the beginning of the end of
Democratic supremacy in Georgia.” A man
would have to deliberate all day and sit up
nights to think up a better reason than this
a

newspaper

candidate.
has

marck, D. T., with the

in BisThe City
living in this

been born
name

of

Rammer, and is going for a
world charged with the motto:
gar, vitriol and victory.”

“Vim,

vine-

Two Indiana farmers quarreled over a 15
wrench, went into court, have paid $1,700 in fees, and mortgaged their farms to
cent

carry on the war.

The Easy Chair’s Tribute to Garibaldi.
[Harpor’s forAngutt.]
“In the long Summer nights at sea,” said a
friend who knew Garibaldi, “we sat upon the
deck, and he recited Italian poems. He was a
poet himself—a poet in action. When he stood
in his red shirt upon a balcony at Naples and
the same
gave the kingdom to the king, he was
simple man as on tho3e Summer nights at sea.”
But whoever remembers the days of Grogory
XVI., the last pope but one, may well rub his
eyes as he reads that a triumphal procession,
headed by the municipal authorities, marched
through the chief streets of Home, amid universal acclamation, carrying a bust of Garibaldi, which it deposited in the Capitol. There
were the usual details of pageantry—the blackveiled ladies, the chariot typical of triumphal
entries, the figure of Liberty crowning the
bust, aud there were the red-shirted veterans,
the historic Hags, the great banners of Italian
cities, the schools, the clubs, the artists aud the
committees. But more than the spectacle was
its significance. It was new Italy, regeno.ated
Italy, the Italy to which Gregory XVI. is as
remote and alien a figure as Alexander VII.,
the Borgia. Perhaps 6ome of the Btrangers
who watched the procession smiled at the black
veils and the emblematical Liberty and the allegorical figures, thinking them trivial and
melodramatic, aud giving an artificial and insincore aspect to the spectacle. But the pine
must allow for the palm. The cooler northern
temperament must not be severe upon southern
ardor lavishing itself in expression. Long ago
the Easy Chair was wandering in Italy, when
the Austrians were occupying Lombardy, aud
had just taken possession of Milan. On all the
roads, at the cafe's, on garden balconies, there
were Italians with symbolic hats aud symbolic
ribbons, and loud gesticulation and gusts of
patriotic song; aud despite its sympathy with
the Italian cause, aud its consequent detestation of the r.ialadelli Tedeschi, the Easy Chair
could not but hear the line of Browning’s contemptuous Luitolfo mockingly and constantly
repeating itself: "I have known sothree-andsupreme
twenty leaders of revolts.” And
was his disdain of Italian patriotism and persistence that the sneering Luitolfo was sure
that the twenty-fourth would be as imbecile or
treacherous as his predecessors. So it was incredible to a child of Sam Adams aud the New
York Sons of Liberty that men who really
meant to rescue their country from the grasp
of a tyrant would tie ribbons in their hats, and
waste patriotism in frivolity, and apparently
suppose that a revolution could be helped by
millinery. It was but a generation ago, and
yet it was that generation which has redeemed
Italy and driven the Austrian away. The temperament is not our temperament. But it is
the
our temperament sometimes to confound
florid expression with the sentiment, and then
“Why canDOt Alfred
we deceive ourselves.
i*?” asked Carsay a thing without jingling
of
Tennyson. Carlyle mistook the rhyme
lyle
for the poem. The impatient pine often thinks
that the palm spends itself utterly upon expression, forgetting that it is the same deep affection for the dead child which often hardens
the father into stone, and dissolves the mother
into a Hood of woe. Garibaldi was a perfect
His catype of that Southern temperament.
reer illustrates the persistent and creative
the new Itapower of sentiment. He typified
ly to itself. He was the symbol of the sentimoulded
into a nation,
ment which Cavour
and he will be always canonized more universally than any Italian patriot, because no other represented so purely and simply to the
national imagination the Italian ideal of
himself
a
“He was
patriotic devotion.
Ho had
poet,” said his fellow-voyager.
that enthusiasm of high sentiment which
makes no calculation for defeat, because it
does not believe in it. Despite Napoleon, even
battles are not sums in arithmetic. It is
strange that Napoleon, half of whose success
was due to a sentimeut—the glory of France—
which welded his army into a thunderbolt and
still burns to our later hearts in the fervid
have supposed that
song of Bcranger, should
it is numbers and not conviction and enthusiasm whicli win the final victory. Italia far'd da se. Garibaldi was that faith incarnate,
and its prophecy is fulfilled. Italy, more proud
than stricken, bears his bust to the Capitol,
aud there its elegant marble will say, while
Home endures, that one man with God, with
is at last
country, with duty and conscience,
the majority.

The Lovers’ Teeth.
[Interview with a Dentist, in Philadelphia Press.]
I

performed

an

operation

of
on

How

(.Detroit Freo Press.]
“Tell me about those dear, delightful, boautiful blizzards you have in your country,”
said the Brooklyn girl, fo.diog her hands and
looking up at him with a bowitcliingly pleading glance. “I know they must be just too

anything!”
“Oh, they’re sweeteners!” ejaculated

sweet for

the
the oth-

Montana man, throwing one leg over
“You once get
er and warming to his subject.
a blizzard after you, and you’ll wish you hadn’t
any skirts on to bother you.”
“And did you ever see one?” she asked with

profound interest.
a griu!” responded he
“I’ve been around when our neck o’
the woods was toiling hard to save its county
representation! Why, miss, I seen a blizzard

“Well, I should fire

politely.

tip a prairie fire right up on end, and it blazed
away a streak of fire thirty miles high! just
tipped it right up!”
“Gracious!”
have

certain

oc-

under romantic circumstances
casion. A young lady, as pretty as a peach,
and a fine looking young fellow came to see me

morning. After no little hesitation they
told me they were betrothed and that he was
in the army aud wras going away to the plains
for at lea3t a year, hunting Indians. “And wo
are very unhappy at parting,” whimpered she.
“Yes. we are,” almost blubbered he.
“Wo heard of transplanting teeth, and want
mouths aud
you to take one out of each of our
transfer them.” For a moment I was transfixed with laughter and astonishment, and I atthem out of their foolish
tempted to reason had
excellent teeth, by the
proposition —both
wav—but they insisted, so I extracted one of
one of his smallest,
her largest back teeth and
Hers fitted in his
and changed them about
off a lew days afterwent
he
iavv all right, and
love’s molar,
ward to his post with his lady
for
llis tooth, however, would not stick in,
back with
came
within a w>ek the young lady
her face dreadfully swollen. 1 reduced the infiamation aud eased tho pain, but could not rewith
plant her lover’s fang, and the went away
it wrapped up in paper. Oil! the inconsistency
of women. Six months after she married a
When the
man oid enough to be her father.
he inyoung lieutenant subsequently returned
had been
of
the
he
manner
dignantly told mo
jilted, and requested me to immediately extract
his false love’s tooth, which I did, and he threw
it into tho cuspadore.

thought

it would

girl.

the

squealed

have

“I

should

blown it

clear

over!”
“That’s when you ketch your heel! Y'eu see,
the tire struck agin a railroad locomotive that
was passing some eighteen miles up, and
the engine held it
perpendicular,” exc’aimed the Montana man. “\rou can’t fool a
prairie fire much! When it came down it kept
on

MISCELLANEOUS._

JOHN
BEST
hereby given
been duly licensed to collect tlio City Olt'al and
Jia.fc: ',i\ on bond for the satisfactory performance of
fho Woik. All persons collecting olt'al without a
litfcom 3 in violation of the City Ordinance will bo
i.rog<v ned according to law.
C. K. BRIDGES,
that

f\|

11

jiuilUdtf

The

L.

has

—

_City

Undersigned Photographers
of Portland,

the indulgence of their patrons, have
agreed to elose their places of business during the inon hs of July and August of tlio present
vear on Monday of each week at twelve o’clock M,

ASKING

to remain closed for the remainder of that day.
M. F. KING.
C. B. CONANT.
J. H. IjAMSON.
C. W. HEAKN.

Good News for tlio liclod.
UNITED STATES HOTEL.

Bngland.
has successfully treated 255

on

a

M. G.

His stay is Limited.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

gusts!”

“My!” exclaimed the girl. “A blizzard must
be something terrible.”
“Well, I should gobble distinctly!” returned

up!

liow you manage to live in such
a country,” said the astonished girl.
we
peg along!” was the oeurageous re“Ob,
sponse. “It’s tho greatest country out doors.
1 remember one blizzard, thoagh, that bothered
It happened to pop the Crow reserus some.
vation plnmp centre, and just blew the whole
business right over on our settlement—Indians,
ground, crops, everything.”
“On top of you?” ejaculated tho girl.
“The same,” replied the Moutana man.
“There we was, right among ’em. The redskins didn’t dare to go off their reservation lor
fear of war, and we didn’t dare climb up
through for fear of violating the treaty.”
“But how did you get out?” queried the
“I don’t

ed it up a hundred feet and there it stood.
When the winter froze it into that position we
gathered the crops and moved out from under
it. Then the thaw came in the spring, and,
miss, you’d have just busted your collar band
to have seen them Crow Indians when their
reservation dropped.”
She sat and looked at him in amazement.
“But it isn’t all tragedy, miss,” continued
the Montana man. “Blizzards has a funny
side, sometimes. I remember when a buck
blizzard slammed into Bud Kipple’s funeral.
We mourners just laid right down and hang
on with our teeth, but the defunct hadn’t our
energy, and he was whirled up pretty near a
milel We never expected he was going that
way, and it must have been something of aa
astonisher to Bud! Miss, he hasn’t come down

yet!”

“And you didn’t

linrrifipifl airl

bnry

him!”

ejaculated

the

“Oh, we planted him! You don't find any
lamenteds hunting around our parts for the
benefits of religion! A funeral is too good a
chance for a fight! We just set to and build a
grave right up to him, and lie’s sleeping hi*
eternal rest in the doggondest place you ever
saw, right on the top of that grave! lie heedeth not the blizzard’s howl, nor oareth he a—a
—a”—and the Montana man pulled up suddenly in his pious relloction and rolled his
eyes.
“What a curious idea!” muttered the girl.
“You bet your sweet life!” conceded the
Montana man. “By the way, the blizzard
that struck Small Pox Run was a teaser. The
air was so black nobody could see what was
going on for an hour, and when they got
around again there was the prettiest old edge
you ever stuck your foot in!
Pretty Yum—,
in—ml I reckon not. Twenty ounces to the
and
all
wool!
The
pound
biggest find ever
known in them parts!”
“What was it?” asked the bewildered girl.
“A mine! A bonanzal And them fellows
worked itl Assayed two hundred dollars to
the ounce and no limit to the game! But they
lost it.”
“How?”
“Some preachers from Minnesota came over
and claimed that it had been blown from their
State, and the Montana men had to give it up.
T e Minnesota men packed it on a wagon and
took it home.”
“I didn’t know they could carry a mine in
that way. What kind of a thing was it?”
“It was a churchdebtl Them Minnesota fellows had been living off it for years, and hadn’t
had to sink a shaft. The placer was as soft as
your cheek, and they hadn’t touched the main
vein I It was a bonanza, and Small Pox Run
has never been the same place since.”
“I never heard a church debt called a mine
before,” Bigbed the girl.
Then the Montana man roso up and looked
at her with mingled pity and contempt, for
there are degrees of innocence that even a
Montana man can’t tolerate.
The Sultan’s Shadow.
[Turkish Lifo in War-Time.]
The sultau was walking one day in the palace gardens, and the sun being very powerful
he hoisted his umbrella. No sooner was this
perceived by one of the officials than he came
up and courteously requested that the umbrella might be closed, “since,” said he, “it is
not right that it should be supposed the shadow of the sultan is not sufficient for all.”

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

$200.00 REWARD!

TUV^CI E
E 111 VLU

B%bsUb8

WIL

ON

Magnetic ami Electric
Physician.

Botanic,

IDs specialities are Consumption, Dyspepsia, Cliron
ic Complicated Disease of long standing that defy
the skillof all others, and Female Complaints, Nervous Debility, Kidney Complaints and Constipation,

name

or

A Lady Said
No, 5 Caunot
My Excuses.”

“Those Horrid Pimples!
Please Present

society and
Probably two-thirds
homes of our laud are afflicted with skin diseases of
of the ladies in

various kinds, to do away with which, if it could bo
done without injury, would be the happiest event of
their lives. Then she would have instead of a disfigcountenance, one that would bo
least good looking, for anyone with

ured and marred

handsome,
a

or

c^ar pure

at

skin,

matter what the cut of her
certain amount of good looks

no

features are, has

a

which attract every’ ody. As it is now, she iminaglnes every one sees and talks about “those freckles,”
“those horrid pimples,” and other blemishes with
which she is afflicted, and this is trae of either sex.
improve this appearance great risks are taken ;
arsenic, mercury, or high-sound titled named artiTo

Premiums

-FOR

edy,

known

as

world.

...
......
Total
$5,5799.o3,73
Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,.$35,718,811.58
....
$32,808,162.52
Inabilities, (eserve at 4 per cent.,

....

one

elegantly put
package, consisting ot both

nal treatment.

this and not

Our

up,

two

roadois should be

l)8,49l> was issued Oct. 20. 1871, lor $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
$138.80. Ten Premiums tvere paid, which, less Dividends, amounted to $1,072.66. The Policy lapsed In
1881, and the Company applied the Keserve Value of $089.70 to tha pnrehase of Term Insurance for
of Insurance,
$5,000, for tho period of 16 years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid lor over 20 years
It was optional
the average yearly cost being $53.67, which is at th6 rate of but $10.71 per thousand.
as
or
to
surrender
the
with the Assured to take the Extended Insurance
original Policy for a Paidabove,
up Life Policy of SI,390.

Gentlemen:

The proprietors of Long Wharf ask permission to
widen their wliart on the West side (to the Commissioners’ line) twenty-live (26) feet; or so that the
westerly line of said wharf shall be on a line twenty-live (26) feet west of the easterly side line of Exchange Street continued.

Wharf
HENRY CHASE, 1
DANIEL CHASE) Committee.
Portland, July ll>, 1882.
(Signed!

sure

to

get

on

the

as

has

ever

some

BEEN
uew

jy21

but

C. W. Benson’s remedies.

gcd, fid

BERRY,
and (rad td'ddel,

No. 37 Plus*

Street.__

__

BATHING GOODS
FOR

|

Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.
FLANNEL

SUITS,

jlylS

THURSDAY. -7TII ISST.

Cars leave Boston & Maine road at 8.45 and
10.25. Tickets 50 cents roan l trip, to be bad of
the Committee and at the depot.
E. I). GAMMON.
.JOHN BRADFORD.

ELIU HASTT.

INSURAMCE

I^ULtULetl

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a Four per cent.

Government Bond,
premium pays about 3Va

a

cent,

in-

terest.

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deat any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

cies in other Companies
shown

by comparison

of results.

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300,Besides giving in
000 matured endowments.
surancc these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5%per cent, compound interest.

EW STORE,

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in-

vested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent,

HOUSE.

reserve

is

over a

4

per

$3,022,012,

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It need? only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

opportunity of trying beforeof charge an article offered

Package

The above Eiidoivuicnt Policies
i'or sale at

45

Sent Free.

wholly upou its merits as you are not asked to buy
it until after you have given it a trial; and have
become convinced that it is an excellent thing, and
you don’t care to do without it.
Our K KGULATIVE TONIC acts exclusively upon the bowels to produce regular healthy
action in cases of torpidity and constipation. It
does not act as a cathartic, and therefore leaves no
sickness or debility, such as follows that class of
but produce a euro in almost every case
medicnes
by geting the bowels iu the habit of regular,

EXCHANGE

D. W. Fessenden,
Y. IViotl Ilootbby,
Portland.
—AND—

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

SPECIAL,

State
jne23

it

This compound has been thoroughly analyzed by
competenl Professor of Chemistry, who proit good for all we claim for it. No one ueed
U»e a
fear to apply it to tho most tender plant.
ftitiall qunnlity ami Increase as the Plant

CORK SWIMMING JACKETS, &c.

OWES, MOORE & CO.

of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
it is the Greatest Blood Purifier en earth.
TRICE, $1.60. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Costs.

COAL AND WOOD,
OIEREREV OF N. ROENDS &

Coal and

Wood

v
cl

Portland Fraternity at its
rpiIE
JL cided to
a school oi

last meeting decarpentry, to bo
under the supervision of Luther Pingree, who is
well qualified to instruct.
The school will be in
the third story of the Fraternity building, on Free
street and will be opened July 5th at half-past
seven in the morning, continuing daily till the

NOW,
Evans &
the

aud all Standard Domestic Coals
for family use. Also

Center Street.
SAMUEL LITTLEPres.

dllBis

CITY

WM. J. BRIDTE.Trea

All persons having books belonging to the Library
are requested to return them on the 8lh, 15th and
22nd of the present month. The Librarian or liia
assistants will be in attendance on the above
named dates, to receive them.
Per order of Library Committee.
1
F. E. PRAY Chairman.
jy3dtf

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.

OFFAL.

HORIZONTAL steam engine, in good condition; Cylinder 9 in. diameter, 20 in. stroke,
Governor and Steam valve*, Flywheel an l Driving
wheel, 25 to 35 hoi so power, and will develop 40
horse power if desired. May be seen at FOREST
CITY SUGAR REFINERY, West Commercial St.
Apply to GEO. S. HUNT, 105 Commercial St.
ll3w
jlyl2

A

(

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoay from which tho excess of
Oi 1 has been removed. 11 has th rec
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrow r ^.t or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical.
It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and

admirably adapted
^

well

as

for
hv

W. BAKER &

persons

for invalids

oolO

GRAY’S SPEC!

CO., DorcHester, Mass.

feb24.

AIITrniiMOuEwj
PonneclN.g

IS

a.

iu.

Pul I in a u

Sunday Traiir*

|». in.
dim

je

FOR SALK.
DF®IRAbI.E stock of Millinery and Fancy
ids at bethel. Me,, on the lino of Grand
Trunk it. 14. Store centrally located. Kent low.
A rare chance for the right person. Satisfactory
reason for goiug out of business. Call on or address
4

ill. K. BUKftllAIH?
jylbdlw

for. Broad and

lllniu directs.

MEDICINE.

TARIRB.

midrewting

and

lowut

THE GRAY MEDICINE
CO.,
No. 1W Main Street, Buitalo, N. Y.
in Portland, by Fred. A. 7\/rncr, 221 Congrcs* St.,
V btunc, cor. Congress and Gree n Stu.

augS'Jdlyr
~

INCREASE"810

EASTERN & OLD ORCHARD JUNCTION R.R.’S
1.

C

The G
EngRe; p :Uv. An TRASS MARK
TRADS MARS lish
•unfuilin
*»i
Seminal A'cakne**.
Impotency, an<l all
Diseases that follow
ns a sequence of SelfAbnse; as Lobs of
Memory, I'niversal
Lassitude, Pain in
Back, Dimness
the^
nf Vision, Premature
Old Aae. and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
BEFORE TAKiMfi. Consumption and u AfTER
Premature Grave.
m our pamphlet, which We desire to
cyrmi particulars
mail to every one. £ fir-Thc Specific Medicine is
wiidfreeby
told by all druggists at $1 per paekafre, or six package* f.-r *'>
or will be cent free by mail ou
receipt of the money*' by

iu health.

Grocers everywhere*

rnexccp

E.

ns

GO TO OLD ORCHARD BEACH

FOR SALE.

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER Ac,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by tbo Massachusett
Charitable Mechanics’Association in 1881. eouum»
marl

**

the

HAVING

‘‘BOSTON STAB BRAND

PURE WHITE LEAD

in

been duly licensed to remove the city
offal and having given a bond for the satisfactory performance of tbo work, I would request all
persons having knowledge of any neglect on the
part of my drivers to immediately inform me of the
fact by telephone or otherwise. JOHN L. BEST,
375 Commercial St. Telephone 502.
Portland June 14,1882
jnel5e6d3m#

MANUFACTURERS.

Portland, July 3,1882,
until further notice, the
for the delivery of

deposit

ashor any
shops, waste or
es, sweepings
is
matter
whatever,
offensive
or
animal, vegetable
forbidden by the ordinances of the city. Attention
to
this
is
palled
of
others
matter,
and
shopkeepers
I
as further violations of the ordinances will subject
them to prosecution.
fy.l TdMWAKI m C. K. BRIDGES. City Marshal.

Mass.
Office, 24 and 2(5 Oliver Street, Boston,
AND

that the

is

BOSTON LEAD MEG. €0.
CORRODERS

BAKER’S

W aste Matter on Streets.

hereby given
NOTICE
streets, (except in proper receptacles) ef
of
dirty water,

Corner of

1yG

GOLD .MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

orilinnnccRolalfiiSlo Deposit of

(Iniubcrlnud Coal for BlarUwmith*’ n«e.
Hurd aud Noft Wood,Slab*and Edwins*,
and
Sawed and delivered to any part of the citydeliv
suburbs. Wo guarantee careful and prompt
to all orders by
ery and strict personal attention
mail or telephone.
lEEEVnONE WO. 224.

Commercial,

mylO

opening of the public schools in the autumn. The
school will be free to boys in the public schools, and
those wishing to learn the use of tools, will do well
to call at once at the rooms on Freo street and enroll their names, as but a limited number can l>o accommodated. Mr. Woodliill is daily in at te ndance
at the rooms and will receive and register the
names of applicants.
juul3dtf

Business.

Lehigh, Johns, Free Earning, Franklin

Oflice 291

These goods may also je found at W. C. NAWVi:B A; CO.’N, 1) Preble Street.
40
BBOTIIKB’S.
BI AN C IIA B f>
Union Street, and A. A. iTIITCEfl i’l LC A:
Streets.
and
Commercial
CO.’S, corner High

open

A full supply lust received of

mTA

?cr Sale Y.’holesale and Eatall.

>

ROIIHOS,

GEO. IS.

lias taken the wharf formerly occupied
Mooney for the purpose of carrying

od&wly

Street,

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

POKTl AND, I»1E.

J

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affec*
tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

f

Belknap & Soil,

142 & 144 Co’nmercial

dtf

that

TV. I. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M,W&Fly

Fitted complete with the
\

Manufactured by

course

FOSTER. MILBURN & C0„ Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsnina, Kioto, &c.

This compositisn gives the plants a luxurious
growth and a dark rich green color, which no other
food gives them; it also gives tho llower of tho
plants a brighter, richer and more beautiful color.
It has no equal lor Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,

C. W.

eodtf

With L-amitil Pottery
Centre*.

is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive o'dor. Try it and you will bo well pleased
with it:. filircctioUM wills each Boa.

G**bs, Batches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Vk-mors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizzi-ness, Loss cf
Appetite. Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
Face

Agent.

ELEGANT

a
nounces

BELTS,

ACrEATS,

T.T. MERRY,

healthy action.
Send postal card to our office and address for
sample package.
DRS. LAMB & Looms.
IUJO Washington Si.
, JIa

PLANT FOOD.

CAPS,

ST.,

Portland, Maine.

ITlaliirrM.

and after this

W. J). AMES,
22 Market Square.

celebrate their 13th Anniversary with their
friends by a Basket Picnic to Ferry Beach Pavilion,
Saco liiuer, on
Will

near

posit

5vl3

HOES,

|

bo open
ON Library will notdate,
books.

Ice Chests loft.

jy24_______u4t
AGED BROTHERHOOD

Better than Tontine Poli-

SUITS,

,

LIBRARY NOTICE.

cheap

J. I.
Me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
B.IROIB, 2‘J Cro«» Hi., Portland

that the public lias an
hand and entirely free
for sale.

OIL SILK

m. o.

50c.

return

WINNUlP & 4 «I.I.I\N, TIANAGEKN
jgpTf stormy, postponed to first fair day.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

WOVEN

mar

A few more

Book Binders.
WOT. A. «IEINCY, Room If, Primto
Exchange No. Iff Exchange Hired.

jly0d3m

1

A

Collins,

7.30.
Excursionists from other places take regular
trains.

DIRECTORY

SHORT MARKON.

MW&Flm

Cures

STEPHEN

eodtt

PKEBLE

nothing

) Harbor Commis> sioners Port) land Harbor.
d7t

one

Street.

474 Congress St.,

stood the test like Dr. C. W. Benson’s

skeptical

L.

And will perforin a Select Programme, consisting
of National Airs, Quick Marches, etc., etc.
ilA. HI*
Public Kehcarnul, at
3 P.
4»i*nu<l Clooirrl nt
4'oi urt Wolo by Hunter Fraukie t'Ksb.
One of the contestants for the Prize Cornet at Lake
Maranacook.
ADSHTIOKAI. ATT It ACTION* !
4w iintl ItfKTN, o;»« »» to all, B ortaub Frizet
Wheelbarrow Ka< \ *2.00 to first; *1.00 to second.
*2.00
$1.00
Sack Race,
Potato Race,
$2.00
$1.00
HVB.11AHIHE
EXPLOMIOIV!
4;UA’NU
This will be one of the finest exhibition ever seen
on Lake Sebago, throwing a large body of water
many feet into the air.
Dancing all day in the Pavilion, Music by Collins’
Orchestra, of Portland. Refreshments at city prices.
Ex ursion Train leaves Portland at S.30 and 11a.
m .aud 1.05 p. in. Returning leave Lake at 0 and

Which at

apr3

MADE

thing,

Portland, July 19,1882.

McLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B. TOLFORD,
CHABLES MERRILL,

BUSINESS

AUG. H. FORD, Special Agent,
OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLANB, ME.

tn24

be

JACOB

Middle

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

Celery and Chamomile Pills.
They really do cure sick headache, nervous headache, neuralgia, nervousness, sleeplessness, indigestion, paralysis, and melancholy.
Price 50 cents per box, two for $1, six for §2.50
by mail, postage free.~Dr. C. W. Benson, Baltimore, Md. Sold by all druggists.
C. N. Crittenton, New York, is wholesale agent
Dr.

Frank

!¥3r.

as

4 Neu*aliou

foregoing petition,

(Signed)

194

days.

“The

it is ordered that a
had on FRIDAY, July 2eth,
and
that notico of
tlio
at 11 A. M.,on
premises,
tlio above petition, together with this onr ordw
two
in
daily pup ere
thereon, be given by publication
printed in Portland, for seven (7) days preceding
the hearing.
the

ON hearing

oct8

We feel so near confident that you will send for a
box of our medicine after using a sample package
and learning how it acts, that we aro willing to go
to the expense of sending you a trial package free.
Thus we offer our

of

Bands

—

HANSON,

Losses paid immediately on completion and approval of proof wtliout waiting the usual sixty or ninety

Beware of al

JPoi'dund Harbor.

SANiUEL

$127,411,677.06

Non-ForfeitaEvery Policy issued by this Company contains tbc following conditions, and is absolutely
In case ef Lapse, after twe or more Full Yoars, Premiums have been paid, the full Fonr Percent.
Keserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the Assured, in either of two ways:
FIRST To the Extension ef the fall amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
for at the Company's Published Kates: or, SECOSU-On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
S 1.1,1'NT ICA rlO.\: Policy No.
Months frem date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy,

for

To (lie Harbor Commissioners ol'

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

_®2.910,B49.00

There is only one,—it bears the

HAS OFTEN

Brass

COMriUSING

THREE HUNDRED MUSICIANS!

STO O KS

A Trial

discovery

—

BOUGHTAND SOLD.

SI per package.

the

Full

—

Doctor's picture and is for sale by all druggists,

by

Fifteen

internal and exter-

some

Skin Cure.”

LAKE SEBACrO!

Bonds

Railway

bottles in

old remedy resuscitated
success of Dr. Benson’s and now advertised
Great

—

jy24d4t

ble:

Hors in tbeir

Rochester,

AND

1,812.920.87

Claims by Death,
2,317,101.36
....
Endowments and Annuities,
399,130.88
...
...
Surrendered Policies,
484,879.10
Dividends to Policy-holders,.1,894,268.87
.....
982,01.) 32
All other Expenditures,

as

at

THURSDAY, JILT 27, 1882.

eodtf

a

It is

—

MUNICIPAL

$4,000,302.46

....

notice this) printed on tbe white label, and are tbe
purest and best medicine on earth, especially fo

Julld&wlmo

BARRETT,

It make3the skin white, soft and smooth, removes
tan and freckles, and is the best toilet dressing in
the

dtf

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

........

regards Policy-holders,
Number of Policies in force, 46,652, Insuring,

BY-

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

sure, perfect and elegant rem“Dr. C. W. Benson’s Skin Cure.”

hope for them in

6s

mch7

Tetal,.$5,813,223.13

Surplus

SALE

SWAN &

part of the body, should know that there is

any

Biddeford Pool.

Pure from Po:*ll<*nd «.:<!

Water Co., 1st Mort.

7s
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
6s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

burning, heating, itching and inflammation is
given. All troubled with Eczema (salt rheum),
Tetters, Humors, Inflammation, Rough Scaly Erup.
tions of any kind, Diseases of the Hair and Scalp,
Scrofula, Ulcers, Pimples or Tender Itchlngs on

jyl7

N. Y.

BONDS.

Nov22eodtaugl

.......

Interest,

the

or

Kidney, Liver aud Nervous Diseases.
others, and of all pretended formulas or recipes of
Hop BiTTERS^publisbed in papers or for sale, as
they are frauds and swindles. Whoever deals in
any but tbe genuine will be prosecuted.
Hoi* Bitters Mfg. Co.,

jy!4

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

No alleviation of
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cles containing these death-dealing drugs, are taken
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Remedy for Speedy and
Permanent Cnre.

a. m.

ON EXHIBITION AT

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, Jf. J. Libby,
McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, II. M. Payson, W. IT. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunl:.

Chicago,.7s

W. prepares bis own curatives that benefit
everybody and injure none.
P. S.—If you are satisfied with your physician
don’t call upon me.
Consultations free. Call at
from 9

50 Feet long, Weighs 15 Tons,

--------

Dr.

once

WHALE!

jvll

6s
Cincinnati,
Cook County.7s
Evansville Ind., ..7s

a

DR.

FIRE and

Cincinnati,.5s

Worm* Remavccl in Three Hour*.
His method of diagnosing disease is marvellously
accurate in description. Superior to all others.
He never asks his patients a question, but examines them and explains the ^ase in all the details of
every ache and pain that afflicts them, and

in 08

MONSTER

BURGB.AR IMtOOF
VAULTS.

Portland

any preparation
put in any form, pretending to be the same as Hop
Bitters. Tbe genuine have cluster of Green Hops
or

RKER,

4 Bulflucit St., Bosiou, IHass.
N. E.—The author may he consulted on all diseases requiring Bkill and experience.

connected therewith, that is intended to

mislead and cheat tbe public,

or IV. H. PA

Deposit Co.,

Portland Sale

SEND NOW.

Tape

is a man of culture, of long and large experience,
lie has made more discoveries of the human system
His
than any person living in Europe or America.
books illustrate upwards of three hundred diseases
as never known before.
He tills out charts showing the power and condition of every organ in the body, to the delight of his
patients as it was never done before by any physician.
Dr. W. is well known in New England for the
many cures he has performed of persons after given
np to die by the best physicians.
Call ami «ee him by all menus.

eodtf

We Offer For Sale

A

Paralysis heart.

Applies

Broadway.

*

jeltt

Will Consolidate under the Direction of

^

Address PEABODY MEDICAL NSTITUTE

any person selling or dealing in any bogus counter*
or imitation Hop Bitters, especially Bitters
or

}

bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar'to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religons anl scioatilic—throughout the land.
The book it guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the mo*ey will be refunded in every instance.
ThouNimdN of C'opieM are nentby mail, securely Mealed and post.paid, to all part* of the
world, every month, upon receipt of price, 91*25.

feit

preparations with tbe word Hop

6

single

DR.

Admiss on. 25 cts. Season Tickets di:$1.00.

) Grand Central Hotel.

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WIEjJjIAM SWEAT, Sec»f and Trea*.,
*7 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar 30
eodly

Melf-Preservation.

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE G CENTS.

Will be paid for tbo detection and conviction of

or

Everybody Needs It.

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

Congress street.

Jacob

The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the married or
of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The hook already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet.
'The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Scienco of Life was fairly won and worthily

see

girl.
“Oh, you can’t hold us fellows down long.
We’re wild, woolly and hard to curry, miss.
Then we’ve got tha best soil in the world. We
just planted a grain crop under that reservation, and in fourteen days the wheat had hoist-

Street.
<i3w

A threat Medical Treatise
Mauhood; the Clause and Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the Untold Miseries arisingfrointho Excesses of Mature Yearn. .‘iOO pa^ct. Koval ftmo. Tho very finest
stool engravings.
125 invaluable Proscriptions, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
I Price only 1.25 by Mail. (New Edition.)
or
on

Broadway.

953

I 540

of SAFES iu iIn

More than One Million Copies Sold !
258th Edition.

v
Rniwirra
Branches.

Churterrd iu 1*75 by Hie Lt*gi»lnlure of
Maine lor Hie SAFE KEEPING of
VAMARiiEM, aud the RENTAL

PALMER,
o

Chicago.

)
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Boots, shoes and slippers of

at No. 5071

j

Private wire to

Artists

Hours 10 A. M. to 7 I\ M.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per rent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of

Pumps.

O 3VI i cl cl 1
23
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$1,000.
febl8eodly

Clews & Co., j
Henry
18 NEW STREET, NEW TOIIK*

Trade.

American

eminent

xvii! open on Friday, Jane lGth,
and remain open till August 16th

BANKING HOUSE

FRENCH Kid and Patent Leather

any style and material made to order.

liquid

the Montana man, with a quiet smile. “Just
before I left, an old he blizzard struck my
town, and whooped us up about eighty’feet!
Town and all! We didn’t come down for four
weeks, and wouldn’t have come down yet, only a Yankee threw a lariat over that streak of
wind and started an elevator! Why, miss,
you don’t know no more about it than
an old
sock!
Why, just south of us
hit a patch of
one of ’em happened to
country some fellows were surveying and blew
the whole lino of the road right through tho
surveyor’s transit! You bet! And the company lost its franchise, because the land granted
to it was just rolled over, and they had to
build the road straight up and down, or give it

PATENT LeatherDress Shoes.

cnt.

stream. They had to pack it in ice
so as to freeze it into shape again! Oh, we have
ice in our school district.”
“I had no idea that a blizzard was so powerful!” murmured the girl.
“Powerfull Well you just about, sister! Only
two months ago, a blizzard lifted the Powder
River straight up in the air and carried it back
seven miles in the woods. You just deal your
last giblet on the power! That’s river’s up in
the trees yet, and we’re building saw mills up
side down so as to get the water privilege! You
read about these tornadoes.
They’re only
in

LAWN TENNIS Shoes with rubber bottoms.

ENGLISH MAT Kid Boots hand
mai’e, very soft and easy.
DRESS AND MORNING Slippers
plain and headed, high and lon-

pa-

tients within the last month

Quarter Oxfords.

QUARTER Strap Shoes.
FRENCH KID Strap Shoes.

most

who will send free full information showing how
largo profits may be realized on investments of

'_

PATENT

Boots.

Author of the Guido for Physicians and popular
Lecturer, from Boston late of London,
In Ills Parlors

LIGHT SEAL

Canvas Beach Shoes for men, women and children.

WILSON,

DR.

RANKERS AND MIOiK
No. | j Wall Siren, New York,

$IO to

jylOdtf

July 10,1882.

The iir»t Anitual Exhibition oi
work*) i'roui the fsludios ol' the

GO.,
BROKER*.

GENTLEMEN’S

FRONT LACE Walking Roots, the
latest styles.
FRENCH PATENT Lee ther Boots.
BURT’S FRENCH K«'d Dress

EM TEH TAIMMEMTS

|

JOHN A. DODGE &

Sr»C>;o.-

L.ABBES.

___

Parties wishing to make mo»cy in Stocks should
communicate with the old established firm of

HOT WEATHER.

Marshal.

_FINANCIAL.

STOCK SPECULATION j| PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART

PREPARED^

CITY OFFAL.
i’l ICE is

blazing and the melted engine dropped
tho track and run right to the round house

right

transplanting
a

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Montana Man Talks.

a

you: capital.
Investors
amounts in

"1

small and medium
Provisions and

Grain,

Stocks as fully protected as moat
extensive and iniluential operators.
tX7UT? A fF Our successful, fully tried, old osW HHjili tablislied plan. Try If. Reports
sent weekly, dividends paid monthly. Send at once for explanatory
circulars and past record, free.
Dividends paid during past thirteen
months ou ibis fund $titl.7l pe
share. Aildress FI. I-.HIHI lx;
wkkkiaji.mu- mu «.»QTnPTTQ Si.l.t
OiUtAO
Fl.m.go, III.
^ o want a local
agent in every town. Excellent inducements
'■"°a l’a> to a
(IdS
ri*ponsible, eutorprising ni3u. Write for terms,

j»28

Uljr

j

-----

THE PIRESS.
MONRAY MORNING, JULY 24.

Spendid day yesterday. Mercury 70° at 7 a.
and
m., 80° at noon, 74° at sunset; wind west
southwest. The different excursions were
patronized.

well
the press.
obtained at tbo Periodical Depots of N. G.
Brunell & Co Andrews ArmMarquis,
Fessenden,
A. i. Cleveland, RobRtromr Wentworth, Hodsdon,
Forest
City News Stand, Jewett,
ert C^tello,
Bose Hltcmngs & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm BrO'., on all
trains that run out of the citv.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Number of arrests last week 52; drunk 32.
Deaths in the city the last week 10.
The yacht Viking is in the harbor.
Value
foreign exports last week $73,-

Miv be

Pierce.

Augusta, F.

Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.

Biddeford,

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.

Beach

Damatiscotta,

E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitcbell.
Fryeburg, II. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

F. A. Mulett.

Kockland, O. C. Andrews,

E. II. Johnson.
Saccarrappa, at the Fo®t Office.
Saco, of L. Hodson and U. B. Kendrick.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wlscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Sehattus,

___

VICINITyT

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Band Concerts.
Aged Brotherhood—Basket Picnic.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT'S.
Oflioe of Life Saving Stations.
Mammoth

Willard’s Patent Life Preserver.

Horses—Rufus Rand.

__

Incredible.
F. A. Scratch, druggist, Ruthven, Ont.,
writes: “I have the greatest coniidence in
your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case
with which I am personally acquainted their
One lady told
success was almost incredible,
me that half a bottle did her more good than
hundreds of dollars’ worth of medicine she had
taken.” Price $1,00 trial size 10

previously

July24dlw

cents.

To all whom it may concern:

Stonington, May 4,1881.
Having purchased Pino-Palmino Mattress
of agent here, February 8, 1881, for my boy
nine years of age, who has been troubled with
catarrh for seven years, and has been very restless at night while asleep, also very delicate
until sleeping on the Pino-Palmine Mattress.
He is being cured of catarrh, rests well at
and hearty, goes to
is
a

night,

getting rugged
steadily,which he has

never been able to
school
do before. I cheerfully recommend the Mattress to al! sufferers from the above complaints.
Were I unable to get another, would not part
with mine upon any consideration,as I consider

it invaluable.

H. H. LEWIS.
For sale by J. H. Gaube t, 201 Middle street
jly!5dtf
Portland. Me.

From Frank J. Pierce, Periodical Depot, 138
IFafer Street, Augusta, Me.
to say that two bottles of your
l am

pleased

valuable Adamson’s Cough Palsam has entire,
ly cured me of a cough o' nearly a year’s
standing. I have triod many mixtures during
that time without success.

*

July24MW&S&w

Ask your physician and he will toll you that
Buchu is one of the best, surest and safest
remedies for aiding, strengthening and cleansing the kidneys. It is one of the ingredients
of Hops and Malt Bitters.
_jy 17

MW&F&wtc

Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is

Forty Years’ Experience of

an

the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
aud diarrhcea, griping in the
cures

dysentery

bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twentyvfive Cents

a

Janl5,MW&S&wly50

bottle.

How few there are who are aware,
That soon the gums and teeth decay,
Unless they are brushed with greatest eare
With SOZODONT from day to day;
For this great dentrifice, ws know,

Will keep them pure and white

as snow.

j ul J24MW&S& w

Pino-Palmine Mattress Co.
Gentlemen—The Mattress I purchased from
and Bick headyou has stopped the catarrhal
ache which has followed mo for years. I would
it.
not part witli it at auy price and be without

Truly

yours,

F. CARPENTER, Druggist.
With E. ,T. Luther, East Providence, R. I.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

jiyl5dtf

Portland, Me.

Enrich and revitalize the blood by usiDg

July£4MW&F&w

Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Ex-Governor Wm. A. Newell, M. D., of New
TerJersey, and now Governor of Washington
ritory, writes as follow:
Allentown, N. J.
MatMy family has used your Pino-Palmine
It is cool, comfortatress for several months.
ble, elastic and I believe enduring and heaithall
giviDg. The aroma is delightful and indeed
considerations properly weighed, it will be re-

garded

to

as

the best hair mattress.

superior
Yours truly,
W. A. NEWELL.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
jlylSdtf
Portland, Me.
_

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
parlor
publication is a welcome visitor to the
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Con553 Congress,
gress Street and D, Wentworth,
corner of Oak street.
Supreme Judicial Court.
LAW TERM—WESTERN DISTRICT.
Saturday.—The following cases were argued or-

Catherine A. Reed v. Williamsburg City 'Fire Ins.
Co.
A. W. Coombs for pllf.
M. P. Frank with I. W. Parker for defts.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
ton.
Parks

v.

Inhabitants of Lewis-

with Gilbert for pills.
A. K. P. Knowlton for defts.
Municipal Court,
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Saturday.—Michael Coleman. Breaking, entering and larceny. Bound over to grand jury, September teim, under $500 bonds.
John Pomeroy and Patrick Cary.
Fined $5 and costs each.

Intoxication-

Willard’s Life Preserver.
secured
Capt. B. J, Willard of this city has
letters patent on a life preserver that is especially valuable for its lightness and compactunness. It is so compact that it can be worn
der the clothing, either about tho waist or
under tho arms without discovery and is secured in position by tapes. Tho inflating tube
is flexible, and when the time for use arrives
the preserver can be inflated in an instant, and
the wearer is at once prepared for emergency.
men, excursionists, bathers and all

Sea-faring
It is especially recothers should have one.
as its size and form
to
bathers,
ommended
when inflated are such as not to impede the
motions of the pwimmor, and in case of cramps
The
tho wearer has a reliable life preserver.
.>2 to 44
life preserver is in six sizes, from
two
inches in length, and when inflated is only
inches thick.

Straight Greenback Caucus.
At a meeting of the Central Greenback
Club of Portlaud, held Saturday evening, the
following delegates were chosen to attend the
county convention of Straight Greenbackers,
to he held next Thursday at Reception Hall,
City Building.
Hiram V. Female], J. B. Fillebrown, Geo.
Anderson, Wm. Anderson, J. F. Turner, B.
H. Houston,W. A. Lombard,Wm. S. Houston,
G. W. Merrill, P. H. Gordou, N. D. Eustis, H
W. Fletcher, Asa L. Ames. Charles H. Baker,
T. Homan, John S.
Joiiu E. Murphy, Elibu James
Hepburn, Geo.
Fitz ThomasjJohnston,
W Tuttle, C. E. Sherwood, C. B. Newton,
P.
W. W.
Johnson,
James
Elias Norwood,
John Scanlan, Theo. P. Morgan,

McDonald,

Geo. W. York, Edward Hickey.

Case.
An Uncomfortable Needle
of
Several weeks ago Dr. J. M. Woodbury

inthis city, missed from his case of surgical
The doctor hunted
struments a small needle.
for it but without success and gave it up as
A few days ago the doctor felt a prickling sensation near the base of the spine, and
requested {his wife to see what was the
matter. She did so and found the missing neeIt had
dle just coming through the flosli.
badly rusted and had every appearance of
lost.

having

been in the

has been

to

body a longtime.

will go

Ferry

to

Thursday.

The hotels were all filled Saturday night.
The Preble took 35 guests from one train.
The police Saturday made seizures at John
Feeney’s, Centre street, Wm. Dyer’s, Commercial street, and a shed on the latter street.
Several of the clerks of the Union Mutual
Life Insuranco Company have leased of Mr.
Ponce cottages for the season at Long Island.
The two new boilers will be put in the North
School this week, and Winslow & Son are rebuilding the boilers for the Aim House.
It is reported that the Odd Fellows of this
city, will not take part as a body in the reunion
of the order at Lake Maranocook. Aug. 3d.
The new steamer State of Maine will go upBoston and Porton her intended route from
land to St. John, N. B., August 1st.
A Gorham livery stable keeper had a horse
and carriage stolen by a pretended sewing
machine agent.
Messrs. D. W. Clark & Co., put a new engine in their Turner’s Island ice house to work
the chain used in carrying ice from the house
to the vessel loading.
The Seventeenth Maine Regiment Association will hold a meeting at Army & Navy
Hall this evening to complete arrangements
for the reunion August 18th.
Capt. John S. Manson of Lewiston was in

Friday, to make arrangements for the
Zouaves’ excursior to Portland Harbor next
town

Thursday.
An extra train of four cars was run over the
Boston and Maine road from this city Saturday night, to accommodate the crowds visiting
Old Orchard.

Guards will
The Portland Montgomery
make a visit to Providence, R. I., on tho 19th
of next month. They will bo the guests of the
Meagher Guards of that city.
The first dross hop of the season at Old
at the

Orchard
given Saturday night
Messrs. Grimmer and Todd,
Fiske House.
the
with piano accompaniment, furnished
music.
Ground was broken Saturday for the new
shops of the Portland and Ogdensburg railwas

road at the west end. The railroad company
has purchased a steam shovel and Friday it
was set at work on the site for their new shops,
Inquiry from the Maine Central officials in
this city elicits the fact that no lease has been
made of the E. & N. A. and N. B. & C. roads
and that no meeting of the directors has ever
been held to consider the matter.
William H. Clifford, Esq., has purchased of
Lieutenant George Walden at Cape Elizabeth
a strip about 100 feet from the road to the
shore, adjoining his residence. The price paid

Portland Encampment voted Friday evening to accept the invitation of Agawam Encampment to visit Springfield, Mass., and appointed a committee to act with other EnThe Portlands
campments if they accept.
will go anyway.
The Maine State Agricultural Society will
hold its 20th annual fair at Lewiston, Sept.
2Gth, 27th, 28th, 29th, in conjunction with the

Saturday,
Daering,

at

following delegates

the

caucus

to the

Republican county convention were elected:
W.
Henry A. Hart, L. B. Dennett, William
H.
H.
Turner,
Richard
N.
B.
Dalton,
Merrill,
H. Kevins, William H. Scott, George Libby.
Cape Elizabeth.
At the Republican caucus in Cape Elizabeth
Saturday evening, the following were chosen
delegates to the county convention:
A. V. Cole, E, N. Jordan, James Marriner,
Levi C. Seavey, S. K. Knapp, A. C. Chaplin

and John L. Parrott.
It was voted to present the name of Mr.
Henry Nutter as a candidate for the nomination for County Commissioner.
Saccarappa.
At the Republican caucus on Friday eventhe following delegates were elected to at-

tend the county convention:
Leander Valentine, C. E. Boody, James
Dunnell, A. C. Chute, W. H. Jordan, W. H.
Parker.
Gorham.
At the Republican caucus in Gorham Satur-

day afternoon,

the following

delegates

were

chosen to the county convention, to be held in
Portland, July 25th:
H. R. Millett, M. G. Files, Dauiel Douglass,
Samuel Waterhouse, David Rolfe, M. G. Burnell and J. C. Shirley.
It was voted unanimously to present the
of Lewis McLellan, Esq., of Gorham,
candidate for the nomination for county

name

as

a

commissioner.
Windham.

Delegates to the county convention from the
town of Windham areas follows: Charles
Rogers, J. H. Cushman, George Hawkes,
James E. Smith, Orlando M. Lord.
Brunswick.
At a caucus of tne Republicans held Saturday afternoon, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted and the Secretary was in-

structed to furnish a copy for publication in
the Daily Press:
Resolved, By the Republicans of Brunswick
in caucus assembled, that the delegates chosen
here today, to attend the County Convention
in Portland, on Tuesday next be, and hereby
are, requested to use their earnest endeavors
to secure the nomination of our esteemed fellow townsman Stephen J. Young as a candidate for Senator from the Eastern district of
Cumberland county.
The following were chosen delegates:
Ira P. Booker, Benjamin Greene, Samuel
Whitmore, Ueo. D. Parks, W. F. Crawford,
J. W. Curtis, Henry M. Bowker, James H.
Tibbetts, C. E. Townsend.
The chairman was authorized to fill vacancies.
_

Arrival of the Eastern Yacht Club.
The Eastern Yacht Club arrived in this harbor yesterday afternoon, the first yacht putting
in an appearance about3 p. m., and the last
about Cp. m. There were twenty-two in all,
including one steamer, and the latter had the
The fleet
over the sailing craft.
presented a magnificent appearance as they

advantage

swept by Portland Light and came up the
They anchored off the Portland
Yacht Club House as usual and each yacht saluted the Commodore as it came to an anchor.
The following is a list of the officers of the
harbor.

Eastern Club:
Commodore—Charles ii. Joy.
Vice Commodore—Henry S. Hovey.
Rear Commodore—F. E. Peabody.
Secretary—Sidney W. Burgess.
Treasurer—P. T. Jackson.
Measurer—George A. Goddard.
Regatta Committee—Daniel Appleton, Geo.
A. Goddard, Francis W. Lawrence, Henry B.
Jackson, Edward B. Haven.
The following is a list of the yachts in the
fleet as far as we were able to obtain them last

and the Maine State Pomological Society.
Over $2,000 are offered in premiums.
The Portland Company have just completed
five patent screw lever dump cars for the
Each car has a
Maine CeDtral Railroad.
capacity of 25 tons. They also have a fine
new locomotive nearly ready for delivery to
the road.

They

Androscoggin County Agricultural

Society,

Saturday tho main belt on the engine a4
Lake Sebago broke, and pumping from tne
Our water
lake was necessarily suspended.
supply from tho lake direct was therefore cut
off that night, and if a large fire had occurred
it would have been difficult to fight it successfully. The damage was repaired during the

night.

Turnkey Washburn, one of the salts of the
Mighty Macherel Club of Auburn, arrived
home Friday morning. He left the squadron
anchored off Peaks Island, Thursday evening.
They had visited Freeport, Falmouth, Yarmouth and other places. It will be necessary
for the next Legislature to pass an act changing the name of the club: for the only
mackerel they have taken during their trip,
they begged from a fisherman.—Lewiston
Journal.
Peaks’ Island.
The open air meeting at Peaks’ Island, under the auspices of the East Portland Improvement Society, Saturday evening, was a very
enjoyable affair, and was very largely attend-

Chandler’s band

ed.

coursed most
was

presided

was

present, and dis-

delightful music. The meeting
over by Hon. Wm. Senter, ex-

mayor of Portland, who, after some brief remarks, introduced as the first speaker o£ the
evening, Judge H. C. Peabody, who was folby Gov. Fiske of Kentucky, and the

jowed

Rev. Mr. Somerville closed the speech-making
Tho grounds were
part of the exorcises.
lighted with Chinese lanterns, and rocket3, roilluman candles and fire btlloons still further
The speeches were all
minated the scene.
complimentary to Peaks’ Island as a

highly
pleasant

summer

resort.

In the evening, as the Gazelle was on her
load of passenway up from the island, with a
her main shaft
gers, when off Bug Light,
The Express at once put out to the
broke.
rescue, and towed the steamer to her wharf.

promptly made arrangements
damages, and a new shaft will be put

Capt. Kuowlton
to

repair

in

as

scon as

possible.

During the coming week all advertised trips
will be made, as tho Mary W. Libby will run
untxl the Gazelle is repaired.
Shoemakers’ Strike.
of the shoemakers at A, F.
Cox & Son’s shops on Union street asked for
which request was dean increase of wages,
The men say
nied and the men quit work.
that the men in the shop are omployed on ladies’ work and manufacture kid shoes, for
some

and

four

and

receive four
which they
cents per pair. The men claim
one-half
not
that this sum is
enough; that
workmen in Lynn, Mass., and other places are
paid six cents per pair; and that they should
at least receive four and one-half and five

cents, which

sums

they demand and will work

for.
On the other hand, the firm say they are
naying all they can afford to; that the men
per day, which
can manufacture fifty pairs
at the sum paid gives $12 and $13.00 to them;
and if the men do not choose to continue work
at tho old wages they will shut the shops up
till the strikers’ places can be filled.
It is reported tho men have telegraphed to
Lynn and other cities, stating the condition of
affairs and requesting that shoemakers keep
away from the shops.
Reckless Driving.
Two small boys drove along Congress street,
from Mud joy Hill, Saturday, at a reckless
pace. As they turned down Franklin street,
was thrown out, and the other
one of them
out when turning into Federal
was pitched
Then the horse cleared himself from
street.
the wagon, and ran wildly back to his starting
point. On the way back the horse ran into a
The cow quickly
cow and both fell in a heap.
sprang up, and darted over Washington street
with her tail over her back, and the horse was
secured. One of the hoys escaped injury, but
the other sustained a bad sprain of both ankles-

Delegates-at-Large.
The Republican delegates met at headquarters Saturday afternoon at -1 p. in. The mootwas called to ordor by Wm. H. Plummer

ing

from each ward electto the county
ed to select six delegates-at-large
The committee we,e NV. K.
convention.
A. B. Stevens, S.
Neal, J. True, S. B. Kelsey,
Waterhouse.
W. Thaxter, J. Bailey, and S.
F. Libby, Geo.
They reported the names of C.
H. H.
S. Hunt, W. H. Smith, D. C. True,
these
and
gentlemen
H.
Haskell,
T.
Shaw, and
were elected. The meeting then adjourned.
and

a

committee of

ono

Deering Greenbackers.
The Greenbackers of Deering held their cau*
cus July 22d and chose the following delegates
to attend the county convention to be holden
in Portland July 27tb:

Delegates—Samuel Jewell,Freeman Gordon,
J. M. Strout, Theodore Buck, Warren Harmon, J. P. Shattuck,Isaac LibDy,Isaiah Elder,

Samuel Butterfield.
Alternates—S. L. Abbott, Arthur Milliken,
S. At Hubbard, Fred Butterfield, Andrew
Cram, Charles O. Moses, M. Cram, Daniel
Higgins, Frank Bailey.

The Herald says: “It is greatly to be regretted that the efforts of Wallace Koss and
his friends to induce the champion, Edward

Hanlan, to row a race for the championship,
should result in a failure. The outlook now ’8
that the two foremost scullers of the world will
not row this season, perhaps not.at all. Should
Koss go to England he would not find any one

willing to row a race with him unless he allowed them distance or time, and in this country no one cares to row against him even up,
that his rowing occupation is virtually gone.
Out of the corresoondence they have had recently it was thought ^something approaching
an agreement for a race might be had beta een
Hanlan and Koss, but their expectations may
from
A private
now be abandoned.
so

dispatch

John A. Kennedy of Portland, Wallace Koss’
coach and adviser, received in this city Friday evening, says, ‘you can say I do not think

and Ross will ever row a race, one
Kennedy
As Koss and
have done everything in their power to bring
about a match, and hoped that Hanlan would
come to an
by which a race in the
Hanlan

ing,

evening:
Rebecca,Commodore Joy; Phantom, ViceCommodore Hovey; Halcyon, 0. J. Paine,
Taro’.inta, 'William Bliss; Romance, Capt.
Amory; Silvie, Latona, Edith, Active, Imperial, Addie Voorhis, Clytie, Ariadne, Vif,
Nivana,
Siadrifa, Ibis, Adelitn, steamer
Magic.
The fleet left the club-house, off Marblehead, Saturday, proceeded to Portsmouth for
the night and ran down to Portland yesterday.

Saturday

ally:

Inhabitants of TopBbam

organize Saturday
Wednesday.
decided on as the day

The Plaisted Club did not

evening, but adjourned

for the Bar picnic.
The Aged Brotherhood

F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.

CITY AND

876.45 including 883,762 feet lumber.

Wednesday

Gorham, J. Irish.
Uallowell, C. L. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.

iu

Deerintr.
the
Republican

are

bound to

Sit.

Desert.

The latter

part of the afternoon the yachts were visited
by many of their friends on shore, and in the
evening they presented a beautiful sight in
the harbor with their many lights.
Temperance Meeting.
At the monthly temperance meeting of the
Second Parish church last evening Rev. Sir.
Thwing prefaced his address by referring to the
defeat of the bonded warehouse bill in Conthe adoption of tho constitutinal
temperance amendment in Iowa, and tho zeal
and efficiency of the women in the latter

gress and

movement. He announced the subject of his
address a3 Bible temperance. The wiue of
the Bible is spoken of with favor and with disfavor, as a blessing and as a curse. The
reason for this is that two kinds are referred to
uufermented and fermented. Sometimes we
wonder why the Bible says no more against inIt is because the Bible is not a
toxication.
book of rules but of principles, broad and comprehensive and tho principles of the Bible are
The
use of intoxicating liquors.
Bible tells us more what we shall do than
what we shall not. Character building is the
purpose of tho Bible. It teaches us that we
should make our bodies strong. This accursed

against the

whiskey, brandy, gin degrades the body to the
Bat we are more than
level of the serpent.
body. It needs no words of mine to prove that
liquor ruius the brain, it steals away man’s
and makes him as senseless as a tree
But again are we not made in the divine image? Intoxicants drive ps down to the level
of the brute.
On the ground of character the Bible teaches
On the
us not to touch the accursed thing.

b(jin

principle of helpfulness, philanthropy and
duty we should abstain. Wa are our brothers’
keeper. Obedience to conscience is another
for abstinence.

reason

Accidents.
In Gray last week Freddie Higgins fell from
his stilts and broke his left arm and John
fell from a load of bay, broke one
the other.
An accident occurred the other evening on
The bat
the ball grounds in Knightvillo.
slipped from the hand of one of the batsmen

Newbegin
wrist and

sprained

striking a boy by the name of Hillman in the
injuring him severely.
Thursday evening Josoph II, DeCosta, an
employe in the Globe office, was badly cut in
tho right hand by a young man named McNeil-

nose,

It seems that McNeilus and one Fox were
having a good-natured scuffle over the possession of an open knife and in the melee collided
us.

with DeCosta and the blade of the knife en-

tered his hand

gash,

near

which was

the thumb

subsequently

making

an

ugly

sewed up by a

surgeon.

Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock as Mr. Kenof the firm of Kansal & Tabor, was driving
in a phaeton up Exchange street, a little boy
about tea years old, named Willie McGowan,

sel,

in front of the team and wa3 run over.
He was picked up and taken into a store and
was apparently badly hurt.

ran

Longfellow Statue Association.
The adjourned meeting of the Longfellow
Statue Association was held Saturday after"
noon at i o’clock. The following officers were
elected, additional to those chosen at the former

meeting:

Vice Presidents-James W. Bradbury, Samuel H.
Blake, Joshua L. Chamberlain, Rev. George D. B.
Pepx>er, Watervdle, Kev. Oren B. Cheney, Lewiston, Kev. Charles If. Allen, Orono, John Appleton,
Bangor,-Rlee, l'homaston, Bishop H. A. Neely, William G. Barrows. Brunswick.
Executive Committee—Geo. F. Talbot, Israel
Washburn, Jr., Kev. U. S. Burrage, H. W. Richardson, W. E. Gould.
Committee on Ways aDd Means—J. P. Baxter,
Lewis Pierce, Albro E. Chase, F. H. Gerriah, W. W.
Thomas, Jr., Maria llersey, Hannah L. Talbot, MaryMcCobb, Mrs. Ellen Carpenter, Mrs. Marcia B.
Jordan.
Committee on Plans—J. W. Symonds, H. B.
Brown, Sidney W. Thaxter, F. H. Fassett, E. H.

against the other.’

agreement

future might be assured it is very evident that
thoy think Hanlan is evading a race and will
continue to find excuses for not rowing the
mau who undoubtedly can, in condition, either make him go faster than, he ever went before or row him]to a dead stop.”
It is very evident that Wm. Elliott, ex-

champion of England, who recently issued a
challenge to several well known oarsmen, rat-

ed as second and third class, does not desire to
meet any sculler except one below mediocrity
As stated in last Sunday s
in rowing ability.

Herald, he opened correspondence with John
A. Kennedy of Portland, who agreed to row
him at Flushing, L. I., or at some point in the

East, agreeing to accept ^concessions tc row on
the water, preferred by Elliott, or to allow
greater concessions if Elliott would agree to
come to New England. The English ex-champion has not responded to Kennedy’s fair
proposition, and probably fears to measure
sculls with the Portlander. If Kennedy should
agree for a small stake and accept a small sum
for expenses Elliott would, in all probability,
agree to a match, as he conld then come out of
the race without much personal loss.
Among the New England entries for the

great national regatta at Detroit will be Buckley and O’Connell of the Cumberland Club,
Portland, in singles and in the double scull
race, and there will also be, in all probability,
two junior scullers from Portland. Buckley is
known to be a'fast and enduring sculler,and he
and his mate have shown in practice remarkable time in their double-scull shell.
Personal.
Hon. A. R. Shailer and H. G. Loomis of
Connecticut are sojourning at Peaks’ Island.
Walker Blaine has been appointed associate
counsel for the United States before the Court
of Alabama ClaimB Commission.
John Main, E3q., late agent in this city of
the Grand Trunk Railway, was in town Saturday. He leaves to-day for New York.
John J. Lynch, Inspector GenerGov. Plaisted’s staff, inspected Co. G.,
M. Y, M., of Bangor, Saturday night.
Mr. Charles L. Drummond is mentioned in

Brig. Gen.

al

on

connection with the Republican nomination
for sheriff of this county.

Carlyle Petersilea, Korbay, Fabian, Apthorp and others are at Bar Harbor. Kellogg
and Berthelot are also expected there in a few
days.

adjourned

to

September

sort.

There will be

grand

concerts

by

the

mammoth baud of 300 musicians at 11 a. m.
and 3 p. m., with cornet solos by Master
Frankie Cash, the wonderful boy cornetist, who
took part in the contest at Maranooook. The
other attractions will consist of wheelbarrow
races, sack races and potato races for cash
prizes, and a grand sub-marine explosion.
This feature will surpass anything of the kind
ever seen in the State.
Dancing in the pavilion will be free.
Excursion trains leave Port-

land at 8.25 and 11 a m. and 1.05 p. m.;
turning, will leave the lake at 0 and 7.30 p.

rem.

Presentation.
Friday night, the members of the Church
of the Messiah, with the pastor, Rev. C. A,
Hayden, visited Mr. L. S. Sherman—the clerk
—and Mrs. Sherman, and presented them with

elegant roll-top book-case and writing-desk
combined, and a handsome [revolving desk
chair.
an

his indignation at the attitude
of many of the Republican leaders in Maine.
One of them has stood up boldly in the Senate
of the United States and defended the principle of assessing office-holders. The methods
of manipulating caucuses, conventions and
elections in Maine are not to be defended on
any honest principle.
We have it on such
authority that we canuot doubt the fact that a
vast majority of Maine Republicans condemn
these methods, chafe at the restraints put on
them, object to the nominations made in
their name, and would hail deliverance; but
they do not know how to effect it. They know
that if they were to attempt to wrest the control of the party from the hands of the present
leaders they could do that; but that would not
accomplish their object.
They would merely
drive the leaders to their tents in a fit of sulks.
Maine Democrats and Greenbackers are a peculiar result of evolution, of whom it is only
sufficient now to say that having been evolved
the type is persistent. Were the real majority
of Republicans to demand and assume control
of affairs they would be defeated at the pells
by the activity of the political opposition and
the indifference or secret treachery of deposed

respondent in

leaders.
It looks like a rather hopeless case. It is
not, however, quite as bad as it seems. The
fact that the species of bondages in which the
Republican party is held is galling, and that it
is submitted to only as the less of two evils by
men who are at any time able to throw off
their chains, is one which alters the aspect of
the case completely. It is merely a question
of time when the majority will assume the
rightful control, and send the cynical and unprogressive leaders to the rear. Meantime we
can see no
valid reason why voters like our
correspondent should refuse resolutely to follow the leaders any longer, while there are
good reasons why they should stand by the

machine this year. A few of these reasons we
will give as briefly as possible. The government of Maine by the Republicans has been
good, honest, economical and efficient; while
that by the fusionists has been bad. It would
be unwise to throw the State into the hands of
Governor Plaisted’s friends for the purpose of
breaking the machine, even if the bosses
could be dethroned in that way, which is
doubtful. A fusion victory this year means a
complete overturn of the state government for
two years, but that is its smallest significance.
It means also a dishonest gerrymander of the
State for the legislature and members of Congress and a revolution in the supreme court.
There is not the slightest prospect that those
who are in favor of reform can, by voting independently, or by refraining from voting,
effect anything more than the defeat of the
Republican party and the success of the fusionto punish
would be
do
that
ists.
To
themselves quite as much as the Republican
leaders, without advancing the cause of reform
It is good political philosophy to bide
at all.
one’s time. Important as the overthrow of
the besses and the introductions of new methods may be, this is not the time to undertake
the work. The first thing to be done is to administer a sound thrashing to the parties which
to rescue the
are in immortal alliance, and
State from them. When that has been done
it will be the fault of the Republicans of Maine
if they do not take hold of their own organization in earnest, purify it, restore to themselves
the right of self government,and present themselves before the people as a party of principles to which they conscientiously adhere, by
which they are willing to be judged, and on
the strength of which alone they ask for votes.
By the time they can safely engage in that enterprise they will have the example and the
moral support of Republicans in other States.
The best thing, then, which Independents
can do this year is to do what they have been
accustomed to do: vote the ticket. There are
objectionable names upon it, but on the other
there are worse. There is something at home
to be rebuked which is a greater evil than a
had system of the civil service. Rebuke that.
Keep”the State out of the hands of men who
will pervert every department to dishonest
purposes. Not only vote for the ticket but
work for it. Accept and obey the orders of the
leaders, as graciou ly as may be, and be ready
for revolt at a moment’s notice.

Col. Frank Baker, editor of the Marine
ournal, Cincinnati, is expected to visit this
city next Friday, ne will be entertained by
the marine engineers of Portland.
Mr. Charles Russell of New York succeeds

Mr. Manning as head waiter at the Falmouth
Hotel. Mr. Russell has many friends in Portland.
Mr. Edward T, Russell, whose death is announced this morning, was for many years engaged in the tobacco and cigar business on
Middle street.
The Central
Congregational Church of
Lynn, Mass., which has been without a regular pastor since Rev. A. *n. Currier left for
Ohio, has extended a call to Rev. Albert
Moore ef Farmington.
Mr. Joseph B. Gardner, who has deceased in
East Boston, married the daughter of the late
Hon. Levi Cutter, and was for many years engaged in the commission business on Fore
street

near

Central wharf.

dry at the corner of Oak and Congress streets.
It appears a man named Libby, from Deering,
went after his washing, and presented his
The Chinese proprietor
check for the same.
coolly tore it up. When asked what he meant
by that, he insisted Mr. Libby had received
his washing. The altercation drew the crowd.
Finally the police appeared and convinced the
Chinaman he

was

wrong.

He

produced

Libby’s washing, and all was right.
whole trouble was a misunderstanding.

Mr.
The

L O. O. F.
The committee from the first regiment Massachusetts Patriarchs, I. O. O. F., which left
Boston Friday evening, for Augusta, to perfect
arrangements for its fifth annual excursion on
the 15th of August next, has telegraphed that
the Patriarchs of Augusta propose ,to make its
A promenade
one of great enjoyment.
concert and banquet are to be tendered by the
Augusta Patriarchs to their visitors; also a
visit to the Togus Soldiers’ Home.

taken out dead. His skull was broken and he
He was an agent for
was otherwise injured.
Portland parties, 24 years old. No blame is at-

striking

cutting

one
a

named Murphy

gash.

the

on

The negro fled.

Kenworthy, an evangelist from
Indiana, accompanied by Dr. Bailey, will continue those meetings which were held with so
much interest during a part of last week.
Meeting at 7.30 this evening at Friends church
on Oak street, just off Congress.
Amos M.

Band Excursion.
All who were so fortunate as to attend the
excursion to Lake Sebago yesterday, enjoyed it
exceedingly. The weather was delightful, the
grove was cool and pleasant, and the two con"

given by

Chandler’s

Band,

were

COUNTY.

COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

The Sentinel says wild strawborries are plenon tho streets at
Eastport, and sell for 12 to
Cultivated berries bring
15 certs per quart.

ty

higher prices.
YOEK COUNTY.

The Sanford News says a little boy named
Willie West, of Buxton, came near having his
head split open by a hatchet in the hands of a
playfellow, who for some reason got mad and
struck him with all hi3 might, cutting through
his hat and inflicting a scalp wound. The hat
saved Willie from a serious if not fatal result.

OUR CAMPAIGN.

Some Edifying Comments on It.

(Boston Advertiser.)
A very well known gentleman, a citizen of
Maine who has been deservedly honored by
being placed in public, but not in political
station, writes that we could confer a favor upwho have alon many people in that State
way s voted the Republican ticket, by showing
any exist—for comfortable assurance that by going to the polls in September
they can do better than indorse what they disapprove, or stultify themselves by encouraging
He adds, “that the RepubliGreenbackism.
can nominees contend earnestly for what John

grounds—if

Randolph called 'seven principles,’ namely,
the perennial issue between the ins and theouts,
is plain enough; but for what other principles
With very few exceptions
is not so plain.
they ignore, or sneer at, or misrepresent, or
ridicule, civil service reform, and the leaders
accept no advice from the laity unless seasMany of us
oned with loss or gain of votes.
feel that the party made as big a blunder as

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
LIFE SAYING STATIONS,
First

»

District,

Portland, Maine, July 24,

188.

f

PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until 12 o’clock noon, MONDAY, the
14th day of August, 1882, for furnishing supplies
to be delivered at Portland, Maine, for use of the
Life Saving Service in the First Life Saving District, or elsewhere, for the fiscal year ending June
30. 1883.
The supplies needed consist of ship chandlery,
paints, oils, &c., stoves, &c., hardware, crockery,

SEALED

and many other articles,
enumerated in the specifications
forms of bids, which may be obtained on application to this office.
Proposals to be addressed to the undersigned and
indorsed “Proposals for Supplies.”
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids, and
to waive defects, if deemed for the interest of the
all of which are
attached to the

&c.,

Governmint.

J. M. RICHARDSON,
Superintendent Life Saving Stations,
First District.
j/24eod4t

HORSES
Received this day one car load of general busi
Horses, which I shall sell at low rates, as they
onsigned to me on commission.
Consignments of all description of Horses solicited, and will be sold on the most favorable terms
and prompt returns made.
ness

were

RUFUS

Stable 81 Franklin Street

WILLARD’S SEIV PATENT
LIFE

PRESERVER.

on
Possessing decided advantages over all others farSea
account of its lightness and compactness.
or
business
whom
others
ing men, bathers and
pleasure lead upon the water should have this ele-

gant “Life Preserver” and prepare for danger.
FOR SALE BY

I. & E. R.
8

WIZiItARD,
dim*

jy24

MEN'S
ets.

For circulars, &c., address 104 Winter
St. till Sept. 1st. Afterward, 85 Winter
Street.
d2w
jyl5

d«

is*

OLD SOAP.
PEARS,

London and Isleworth
have established a reputation for making excellent Soaps, for toilet use.
We have secured a large lot of their
Honey and Brown Windsor—which has
been stored In New York for nearly four
years, consequently is much enhanced in
value. We shall offer at the following

prices.

SEETSKi
SEMINARY,
suburban home. Specwith

advantages

i^.ghtful

ial care of b-Aiin, manners and morals of growing
Good board.
Teaches cooking and like
girls.
Adhousehold arts. To secure place apply early.
dress
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.
eod2mos
jelO

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
AND

Department

College.

Female
An Institution of

Learning

for both Hexes.

Experienced teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. Fall term (1882) begins Tuesday. Sept. 6th.
J. P. WESTON, Pres.
For circulars, address
Deering, Maine*
1yl7MW&F&wtse5

Home School for Young Ladies.

S.'THROOP,

formerly
MBS. EVERETT
of Cincinnati, wiU open a Home School
for eight or ten young Ladies in Portland, on the 25th of September next. A
limited number of day scholars will be
received. For circulars address MRS.
THROOP, No. 51 High Street, Portland,
Me., after July 1st.
References: Dr. J.T. Gilman, Portland,
Rev. J. T. G. Nichols, D. D., Saco, Me.
Rev. E. E. Hale, Boston, Prof. Ezra Abbot, D. D. Cambridge, and others. till
MW&F&w
Sep
jnn26

near

en-

Owen, Moore & Co.
dtt

jy22

For Circulars, address the

Principal,

&

CO.

GO TO

OLD

ORCHARD BEACH
VIA

School

Day

—FOB—

GIRLS AND YOUNG LADIES
begin iu

oixth year,

September 12th.
STREET.

AT 118 WHITE

Kailroads.

9 p.

m.

E. W. Metcalf and Clarenci Hale
ABE ASSOCIATED AS

Solicitors and Practitioners
BEBOBE THE

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.
ADDRESS:

Refers by permission to—Hon. James G. Blaine;

U. S. Senate; Hon. B. F.
Hon. William
Jonas, U.S. SenaterHou.W. W.Crapo.M.C.Mass.;
Hon. wm. E Chandler, Sec’y of the Nary; Hon.
Eugene Hale. U. S. Senate; Hon.T. B. Reed, M. 0.
Maine; Shellabarger & Wilson, Washington, D. C.;
Moses Taylor & Co. New York City.
my29dtt

PTFrye,

Herbert G.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICTOR
OF

—

—

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
gJf-A 11 business relating
faithfully executed.

to

Patents promptly and

jnl2tf

Cloths

Pupils admitted to Smith and Wellesley Colleges
the certificate of the Principal.
For admission or circulars, address Miss E. D.
SEWALL, 78 Winter street, Portland, Me., by
mail, until September 1st.

For Men’s and Boys’ wear,
only 62 cts. the same grade
we have been selling all the
season

$1.00.

at

on

COLCORh,
dtt

VARNISHES &c.,&c.,
To close the business.

Goods will all be closed
out at once at some price.
Will sell both wholesale
and retail.
Large lot of Sponges all
grades, also lot of Pure
Dalmatian Insect Powder,
aU very low for cash. ?Must
all be sold by Aug. 1st.

C. A. Parsons & Go.
117 Middle St,
jy22

d3t*

L.A.Goudy&Co.,

BLACK SILKS

Clearing Up Sale
—

OF

—

LADIES’

At$l.oomarkeddownfrom$l.25
.

11

and Brown Bread every
morning, Hot Biscuit every afternoon, Baked Beans every Saturday. Hoods delivered to any
part of the city.

to those in wrant

In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.
We offer at COST for the IS EXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from flue hand sewed to comDo not fail to caU
mon medium grades.
andfexamine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE GO.,
Cor. Union St. Under Falmouth Hotel.

_Otf
PIYCKYEY’S

‘Extra Genuine’

“1,25

We claim on this lot of
Silks to Qffer better value
than has ever been shown

in Portland.

(AND

GARMENT8 !

RMAIES

We have marked down onr Entire
Stock of the above mentioned Goods
to

Nearly One Half the finer Price
in order to reduce stock previous to
semi-annnal inventory.
Onr patrons are well aware that
we never advertise bargains other
than what we are prepared to show
on our counters, and a visit to onr

suit'

rooms

will convince all that this is the
Mark Down of the season.

Eastm an Bros.

& Bancroft.

In all the

w. L. WILSON & co.,
Wholesale ami Betail Grocers,

jy!4

_

COLORED SILKS
Marked down to $1.00 that
we

have

the

season

<13m

Decker Bros’

season.

Visit

Pianos,

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also a choice stock el first-elan

prices.

STUDLEY,

253

Street.

Middle

dtr

JylO

SAMEL TllISM,
3 Free Street
sep29

Block, PORTLAND,
dtf

Fryeburg
EMBROIDERIES.

Proposals

Works.

Water

For Construction.

proposals, addressed to the underStamping and Designing. construction”
SEALED
signed, and endorsed “Proposals for water
will be received at tne office of the

CREWELS

from the Royal School of Art.

NEEDLEWORK.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.
given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

Instruction

M. E. FAIRWEATHER
,i(

company, until 12 o’clock m Saturday, July 29,
for taking the pipe at Fryebnrg Depot, and furnishing all materials and labor, for laying the same
complete, from Green Hill In Conway, N. H.
Village,
—(28 -10 miles)—to and through
in accordance with plans and specifications to do
seen at the office.
The right is reserved to reject any and all proposals, and also to require from the successful bidder
a sufficient bond for the faithful and timely execuD. L. LAMSON, Treas.
tion of the contract.

Fryeburg

Portland and Ogdensbnrg Koadi.

S. H. LARMINIE.

Merrill Sk

box

Co., under

Middle

Preble

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hote

D. L.
uay22

BAILEY.

_____dtf

of Shareholders will be held at the
Ocflie, 240 Commercial Street, on TUESDAY
at 3 o’clock of 25 th current, lor the
revision of BY-LAWS or transaction of any bnsi
ness -lien legally presented.

MEETING

AFTERNOON,

jylBdtd

W. JORDAN,

Portland, Me

S. H. LARMIME &
I'onDinion

N. 0. CRAM, Clerk.

CO.,

Merchant*.

Seeds,

Provisions,

157 Commercial St., Portland M«i.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

122 La Salle St

bought and sold on Chicago
Margins. Correspondence invited.

all its varieties, wholesale and retail.

221

A.

Chicago.

Futures

TELEPHONE NO. 500.
Ordrr

Fryeburg Water Co.
jy22d3t

Fryeburg, July 22,1882.

BAGGAGE TRANSFER Grain,

calls for baggage or parcels In any par of the city
and checks it to any depot or steamer. Agents on
tho Eastern, Boston Sc Maine, Maine Central and

Union Wharf.

<ltf

store and learn

our

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

ment.

Owen, Moore & Co.

all

CALL and SEE

In

experienced teacher of Macreuie Lace making will be at our
store for n short time and will be
pleased to exhibit samples of
work and instruct nil wbo wish
to lenrn this fascinating employAn

been selling
at $1.25.

Any of the above goods
bargains th at we cannot duplicate again this

our

Mouse.jelSdtf

jy20

shades, only

$1.75.

GRANT & LEFAVOR’S

The finest quality and highest grade of Mustard
Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

ME.

new

$1.25, marked down from

are

CONGRESS ST.
492 k 494
_dtf

e sXjM st.
jly20_

MUSTARD.
PORTLAND,

.

SUITS

of

BOOTS and SHOES.

j*nl

1.37
1.50

1.15

our

Eastern and Old Orchard Junction
All Trains on Eastern except 1.45 a. m. Fa lima
connects.
je29dlm
Snudny Train 2 p. in.

to

d3m

MISS SEWALL’S

lACREME LACE. Fill TACKLE!

_eodtf

Greene.

m.

jiylO

148 Spring St, Portland.
©OUlf

Tourists aud others needing any tiling
in the line of BOOTS AND SHOES, will
iind it advantageous to call at the People’s Shoe Store,
GREENE

Formerly occupied by Dr.
Office Hour, from 9a.

Woolen

KINDERGARTEN.

jylo

WYER

Cor. of High and Pleaaant Sts.,

For Young Ladies and Children, with

TOTOUItlSTS AM) TRAVELERS

Street,

House and Office

Has leased the

MISS SARGENT’S

jan 24

imported.

jyl2

DR. L. J. CROOKER

Washington, D, ©., and Portland, .Be,

143 Pearl Street.

PAINTS, OILS,

65 cents per dozen cakes.
35 cents per half dozen cakes.
7 cents per cake.

Congress

BUSINESS CARDS.

LASELL

J. W.

PATENT MEDICINES,

BUTTONS and

n. L 1HAM & co.

0. W. ALUBH.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a
octSdlf
m.
Consignments solicited.

Given to vrlTtte pupils by the snbscribei

INTERESTING

WORSTEDS.

IS Exchange Ml.

BAILS7,

re-

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

TTlIiEPHONB 177

EACES,
RIBBONS,

480

Salesroom
F. O.

White

Undervests,

Toilet Goods
trance.

A limited number of boarders will be
ceived into IfVrs. Caswell** family.

jy7eodtf

BREAD AND PASTRY,

13 1-3 cts.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

work.

will

or

CHILDREN’S

A & F.

History of Art.
tory, Literature,
Oirla will be titled for any college to
which women are admitted.
The Department of Anatomy, Physiology
and Hygiene will be in charge of Sarah Ellen Palmer,M. D. Ladies who desire to <1©
no may obtain special ticket* to twenty lectures in the course at 83.00 each.
The Department of Needlework will be
Ellen Perry, assiNted by
in charge of
competent and experienced teachers, and
will
be given te learn thoran opportunity
oughly all branches of plain and art needleand the

BARBOUR,

Exchange St.,

Having renovated and] Improved our manufactory (old
stand of W. C. Cobb & Co.) we are
prepared to fill orders at short
notice.
Having the largest and
best Hue of baker’s goods to be
found in the city—Campers, PicSummer
Houses,
nic Parties,
Families, and the trade generally
A
full
line of
supplied promptly.
Fancy Crackers always in stock,

25

Will receive at her residence No. 85
Winter St., Sept. 18, young ladies and
misses for instruction.
Special attention will be paid to nil Ko«link Htudies, Grammnr, Composition. Hi*-

SPACIOUS

Hosiery,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

(Mu. Uar; H. Deering,;),

jly4

28 & 30 Pearl Street.

Gauze

MARYS! CASWELL,

MRS.

ON

Boarding and Day School,

63 cts.

Fine Cotton

School For Young Ladies.

BAUD,

LADIES’
Black Silk ©loves

—

Carriage and Sleigh Slack by Auction.
TUESDAY, Jul, 25th. at 10 a. m., we shall
sell at Brackett's Mill, Kennebec street, Portand, Me., the undisposed of stock and Lumber of
M. L. Smith, consisting of Ash and Oak Lumber.
[Dimension stock of every description, Shafts, Bars,
Whldetrees, Exbeds Spring, Blocks, Perches,
Poles, Yokes Sc., a lot Panels and Stick Seats, lot
Concord Bo<ly Panels, lot Double and Single Bend
Express Wagons, Shafts 2, Pslr Cart Wheels, Morticse Hubs, Sc., sold in lots to suit.
B. O. BAILEY S CO., Auctioneers.
jy!9
_dlw

_

A

delight-

think the congregations who attended Williston and Free street churches yesterday, appreciated the truth of the above remarks, for the
music, under the direction of their respective
organists, Mr. Harv6y Murry and Mr. E. A.
Norris, was of a very high order and completely filled the place in the church service, which
all really good music does, kindling in the
hearts of the listeners, and, we doubt not, in
the hearts of the choir themselves, a reverent,
X.
devotional spirit.

JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
When we consider that the medicine which did
this service for Mr. Andrews costs only one dollar a
bottle, it would seem that persons afflicted in like
fashion can afford the expense of testing its virtues.
Get it of your druggist or address Dr. David Kenne
dy, Rondout, N. Y, “Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” for sale by all druggists.
M,W&F&wlm30
jly24

MANUFACTURERS OF

___

Our Church Choirs.
It has been the subject of frequent remark
by strangers in our city recently, that Portland
possesses an unusual amount of musical talent, judging by the church music to which
they listened during a short sojourn here. We

in the usual quantity, but has accumulated, causing me untold pain. Having heard of “Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy, I tried it in my case, and after
using about one and one-half bottles, I voided a
stone from the Bladder, of an oval sbapo, 7-10 of
an inch long, and rough on its surface.
1 send you
the largest piece that you mav see of what it is composed. Since then I have felt no pain. I now
consider myself cured,aud cannot express my thankfulness and gratitude for so signal a deliverance
from a terrible disease. You have my consent to
use this letter, should you wish to do so, for the
benefit of other sufferers.
Yours truly,

Successors to W. C. CobbI& Co.,

hip and

Friends Meeting:.

certs
ful.

WALDO

The Journal says it is proposed to operate
another shoe factory in Belfast.

tached to the road.
Stabbed.
As a colored man named Grant, who lives in
Carleton’s Court, sat wkittlin on his door stop,
Saturday night, boys came up to him and began poking fun at him. Finally he became to
aggravated he thr ew his knife at the boys,

COUNTY.

Mr. Fisher has the contract for the foundaHis part of
tion of a new hall at Pittsfield.
the work is to be completed August 15th. Five
thousand six hundred dollars of the $10,000
raised in Pittsfield for the institute has already
been paid, and as much more of the $10,000
subscribed outside. The bonds are being collected in and paid off as fast as possible. In a
few weeks the institution will be free from
debt and enough money left to make extensive
improvements on tho house and grounds. They
have already commenced work on the grounds.
The Gazette says Mr. Thomas Philbrick of
St. Aibans, who is 80 years old, has a very nice
buggy wagon which ho built last winter, doing
every part of the work himself, wood, iron and

stay

Killed by the Cara.
a
Saturday morning J. Jacobson, a German
peddler of pictures, was struck and knocked
by a train from the Boston & Maine railroad
He was
bridge at Haverhill into the river.

It is by no means a strange thing that Dr Konnedy
should have received the following letter. By reading it you will see in oue minute why James Andrews wa§ thankful:
Troy, N.Y., April 8,1880.
Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, JY. Y.
Dear Sir:—Until within a recent date I had for
several years suffered greatly from gravel, called by
the doctors the Brick-dust Sediment. For about a
year past this sediuieut has not passed off

NO. 43 COnilERCfAL STREET.

This has been an unusually good season for
driving logs on the Kennebec and a remarkaThe rear
bly clean drive will be obtained.
drive on the Kennebec is now below Solon and
is being pushed rapidly.
A handsome canopy has been built over the
great semi-circular band stand at Lake Maranocook. Another telegraph wire is soon to
be stretched on the grounds.
80MEESET

Expelled'-Eoug Muttering

of one of Troy’* Bed Feople-A Lucky
Ulan.

33. J.

painting.

No Havee Wa3hee.
Saturday night, a crowd of about two hundred people gathered around the Chinese laun-

—AND

Bladder

No.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

J

Stouesiu Se Kidneys PARLORCLASSES
and

SALES.

AUCTION

EDUCATIONAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

STATE NEWS.

Saturday.

16th.

Band Concert at Lake Sebago.
The mammoth hand concert at Lake Sebago
next Tnursday promises to be one of the finest
entertainments ever given at this beautiful re-

portunity

M. Fisher Wight, of the United States Navy, and Hon. Henry Ingalls of Wiscassett,
were among the many guests at the Falmouth

El well.

The meeting

Democrats did, in not seizing the rare opto declare in favor of and work honestly for civil service reform.”
We sympathize most heartily with our cor-

ever

Aquatic.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.

Brief Jottings.

Market

on

marSdtf

The Court of Commissioners
OF-

ALABAMA

CLAIMS

having met at the State Department on tli© 13th
day or July, and duly organized, notice is hereby
given that all claims must be presented before said

on or before 12 M. of the 14th DAY OF
JANUARY, A. D., 1883. All papers transmitted
bv mail mnst be addressed to 1). W. Fessenden,
Clerk of the Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims, Washington, D. C.

Court

H. G. WELLS.

Attest

:

D. W.

Presiding Judge.

FESSENDEN, Clerk.

Jyl8dlw

Notice.
The Annual Meeting of the Ocean Park Association will bo held at Ocean Park Temple in Saco, Me.,
on Saturday, Aug..5, 1882, at 2 o’clock p. m.
L. W. STONE, Secretary
<U4t
jyH

MARRIAGES.

SUMMER RESORTS.

In West Casco, July 7, Orlando D. Vnrney and
Miss Rosa E. Hodgkins.
In Staudish, July 1, Chas W. Dolley and Miss Gertrude M. Hicks, both of Windham.
Iu Friendship, July 18, Cornelius A. Simmons
and Miss EfHe U. Delano.
In Waterville. July 19, Fred E. Grinnell of Taunton and Miss Lucy W., daughter of ltev. F. X.
Smith of Waterville.

SUMMER BOARDERS.

POETRY.
Wear thou this fresh green garland this one day
This white flowered garland wear for Love’s delight,
While still the sun shines, ere the lessening

I

right

Declines into the shadows cold and gray;
Wear thon this myrtle leaf while yet ye may,
Love's wings are wings that hate the dews

of

night,

Nor will he rest still smiling in our sight,
And still companioning our western way,
Wear thou this plain green garland this one day,
To please Love’s eves, else not for all the might
Of all the gods, nor any law of right,
Will he, content with age’s disarray,
Tor us pass by tho
and the gay;
And it were hard to live in Love’s despite.

youthful

—

Milch
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way.
It is better to make the change from hay
to grass gradually, either by turning out
when there is but little grass, or by turning
for only a few hours per day at first; but
some men who usually keep the best cows
they can get, aud feed them well, like to
wait till there is enough in the pasture for
them to get a good bellyful, and then turn
them out to see how much milk they will
give. Asa result they can boast of the number of twenty-quart or twenty-five-quart
cows they have owned, and at the same
time regret the extraordinary had luck they
have had in losing them just when they
seemed likely to do the best they ever did.—
Young Farmer, in Boston Journal.

/

Wit and Wisdom.

/
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Yonng America: First proud mother—
"My boy is only 11 years old, and he comes in
every day with his pockets full of fruit. He
can get over the top of any fence they can put
up, the darling!” Second proud mother—
"Poob for your boy! Why, my Jimmy is only
10, and he’s a corner loafer and has been to the
police court twice.”—Louisville Courier-

Journal.

Your wife would not be compelled to leave
home to get rested if she owned the “Domes-

/

^==^~~rr‘r:==^^^

Cows.

Look out for your milch cows. The pastures will start very rapidly, as well as the
mowing lands, and the sudden increase of
feed and its extreme juiciness may work mis
chief, both to those already in milk and those
about ready to come in. Do not hesitate to
milk the first three times a day, or to change
the hour of milking at night for an earlier
hour if the condition of the udder is such as
to warrant it. Garget, milk fever and other
troubles are liable to be caused by having
udder and milk veins distended by too much
milk for too long a time. In the case of
cows or heifers about to come in milk them
before calving if the udder is very full, as a
neglect to do so has damaged many a valuable animal for life, if not killed them outright A poor animal, or one giving but
little milk, is not likely te be injured in this

powder /
pMre^

William Bell Scott.

xS’n SebagoJ June 23,

Edwin L. Pike, aged 61 years
In Naples, July 17, Mrs. Maria W., widow of the
late Nath’l C. Brackett, aged 77 years 11 months.
In Waterford, July 6, Mrs. Sarah Estes, aged 90
years 6 months.
in Bath. July 20, Henry J., son of the late Richard J. Hinkley, aged 20 years 7 months.
In Bath, July 18, Robert, son of John and Abbie
Stover, aged 6 weeks.
Iu Gardiner, July 16, Mrs. Clara A. Fuller, aged
52 years.
In Somerville, Mass., 20 inst. Edward T. Rus.
Russell, aged 82 years.
In East Bostan. Joseph B. Gardner, aged 70
years, formerly of this eity.
SAILING

DATS OP

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

2o
26
26
27
July
City of Brussels... .New York.. Liverpool..
Suevia.New York..Hamburg. ..July 27
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Ju y 27
Orinco.New York. .Bermuda... July 27
Alene.New York.. Pt au Prince July 28
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool. ..July 29
Sarmatiau.Quebec.Liverpool ..July 29
Germanic.New York.. Liven ool.. .July 29
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool. ..July 29
Erin.New York..London... July 29
Colon.New York..Aspinwali... July 29
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.. .July 31
Wisconsin.New York.. Liverpool.... Aug 1
Scythia.New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 2
St Germain.New York. .Havre.Ang 2
Republic.New York..Liverpool....Aug 3
Saratoga.New York.. H avaua.Aug 6
5
Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Aug 12

It is appropriate to refer to the
when a whole primary school is
some general misdemeanor.

spanker boom
whipped for

boarders July 1st.
$7.00
Bonrd per week)
1.25
Board per day,
and
healthful
places
One of the most delightful
for children to be found in the country. Good stabling and teams to let at reasonable rates. Cottages
to let. For further particulars inquire of
WM. D.JONEb,
No. 11 Exchange St. Portland,
or M. B. NUTTER, Fryeburg, Me.,
eodt sptl
j015

HOTEL CHAMPION,

—

and Liver. Never surpassed in the history of
medicine. Sufferers, try them, and ye will
suffer no more.
Fifty cents a bottle at druggists. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as now prepared, beats
the world. Twenty-five cents a box, Sent by
mail.
Wiggin & Co., Proprietors, Kockland, Me.

England’s Alexandrian fleet appears to be
able to sail right over the Bey.—Picayune.
We are persulded ihat the ancient Herme8
with all the su itle art and natural resources of
the Alchemists, was a very poor doctor com-

pared with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn,
Mass. Hermes may have been after all only a
clever practitioner of the Black Art; but we
know there is no humbug in the pharmaceutical chemistry of Mrs. Pinkham’s Vegetable
15c. boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,!
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!
Bkunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks, fg

Miiniuflsann

Boston established the first board of Traidthe commencement of the revolution.—Cincinnati Saturday Night.
Is your scalp full of dry, husky scales and
little pimples? Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure will
cleanse your scalp and remove all scales and
tenderness within six days. Try it, for it is
the best head-dressing ever used. $1 per package, at all

druggists.

It has been discovered that the castor-oil
will drive away flies. Yet some people
say that flies can’t reason.—Philadelphia
News.

plant

Chapin’s Buct-C-Paisa.—A quick, complete
cure for Cata h of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and B* dder Diseases, in male or
female, Paraly 3, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid urine,
Milky and other deposits, Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation. Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists, by ex-**
press,

prepaid, $1.25.

Chapin’s Injection Fleck is to be used,
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure org
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, ata
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for Sl.25.fl
Both by express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.8
E. S. WELLS. Jorsey City, N.J |
Ill

.—Ill
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Digestion
by

all cases

and assimilation are perfected in
“Wheat Bitters,’’ the great blood,

brain and nerve food.

CfigEsSfNi St. Albans.
send for circular.

Making- a Raise.
John Hays, Credit, P. O., says that for nine
months he could not raise his hand to his head
through lameness in the shoulder, but by the
use of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil he was entire-

ly

cured.

m

“And what makes my little Johnny so cross
this morning?” asked a devoted mother the
other day. “Dot up s’urly,” was the innocent
reply.—Exchange, which thinks that age improves a good joke.
It does not cure everything! but kidney
troubles and many other complaints to which
flesh is heir yield gracefully to the life-giving
properties constituting Hod and Malt Bitters.
People who have become discouraged should
resort to this new remedy.
A

Chicago editor had an experience with a
which turned oat to be something else.
When he got over it a little so he could speak,
he remarked: “My lord what a hand that critter would be to write political editorials.”—
Boston Post.
cat

Horsford’s Acid

*
LYDIA E. PINKHAKI’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

For nil those Painful Complaint* and Weaknesses
•o common to our be*t female population.

Prepared by

ism.
Dr. P. P. GILMAETIN, Detroit, Mich.,
says: “I have found it very satisfactory in its
effects, notably in the prostration attendant
upon alcoholism.”
A father scolds his son

Positive Cnre

A Medicine for Woman.

Phosphate for Alcohol-

Invented by a Woman.
a Woman.

DUeorory Since the Dawn of Ulatory.
lyifc revive* the drooping spirits, Invigorates and
harmonizes the organic functions, gives elasticity and
firmness to the step, restores the natural lustre to the
©ye, and plants on the pale check of woman tho fresh
Coses of life’s spring and early summer time,
ty Physicians Uso It and Prescribe It Freely
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulant, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
its use.
And backache, is always permanently cured by
For the cure of Kidney Complaint* of either ®cx
this Compound 1* un*urpu*sed.
LYDIA E. PIXKHAM’S BLOOD PURIFIER

for

his

numerous,

youthful errors. “Really, father, you we'.o
once young. Did you never frolic?” “Neve r,-’
said the father, with amelancholy sigh; w hen
I was young I had no money, and when T became rich it was too late.”—Paris Papery

flie Greatest Medical

eradicate every vestige of Humors from tne
system, or
Blood, and give tone and strength to the
yn«-n woman or child. Insist on having it.
will

Both the Compound and Blood Purifier are prepared
of
At 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Price
fonn
cither, $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail in the
per box
of pills, or of lozenges, on receipt of price,
of
for either. Mrs. Pinkham freely answers all letters
Enclose 3ct. stamp. Send for pamphlet.

Inquiry.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PIYKHAM'S
UVEB, PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
of the liver. 25 cents per box.
frnd

torpidity

0)

AdTSold by all Druggists.*^

*

Wheat Bitters reach every part of the human body, through the blood.
Do not fail to
give them a trial.
A hat flirtation is the latest idiocy amongthe
girls. There is no way that a man can wear a
hat that doesn’t mean something, and the only
way you’re safe is to go bareheaded.- -Boston
Post.
That woak back or pain in the sides or hips
you will find immediately relieved when a Hop
It strengthens the musPlaster is applied.
cles, giviDg the ability to do hard work without

suffering.

Take none but this, ’tis sure.

The fashionable canes
hammerod copper heads.

for

gentlemen have
Corne to think of it
there were a good many hammered copperheads in Philadelphia during, the was. Boys
in blue hammered them.—P hiladelphia Nows.
Not an alcoholic beverage, but a, true and
reliable family medicine is Brown'3 Iron Bitters.

*TiTrTr* r*\

SHARP

I crick, Sprains, Wrenches,
! Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,
stitch In the Side, Slow CIr-

PAINS |

--

^
dilation or uao uiooa, ucarb
either local
Pain In the Chest, and all pains and aches

instantly relieved and speedily
or deep-seated
cured by the well-known Hop Plaster, compounded,
virtues oi fresh Hops, Gums,
as It Is, of the medicinal
is indeed the best painBalsams and Extracts. It
and strengthening
klUlng, stimulating, soothing
the Hop Plaster at any
for
Ask
Plaster ever made.
for *1. Hop Plasdrug store. Price 25 cents or five
are

Co., Proprietors,
CARTER, HARRIS
& HAWLEY, Genl
Ajs’ta, Boston, Mass.
ter

rlOP

! PLASTER

***.•,'

.*»*.*•*»*•*•

*
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IMPORTED

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

ail hiadi, in the

ORIGINAL,

PACKAGES,

—FOB SALE BY—

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
lWrVKE ST.,

PORTE*

the nearest placo for m# to get
shaved, hoy?” “Over to the broker’s, yonder,” replied the boy, pointing to three gilt
balls over a door-way.
“Where’s

*

ME.

Months of

nausea are spared to women, who
Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Cordial; it helps
mother and child. See advt. on this page.
Cephaiank relieves at once Hysteria, Nervous Spasms, and St. Vitus Dance.

use

One of the greatest trials in a young lady’s
life is when she tries to get a half gallon foot
into a quart shoe.
Corns cause more suffering than neuralgia.
Gorman Corn Remover easily cures them. 25c.

Druggists.
“It is the little bits ov things that fret and
worry us,” says Josh Billings: “We kan dodge
an elephant, but we kau’t a fly

Congress Yeast Powder contains no alum,
ammonia,^terra alba, or any other injurious
ingredient, but is made Irom absolutory pure
Cream Tartaib It has the largest sale of any
baking powderVin
1

Portland.

of

For full description

R. PARKER, Prop.

___d2moa
Go toOld Orchard Beach
]ue8

All Train,

on

Ea.tern

Pullman

except 1.43

com

a.

A. M.
6.20

7*00
9*00

M.
6.10
7.20

A.

7-30

PORT OF

ry Fox.
Sch Melissa A Trask, Trask, Philadelphia—ooai
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Cordova, Allen, Boston—salt to E H Chase.

Sch Maggie L, (Br)-, Frederickton, NB—RR

Sch Clinton, Rice, Mt Desert—fish barrels to C A

Dyer & Co.
sell Nauseag, Fitzgerald,
Sch Cynosure, Pettee,

Cummings.

Prospect Harbor.

Rockport—lime

C

to L

Sch Myra Sears, Jellison, Rockland—lime ashes
for a market.
Sch Albert H Waite, Dodge. Bowdoinham for Bal-

timore.
Sch David Torrey, Sonle, Gardiner for New York.
Sch A J York, Littlejohn, Boothbay for Philadelphia.
Schs Geo Washington, Harris, Bay Fundy, with
240 bbls mackerel; D D Geyer, Me Vain, do, 160.
Sch Lucy Ann, Meservey, Port Clyde.
Sch Ida Grover, Ames, Cash’s Banks, with 226
Sch Collin Howes, Orne, Southport, with 300 bbls

mackerel.

9.35

11.05

P. M

P

PM.
1.60
+315
4.30

&7.80
s'

9.00

+11

fi(>

6.30

Cleared.
&

Barque Dida E Clark, Clark, Turks Island—Ryan

Kelsey.

Barque Liiian, Strout, Havanar-A L Hobson.
Brig Ysiaora Rionda, Jones, Cape Palmas—R
Lewis & Co.
Brig Mary C Mariner, Simpson, Little Glace Bay—

B Webster.
Brig Etta Whitmore, Wright, Calais, to load for
Rio Janeiro—J S Winslow & Co.
Wm Mason, Musgrave, Bangor, to load for
Wilmmgton. Del—Gallagher & Co.
Scu James R, Anderson, Boston—E G Willard.
Sch British Tar, (Br) Evans, Chester, NS—master.
Sch Golden Belt, (Br) Swain, Halifax, NS—Burnham & Morrill.
Sch Julia S. (Br) McIntyre, St John, NB—master.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant, Machias—N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Mary E Lone, Orne, Kennebec—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

Brig

6.00
6.40

4.60
6.45

Excursion days

notice will be
the papers.

w

K.NOWLTON

H,

B.—Kead Time Table, carefully and
ju30

take

ly, and strengthens the Stomach.

and
Read what Eminent New Haven Physicians
Chemists say, Graduates of the Great University

YALE COLLEGE.
June 5th. 1882.

New Haven, Conn.
Gentlemen.
of
From a careful consideration of the formula
unable
the “Red Jacket Bltters”prepared by you, lam
nature
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious
among the ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly Yours,
William D. Anderson, M. D.

New Haven, Conn. June 8th. 1832.
Mess’rs LEWIS k CO-,

EXCURSIONS.

SAILED—Barques Arthur C Wade, CarmeliaC;
brigs Gipsy Queon, Etta Whitmore, Y Rionda, Wm
Mason; sch Maggie Dalling, and others.
SUNDAY, July 23.

m.

Clinton*
Fitchburg,
Ayer June.,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
for

1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springdale, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco Hirer.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. an., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. mu ll.lo
a. in., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For fworham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Woodford’s,
and
Westbrook
mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 6.‘J0 and (mixed)

_

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

corrective of water rendered impure by

after MONDAY. JUNE i$#tb,
1885$, trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 9.00
a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m.
For Rorham, 9.00 a. m., 1. 30,3.30 and 5.10

section of

p.

unequaled

TICKET OFFICES
-andDEPOT AT FOOT OF

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

Sid 20tli, ship Harry Morse, Brooks, New Ycrfc.

MEMORANDA.
Sch H S Bridges, of Pembroke, and Louisa Wilof
Ellsworth, with stone, collidod evening of
son,
the 20th about one mile SE of Shovelful Lightship,
and the latter sunk. Crew saved. The scbr Wesley
Abbott afterward run into the sunken vessel and
iroke jibboom and damaged headgear. The H S
Bridges sustained some damage and put into Hyannis for repairs. The Louisa Wilson will be a total
wreck.
Soh Jos Farwell, Wingfield, from Elizabethport,
had mainmast and main topmast shivered by lightning at Salem night of 19th.
FISHERMEN.
Ar at Liverpool, NS, 16th inst, sch City Point,
via Bristol for Banks.
Portland
Fisher,
Ar at Boothbay 20th, sch Lizzift May, of PortDOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Sid 14th, ship.St Lucie, Wil-

liams, Liverpool.

Sid 16th, ships Wm J Roteh, Bray, Cork; Loretto
Fish, Henry, do.
CARA BELLE, FLA—Sid 17th, soh Sarah F Bird,
Farwell, New Haven.
SA VANNAH—Cld 21st, sch Caroline Hall, Sheppard, Philadelphia.
Sid 21st. sch Nellie T Morse, for Port Royal.
RICHMOND—Ar 19th, sch Four Sisters, Bunker,
Kennebec.

_.A.

BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch T B Witherspoon,
Sheppard, Portland.
Sid 20th, brig H C Bueknai n.
21st. seb Mary L Peters, Trowbridge. Bangor.
CAPE HENRY—Passed in 21st, barque Julia A
Brown, from Wiscasset for Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 2,0th. brig Geo D Dale,
Pierce, Porto Rico; Helen O Phinney, Sylvester,
Turks Island; sch J E Sanford, Hendren, and Gen
F E Spinner, Smith, Kem lebec.
Cld 20tb, sch Sarah U Davis, Burgess, for Jack-

Jy3___dly_
Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
OTME. AUGUSTA HKALUS

VEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL
the
Hai won a home reputation during
it at the head of
past sixteen years that places
the diseases ot
therapeutic agents for the cure of
of
women.
Com, xed of the active portions only
influharmless seeds and plants, it exerts a healing
satisfacand
produces
ence over the female system,
Weakness to
tory cures in every form of Chronic
Send for valuable pamphlet.
which it is applied
Letters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
wo will mail
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not,
box; 6 boxes,
pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per
6
$5.00.
bottles,
$5.00. Cordial, $1.00 per bottle;
Address H. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,

Boston, Mass.

CEPHALINE.
Vegetable and Cereal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
the aged, sufferers from Head-

BA

ache,Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hvsteria, Convulsions, Sleepnessand Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A
nourishment for the
brain. SeDd for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of your druggist if possible; if not, we will

ness

pe«rless

Address

H.F.

mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents per box; 6 boxes, $2.®P.
TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,

myBMW&F&wlynrm

Boston, Mass.

ofd'ilst,

Portland, O;
ship Corsica, Purington,for
Busbarque Havana, Berry, Havana; brig Keiimeton,
schB
Ceorge.
St
Damiugo;
ted. Huntley,
Fickett,
and Herald, Ilodgdon, Bangor; Josie Hook,
do- Fred Jackson. Snow, Amboy.
FALL RIVER-Ar 20th, sch E Cloason,.Harding,

NeJ|je

EUsabethport.^

porest ijelle, French, and Enter1
prise, Robinson. New YorBr.
f
NEWPORT—Sid 21st, schs Hyena, Gardner, (from
Lewis, (from
Calais) for Bridgeport: H o’ Miller,

^WOOD’S*HOLE—Cld

i9th, brig

Cora Green,
VINteYARD-HAVBK-Ar 20th, brig
Viola May. from
from Philadelphia for Boston: schs
do for
iennessee,
Port Johnson for Portsmouth;
Saco; A O Gross, Sullivan for Now York, Georgians
do for Baltimore.
S Hodg
Kutl a
Sailed, brig Jas Miller; schs Cyprus,
Effort, J R Bod
don, iLizziejPoor, J D Ingrah.tm,
Wm Duren,, <oui«a A Orr. Min
Grace

Davis,
well,
uio Smith, A P Emerson.
w.fta sa
Sa.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sobs Jos Sou ther, Watts,
vannah; Alpha, Salisbury Amboy.
K
b
Old 21st, brig Lizzie Wyman. Gaul, KenneDec,
Crockett,
Kate M Hiiton, Johnson, do; J H Millor,

A P Emerson, Emerson, P ascagoula;
DH Ingraham, Greeley, and Daniel Pier, son.
and L bari<» t
ner, Richmond; Minnie Smith, Arey,
on, am.
Sears, Turner. Amboy; Louisa A Orr, Warr enow,
A
Tirrell,
Laura Bridgman, Itart, Hoboken;
do; Josie, Allen, Addison.
Old 22d, schs Florence P Hall, Kelley, Jones.nort,

'schs

and

a

no excuse

for suffering from

r
THE

Great

LIQUID

oos
FOR BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.

[jTA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDICINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK.^J Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTA3LE AND RELIABLE,

thousand other diseases that

their origin to

it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes jus* that which is
necessary to the brain, strength-ns and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. RT It works wonders, curing
NERVOUS and GENERAL DEBILITY*
MALARIA* DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. C«TFor sale by all Druggists. 61.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

atW&Feow&weowBrno

mar27

IBT

win.

in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent ctir©.

Indigestion, Diseases of
Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

I8Bil ousnes ,
and

permanent

by the

cure

and

y ork.
from
In port 14th, schs Eunio McKown, Wylie,
and for Philadelphia, to sasl 15th; Mary E Douglass, Lewis, for New York.
at St John. NB, 21st, ship Belle O’Brion,
for
Palmer, for Liverpool; Bch Jed Frye, Langley,

cfd

New York.
Ar at Frederiekton,

NB, 20th,

sch

Sea Bird, An-

drews, Portland.
n
Cld 20th, schs Oriana McKenzie, and Enuna G,
Giggy, Portland; Lillie G, Granville, and Victor,
Douglaas, do.
.....

SPOKK*.
June 16. lat 18 N, Ion 120 W, ship Jas Nesmith,
Sparks, from San Francisco for Gueeustown.

expelling

(Price

all

25 cts. per bottle.

medicine. Send
For 6ale by
address for pamphlet, free, giviug full directions.
all dealers in

HORY, JOiiXSOM & LOUD, Drops., Burliugtou, Vt.

'MW&F&wly

~

THE SEW REMEDY.

hopsTmalt
BITTERS.
Fermented.)
(Not

THE GREAT

Liver & Kidney Remedy
AND BL0OT) PURIFIER.

This new Re
dy is compounded
n curatives, such as
from the best km
Hops, Malt Extl_t, Cascara Sagrada
Dandelion and
Puchu,
(Sacred Bark),
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agreeable Aromatic Elixir.
These Remedies act upon the Liver.
They act upon the Kidneys.
They Regulate the Bowels.
They Quiet the Nervous System.
They Promote Digestion.

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITTERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask your Druggist for them, and be sure
that the label has on it the four words

The Great Healing Remedy.

HOPS AND W!ALT BITTERS
in

large red letters.

J2^“Take

other.
ar.d Retail by all dealers.
no

Wholesale
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

At

je26_MW&F&wly
NEKVOIJS

A

CATAk’RH.

Elys’ Cream Balm

^SSHES-S® Effectually
the nasal

t
*

cleanses
passages of

Catarrhal virus,

3^‘
CD*

cans-

ing healthy secretions,

1 allays inflammation,
P£?s'tivcly
>
wflRRH colds'J... I protects the membrane
from additional colds,
■*&>. Catadoum. „“uiU

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Cure

TreatDR. E. o. West’s Nerve and Brain
Convulajent: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Loss
sions Nervous Headache, Mental Depression,
Involuntaot Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency,
overOld Age, caused
ry Emissions. Premature
which leads
or over-indulgence
e'rtion,
box will cure
to misery, decay and death. One
s treatrecent cases Each box contains one month
for five dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxo
The
of
on
mail
price.
receipt
prepaid
lars- sent by
oroprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
E «iire anv case. With each order received for

by

self-abuse,

1.05

:

June

23d,

1882._jun24dtf

Railroad,

PABBENGEKTRA1NS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
18fc-jinn»nniw»^at 6.10, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, 6.00 p. m.,

_

1

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 and 6.30 p. m. Boston For Portland at
8.30 a. in., and 6.00 p. m. Portland for Old
Orchard
Beach. Saco and Biddeford at
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.30*, 6.30 p. m. Biddeford
for Portland at 12.05, 2,30, 7.10, 0.36 p. m.
Old Orchard Bench for Portland at 12.19,
2.43, 7.28, 9.48 p. m.
*Kemains at Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
minutes before

going to Biddeford.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steam >rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Kockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastpori, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
Ali trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and B<Hon
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of II. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket OUice, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T.FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
el6

heals the
restores the
taste and

smei'lib®n6?ci.alresu,t*
a fe"
are re.

A

M.nnlffifi.i

tbor-

S$,,ca;r.“t
b' HaV

•«!
FeeureCatar.
&c.
ver,
**
bean*
colds in th
ApAgreeable to
ply by the little .^*»g©t
■ ■ a w
into the nostrils.
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale In Portland by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

us,\

FISTULA ANDRIS.

HAY FEVER.

CEO. 1’. BOWELl, A CO.,

f

Advertisiug Agents,

opened

an

FOR

ROCHESTER,
UTASIIUA,
WORCESTER,
are now attached to trains

ofbco in

\o. 27G Middle St.

leaving

SLOOP IOK SALft.
boat. 23 feet. 3 inches long
_wTG/iirn

§§» hardware
^

store,

from

July IO1I1 io21ih.

dtf

CWery.

■

—

dally, Sundays

June

Saturday

jyl3

dtiUOotl

Wlsaa faye.

Mo

From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 p
From Pine S-raet Wharf
Philadelphia, at If a. m
IPxi Insurance o no-half the rate of
vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. It. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission,
tannage Eight Dollars. Bound Trip 81ft
Meal3 and Roo3 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. JB. SAMPSON, Agent,
80 I. ug Wharf,
deSIt
(jq--

m.

/fill

■BiinTiTsailing

in-

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
19, 1883.jel7tl'

EnStport, Nle., Calais, Me.,
joint, N. B„ Halifax, IV. S.t

St.

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

SUMMER AHKANGEIHEIVTS.

^

WEEK.

ON ANB AFTER IWOND AI J1T«‘ lOth Steamthia Line will
ier* of
i' Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Tuesday, Wedand 8t.
nesday and Friday, at 6 p. m.. for
John, with connections for Calais. Robbinston. 8t.
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock Grand
Andrews,

m. and 1.30 p. m.
a. m. and 2.25 p. m.
connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
and Turner.
Sumner
Livermore, West

Stage

Peru,

PER

TBIPS

FOUR

Leave Lewiston at 0.40

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
je2Gdtf
Portland, June 26, 1882.

Eastpon

STEAMERS.

Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmoatb,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char-

NewM&PlipsMii

stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Bail Roads,
and

Stage

Fairfield,

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

to bay ucaru (at any railroad
boat office In New England) rl«

BROOK

dtf

FOR

steam

or

The
York

Islands,

New
Australia.

CHINA,
Zealand

and

splendid
10th, 20th

steamers sail from New
and 30th of ea< h month
passengers and freight for San Francisco

new an
on the

carrying
as below.
S- Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only
July 10.
3. 8. Colon,.July 31. | Acapulco.July 20.
For freight or passage
a tea and the fullest lnlor
matiOH, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, c©», Broad St., Bouton.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exehaugo 8t.. Portlard.
jeSSdtf

BOUD5.

S.

■

{

NEW ENGLAND A«ENEY,

Washington Street, Boston.

211

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN,
Sandwich

fAJHLES,
New Tori and Philadelphia

other

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias
BOUND

and

Routes.

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

.ure

Falls,

my25

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Readinjr R. -K.
MINTS* AND OBEEN (STBKETS,

Be

Grand

received up to 4 p. m. and any in^•Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager

—between-

New York, Trenton &

Fort

lottetown

Bound Brook Route.

H. P. BALDWIN,

<lcn Paw. Agent O. K. R. of N. J.

tn'n28dt

e

CLYDE'S
PHILADELPHIA
-AMD

For

Steamer Sen Flower, having been
rebuilt, with new engine and equipment, will
leave Custom House wharf as follows:
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Great Chebeague, Jenk’s Landing and
Harpswell at 9.15 a. m., *2.15 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave lliirpawell for Great Chebeague, Jenk’s
Landing, Little Chebeague, Long Island and Portland at 6.15 a. m., 11.30 a. m and *4.« 0 p. m.
Will touch at East End Landing, Great Chebeague. on the 6.15 a. m. trip up and 6.15 p. m.

thoroughly

AEAV EKOLAKD
STEAMSHIP LINE

BOSTON

FROM
la

cncectlon with

COLONY RAILROAD.
and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteam«
and SATURDAY
era, sailing every WEDNESDAY
OLD

Freight received

trip down.

The 2.15 p. m. trip down and
up will not be run on stormy
Freight taken only on the
and 9.15 a. in. trip down.

direct to

pmi

adolpnia.

Lines to
there with Clyde Steam
C-, and
Charleston, S. C., Washingl""
all Bad »nd Water Lines.
from
any
Through Rates and Bills Lading given

Connecting

apply

m.

to

End

trip

trip up

ilarpawell at 7 a. in., 12.00 m. and 4.00
touching at all landings except East End

Landing,

Great

Chebeagne.

Jolm S.

R. R.

JUNE

m.

Leave Portland at 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. and
6.00 p» m. touching at all landings except East

_

BOSTON

6.15 a.

w.

E..andlng, Great Chebeague.

D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old Stato House, Bouton, Mas:

feb20d

the 4.00 p.

days.

SUNDAY1RIPS.
Leave

Philadelphia.

in New England to
For Rates and information

point

Long Island, Little Chebeagne
Chebeagne and Harpswell.

Great

—

Morris,

iii EXCHANGE STREET,

SUNDAY TRAINS
—TO—

OLD ORCHARD BEACH

LIMITED.)

ortland, at
Passenger Trains leave
10.00 a. m., 1.00,3.30,5 ^0 p. in. Returning, leave Old Orchard Beach at
12.19, 2.43, 7.28, 9.48 p.

YARD
One

m.

ROUND TRIP TICKETS.

S. H.

STEVENS,
Gen. Agt.

mchlS

r
RIDAYf dune
the favorite and superior seaBiunnIVew
steamer
going
tfM5wrr:^wii'k, will leave Rail Koa.l
FRIDAY
of
everv
1.00
foot
State
Wharf,
St.,
p. m. (or oa arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, whore connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Lino of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn day $ of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.

»2<i,

at^

Geu. Snpt.
dtf

dtl

l S.

Trip per Week,
1

JAS. T. FUREER,

Cabin, and
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second choice
of the
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with
crossfastest largest and best lines and steamers,
and
ice
from
icebergs,
ing oil the lane routes free
NaState,
Cunard,
Anchor,
White
the
Star,
viz:
American,
tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg
or I talian lines, to
British
German
Lloyd,
North
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
Norway,
Prance, Holland, Belgium, Germany,
Spain and llah at
Denmark, Sweden, Russia,
to slot).
lowest rates of passage, viz: cabin, §oO
berth and
Second Cabin, §40 to §H0, according to
steerage §20 to §o„. according to
steamers,
low.
steamer and port. Return tickets very
Sterling suit ComineulnI eitUiunif in
Morris
Europea and
Also agent
sums to suit.
American Express for packages end freigh. to all
tor
the
celebrated
Also
agent
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

,

On and after

Portland to Old Orchard Beach and
return (on Sundays,) at 30 cents. Portland to Camp Ellis and return 50 cents.

J. L. FARMER) Agent,
No, 22 Exchange Street,

l over Edwards & Walker’s
a.

runs

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

II. F. C.

Drawing Room Cars PASSAGE TICKET OFEICE.
AYER and

Portland andean bett nd

attached,

PHILAB ELPH1A

General Ocean Steamer

F. H. KEWISOI
Las

-Ajn>-

Leave Canton for Portland and
Lewis ton, 4.30 and 9.50 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 0.00

_

jyl2

d&\vly48

DR

p.m.;

Rumford Falls & BuekfieM

«;115

completely
>re» and
se
of

Portland,

l£j£‘4aB=4~gilrrjTing

a
Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
4,55 io.OO p. m. BOSTON
at
9.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
MR PORTLAND
7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
BEACH
ORCHARD
OLD
11.00 p. in.
FOR BOSTON at 6 40, 9.13 a ni., 1.23, 3.65,
OROLD
FOB
BOSTON
0.29 p. m.
CHARD BEACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
SCABFOR
3.30,7.00p.m. PORTLAND
BOKO BEACH AND PINE POINT at
6.16, 8.46,110.26 a. m., 12.35, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p.
FOB OLD ORCHARD
m. (See
note.)
BEACH at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.36,12 65,
FOB SACO AND
4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m.
BIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. nj.,
12.35, 12 55, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m. FOR
KENNE BUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55,
6.00, 8.30 p.m. FOB WELLS at 6.15, 8.45
a. m.. 6.00 p. m
(Seo note) FOB NORTH
HI K WICK, SALMO"» FALLS. ORE AT
FAI.LS. DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 65, 6.00 p, m.
FOB NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.46a.m.
FARMINGTON,
FOR ROCHESTER
N. H., AND ALTON B A V at 6.16. 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOB XVOLFBOBO AND CENTRE HARBOR (via Str. “idt. Washington”)
at 8.45 a. m., 12.55 p. m. FOB MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II., (via New
Market Jet.) at 6.16 a. m., 12.65 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a, in., 12.65 p. m. MORNING
TRAIN LEAVES KENNE BUNK FOB
PORTLAND at 7.25.
note—The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Will
Not Stop at Scurboro Beach or Pine Point
and will Stop at Well* .Only to Take Pomenjgcr* For Boston. Parlor Care on trains
leaving Portland at 12.55 and 6.00 p. m., and Boston at 9.00 a. in., and 12.30 p. in. Parlor-oar seats
secured in advance at Depot Tickot Office.
The 12.56 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., txaiu with all Kail Lines for New York
and the South and West.

Cars

rales.

On and after Monday, June 19, 1882,

PURIFY THE

|by

Portland

on

tll.00_

cluded, between Boston and Bangor.
tRuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. orDoes
St
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport,
John Sunday morning.
Limited Ticket* it rut and second cla*s for
Hit, John and Halifax on *a!e at reduced

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

of these Bitters

BLOOD
Morbid Secretions.

in

Boston & Maine

mildly purgative they

are

A

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPEp.S,
SPRUCE STREET, NEW YORK
-iffie Pekss mav be found on tile a our office.
NEW YORK
i PARK ROW

Portland,

of which these

use

Crawfords’ and Fabyans’

Trains arrive

speedily cure by removing theenuae.
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect lacallll
will be tl 10 result. LadiCS and others subjeettoSick Headache vill find relief
Being tunic

m.

8.40 a. m., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.50 p. m. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p. m., from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse
and West.
J. 11 AMI ETON, Superintendent.

tho

HOPS AND MALT BITTERS

don,south,

Vancouver Island.
fn port June 24, ship Ivanboe, Ilerriman, for Pacific East Indies or United States; barque Olive
Thurlow, Corbett, une.
aud
At Tampico July 20, sch Dione, Staples, from
for Cedar Keys.
for
At Gonaives 0th inst, barque Geneva, Haskell,
trom
Boston, ldg; brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke,
Port de Paix, ar June 28. for New York, ldg.
Sid fm Baracoa 12th inst, schs May Munroe, Hall,
New
Boston; 13th, Stephen G l'iukham, Greealeat,

treal at 8.4U p.
Parlor Cars for
p. m. train.

Dyspepsia,

-.

June 20, Bhip Detroit, Mann,

5.:iO P. ML—To Bartlett and intermediate stations.
After July 1st
Parlor Car for Crawfords’, Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.25
a. m. train—arriving without change—at Mon-

Willgiv^ .mmediate relief, and

They Nourish, Strengthen, Invigorate.
They give Tone, Health and Energy.

_

foreign ports.
barque Carrie E Long, Park

Pa eager Trains leave Portland :
8*45 A. IH.-For all stations running through to
St. Johnsbury, Swanton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdensburg, N. Y., connecting at St. Johnsbury
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
l. 05 P. ML—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Profile House, Glen House,
This
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
train runs through express and will not stop at
or W. BaldHiram
Wnite
Rook,
Stations,
Flag

a

OR. HENRY BAXTER S

as

Medford, Jordan, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 18th, sch Jos Farwell, Wing fit W,
Elizabethport.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 21st, schs Ivy Belle, Loud,
and M 0 Sproul, Sproul, Bristol.
BATH—Sid 21st, schs Lunet, Hinds, and David
Torrev, Soule, New York; G H Eaton, Swain, do,
J M HayeB, McFarland, and Carrie A Norten.Hodg-

At Para June 27,
unc; and others.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, Jnne 26, 1882.

disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
owe

eases, etc., a11

Ellen HMunroe,

Q

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Ciucinnati, St. Louin, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Suit Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
Jun29dtf

Sleeping

Portland & Ogdensburg R.R.

Bitters will

der, Carver, Portland; F L
Godfrey, Godfrey, Kenneljec; H R Ritter, Peter-

Fred Gray,
Rose. K ennebec; Martha N ichols, Cole, Shrnee, NS;
Waterloo, Gray, Bangor; Benjamin, Hamilton,
Denn-ySviUe; Starlight. V7et>ster,Suilivan; America,
Tripworthy. Rockland; Pa-ilas. French, Bocklud,
Cor lector, Ferraby, Eastport: Leona, Hallock, Hal-

Thera is

_

sonville.
Ar 21st, schs Comman

son, do.
Cld 21st. barque Ocean F earl, Henley, Portland.
Sid fm Delaware Break* /ater 20th, brig Emma,
Richardson, from Philadeli phia for Boston; sch Celina, for Portland.
NEW YORK-Ar 21st, barque John F Rothman,
Nash, Cardenas; brig Hs urry Stewart, Veazie, St
Pierre; schs Ellen M Go. Ider, McLeod, Matanzas;
Stella M Kenyon, Pcndle ton, Bangor ; Abbie H
Hodgman, Frye, St dohm NB: Sea Foam. Cousins,
and Lucy Wentworth, Hib bora, do; Empress, Kendall, do; Adam Rowlby, Bath; Fannie Mitchell,
Blatchfoad, and Nellie Eat* m, Ashford, Calais; Forest City, Aliev Ellsworth;
Mary Sands, Roberts,
Gardiner: K endrick Fish,1 Wall; Benj Carver, LowEva D Rose,
Portland;
ell. do:
Foss,

I

NEW YORK.

Celi^a, from Mayaguez
Tacoma, Sbcldan, from

t

To

18 BEAVER STREET,

a.m., 2.56 p.m.,

9.57

a.m

a. m.

INDIA ST.

ria

a. m.

Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.15 p. m..
til.20 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
only)
(Saturdays
11.55 p.
p.
m.,
Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., H-l° a. m.,
4.30p. m., tl2.35 a. m., (mght.t Kockland,
8.16 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a. m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston. 7.20 a. m., 11.15 a m., 4.16 p.m.
Phillips, 6.66 a. m. Farmington, 8.20 a. m.:
Winthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
and connecting roads
V, atervtllo,
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Augusta, Bath, Rookland and Lowiston at 6.42
train
at 1.60
Pullman
The
m.
Express
Night
p.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

and Grocers.

[FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 22d, barque Hattie G

б. 00

Montreal.

For sale by all Druggists

FARE $1.00.
Tho *avonte Steameri Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHAKF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHAKF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expensa
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
BF* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. H. fOVI.E, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m„ 0.00 p. m.; St.
John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Honlton, 10.15
81. Stephen, 10.46 a. m.: Bucknport,
а. m.;
6.00 a. m., 6. p. m.; Bangor, 6.45, 7.46 a. m.
tS.OOp. m. Dexter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. nt., 2.20 p. m.; Skowhegan, 7.66 a. m,
2.56 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.20a.m. 210., tlO.08
p.m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,

Chicago, 9.00

dtf

/Steamers!

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

5.30 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 and 5.30 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

rviooxebeud

Saturdays only, Farmington

ing,

E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland, June 14,1882.

iounly,
Fredericton, Aroo.toolt
I.nke, anil all stations on H. A
1.20 p.
111.16
H.
K.,
(or
p.m.,
Piscataquis
for
m. noon, and remain in Bangor over night);
Belfo.1 and
Dexter,
Bucknport,
Bangor,
Skowhegan, 1.15 p.m., 1.20 p.m.,{11.15p.m.
Bangor and Dexter, 5.15 p. m. (Saturdays
1.20
only). Watervllle,7.00a. m. 1.16 p. m,,
p. m., tll.15 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
RichAugusta, Ualloweli, Gardiner,
mond,nnri Bruoawiek 7.00 a. m„ 1.20 p.
a. in.
m., 6.15 p. m., tll.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
l. 20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Kockland, and Knox A
1.20 p.
R.
K„ 7.00 a. m.,
Lincoln
m. ;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburn
m.,
and Lewiston, 8.16 a.m., 1.15 p.
5,06 p.m. Lewiston ria Brunswick 7.00
Phillips
tll.15
p.m.; Farmington,
a.m.,
and Raugeley Lake an 1 15 p. m„ tloumouth, Winthrop, Readlleld,_ West Waterville and North Anson, 1.15p. m., and
phen,

m.

a

Hill and Ellwworth. At Bar Harbor with
Steamers for Cumolne and Nullivan. At nedgivick with Stage for Blue Hill.
COMING WEST.
with
At Rorkland Mondays and Thursdays
Sanford S. S. Co. for Bo-ion, and from Bangor
Portland.
for
and River Landings
each
During Summer Arrangement will connect
trip at Rockland with Sanford Steamers to and
from Bunion, commencing June 24.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.

On and after Cloudily, June IMtta, Passenger
Train* will run as follows: leave Portland
for 81. Johu, Halifax and the Province.,
and all stations on It. A W. A. Hailway,
l. 20, and fll.15) p m.; 81. Andrew*, 81. Ste-

and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiaton and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.
12.45. and 5.50 p. m.
From Rorham, 8.35, a. m., 12.35, 5.00 and

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
sale

and

m.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

a. m.

country of Udolplio Wolfe’s

a

Montreal, Quebec

1127 tons, Capt. Charles Deerwhich leaves Railroad W harf.
^v>i£5SESSww^ Portland, every Tuesday and
F- iday eveuiujjj, ai 18.15 o’clock, or on the
ival of Express train from Boston, for Hacka
liisii, CaMinr, Deer f«le, and Sedgwick.
to Blue Hill on arrival of
(Stage fronj Sedgwick
each Steamer) Ho. Wcmi and Bar Harbor*,
aad Machia*porl.
Jone»por<
Mil I bridge,
Hemming, leaves Machiasport, every Monday and Tfaar*day Morning*, at 4.30 o’clock.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
Train
the same evening, connecting with Pullman
and early morning trains for Bo»tou.
1000
RICHMOND
CITY
OF
The New Steamer
which will leave
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENMsON
and
Wednesday
same wharf every Monday,
arSaturday evening*, at 11.15 o’clock, or on for
Boston
from
ress
trains
rival of Steamboat Ex
Mount De*erl (South West and Bar Harbors)
touching at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamei for Hullivan from Bar Harbor.
Brin ruing, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving In
Portland about 5.00 P. M.
CONNECTIONS.
Going East. At Koeklund with B & B. S. S.
and Saturday mornings
Steamers
Wednesday
Co,
for Helfa*t, Bangor, and River Landings, also
with Steamers for Green’* Earn!ing, Blue

ju!7_

p.

LEWISTON,

Steamer

The

,**•,

Pullman Parlor CJar«.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 0.00 a m.
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland
8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pull
Boston at
man Sleeping Cars on trains leaviDg
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Md
We*l
Through ticket* to all point*
(Mouth may be bad of J. M. French, TicketSeller,
Office
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* ff or Seaw and
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. SaNBOKN, Master Transportation

5.05

June 10.

fjfTI

York.

Brunswick, 7.00

STEAMBOAT <:«.
Arrangement, Commencing

Summer

(Muuilny, at 2 p. ua. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for New York.
Train* leave UomIou.
At 7.JIO a. m. and arrive in Portland at 11.55 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive m Portland at 6.00
and airive in Portland
p. id. At 7.00 p. in. (daily),

m.

For

Portland, Bangor & Machias

on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
Chelsea
Lynn,
At 12.55 p. m. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunclion, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyarriving
port,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, and
Kail
at 4.55 p.m. connecting with Sound
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Saco,
for
Scarboro,
in.
At 6 p.
Cape Elizabeth,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
10
Salem, Lyun, Chelsea and Boston, .arriving at
for New
p m. connecting with all Kail Lines

and

ON

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public
other alcoholic preparation.
our

Berwick, Conway

je!7dtf

necessary

general beverage and

a

including

Newburyport,

trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. m. train from Portland
and 8.00 a. m. train from Worcester.
at
Through tickets to all points South and West,ExDepot omces and at Rollins & Adams’ No. 22
change Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

o

every MON DA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted op with tine accommoaltions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York, Passage,
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland,
j. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2 a
Kxcnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasthis Hue
do.-r»dtf
sengers will be taken by

stations

8hia,

WOLFE’S

As

and is attached to
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m.,
this train for Boston.
At h 45 a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
South
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and f..r
all
Junction, connecting

at 11.00 p.

Whsrj^
at

leave Kranklic

Will anti: farther notice

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY,
i.M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,

Train* Brave Portland
At ‘A a» no* Dally (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at6.30a.m.‘ A special Sleeping (Jar will be
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 0.00

*0.30 p. in.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland oonneets at
Aye-June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
t it West, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
iLSpringfleld, also with N. IT. & N. B. R.
H .(“‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer. Portland, with through
at GrandTrunk

Sch Waldemar, Parker, Yakaooa, PR—molasses
to E Churchill & Co.
Schs Henry E Willard, Willard. Bay Fundy, with
386 bbls mackerel; Sea Foam. Heoper, do 412.

for Montreal.
Ar at Liverpool 21st, ship
San Francisco 113 days.

dtl

i^l*«rllaBd

Arrived.

Dixon, Yates, Progresso.
Ar at Quebec 21st, barque

the bottom.

On and after Dlondar, Jane 18.
| WSii, Passenger Trains will leave
and
at 7.30 a. my
er;
|W"
**"1.05 p. tm., arriving at Worcester
leave
Returning
at 2.16 p. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 1X.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.46 p,

dtf

jyll

Note, at

SU-TIITIKK ABBAKOEIHENT.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent,

the medical faculty and

inIntroduced in 1864. five years prior to the
troduction of any other New England remedy
for the same diseases.

5.20

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

CENTS.

95

Soldbydruggists. Pamphlets

exceUenmaterlab^

P. M.

RAILROADS._
Portland and Worcester Line.

Round Trip Tickets from Portland to
Biodeford Pool and Return, including a
trip on Orchard Beacli R. R. and the
beautiful Saco River on the favorite
steamer “S. E. Spring,” are now on
&
sale at the Ticket Office of Bosto
Maine R. R. for the small sum of

saltr of over 30 years duration in every

Bitter!/'

9.00

_

Having examined the formnra. and snbjectea
amdvsis the preparation known as
tn a careful
I hereby certify to the fact.that
jKkvt
is
it contains no Mineral or poisonous substance, and
composed of
^ ^
LEWIS & CO., Proprietors New Haven Conn.

^Ited

7.36
10.30

Manager.

particular notice of

Contains No Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

“Lewis* Bed Jacket Bitters”
Stimulates the Inactive “Liver” to healthfully exert
Itself, relieves the Bowels, not violently, but effectual-

J7.25
9.10
10.40
P. M.

...

Biddeford Pool.

FREE FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Rheumatism, Sick
Headache,Constipation,Sour Eructations of the
Stomach and Nervousness, Invariably yield to the
vegetable remedies In “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters.
FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
In Young or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this Invaluable “family” medicine.
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice.

10.16

A. M.

A. M,
6.20

§9.15—Saturday night only.

TO

suffering from FEVER AND AGUE
AND MALARIA.?
“LEWIS’ RED JACKET BITTERS’*
Is the only known PURELY VEGETABLE preparation, now before the public, that will effect a quick
and mire cure. It never failsJ

and Tref.
A. M.
6.10

A. M.
6.46
7.00
8.46

l Trefethen’s and Hog only.
r sar^Stormy days the 11.60 A. M. and
§ SET-Stormy days the 11.45, 3.16
ips, Express will not run.
3JL5 P. M
and 9.15 trips. Minnehaha will
P.
the
7.30
an
ggy
5
evenings
3 Stormy
n°t run.
return
immediately.
M trip will
fttf“Passengers for Pumpkin Knob will take the Minnehaha.
eS-Steamers will run to accommodate the Little Inland Theatre every pleasant evening, leaving
tlmcity at 7.30, returning at 10.15.
For further particulars, eto., apply to

Excursion Tickets

Are you

ex-

P. M.
a. M.
§11.45
12.20
P. M.
*12.10
10.00 all Landings.
2.40
2.30
2-00
P. M.
3.30
3.46
2.00 Jones Landing.
§3.15
4.46
6.00
4.30
3.00 Sailing Trip, call6.26
0.40
6.10
mg at Landings on the
7.30—Dance Trip.
return.

M

2.15

follows

given in

12.2C
2 20
3.40

run as

Boston & Maine RR.

Mess*rs LEWIS k CO.,

Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.

cent
when

9.30

11.00

*cr*.

SATURDAY, July 22.
Steam Eleanora, Bragg, j\ew York—mdse to Hen-

Will

9.26

SUNDAY TRAI1N 3 I?. JVT.
je29
__dim

PORTLAND.

Arrived.

M.
6.06

A.

10.56
P. M.
12.10
2.26
3.35
6.10

10.30

MINNEHAHA,

Oliver,
Caps. Willia J. Craig.
Portland. .Evergr’n Little Dia. Peaks.

Capt. A.

in.

TRADE MARK REGt

Steamers Eleanora asd Franconia

FOLLOWS:

AS

GAZELLE,

EXPRESS,

A M.
5 45

LEAVE

WILL

Capt. John Fisher,
Portland. Teaks. White Head. Cushings.

C.

Eastern nnd Old Orcliurd Junction Railroads.

land, mackereling.

After a man has been hugged nearly to
death by sin he turns around and embraces religion.—N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.

suinon

resort is new and situated
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north
mer

NEVS.

MARINE

Compound.
at

Open June 1 to October. This

a

bbls mackerel.

No
Disappointment.
Wiggin’s Pellets
have an inherent power to cure Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache, and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels

STEAMERS

6*10

Bay* Swanton, Vermont.

pmaqua

Seml-Wefitly Linn to New Sort

TIME TABLE.

for

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 24.
Son rliefe.4.89 High water, (r M).. 5.48
Sun sets.7.84 Moon sets.. 11.50

Sch Express, Foster, Seal Harbar—granite paving

cents.

Two miles from P & 0. It. R. DeJk&n &,
pot. Situated in a beautiful Maple
hi tflMHT
and Pine Grove near the Saco Riv^mBSSQM er and opposite Mt. Kiersarge.
Purest of water—cold as in winter. House opened

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool....Aug

to W S Eaton.

brown, fifty

fkvehurg, me,,

Steamship Company

Maine

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

-VIA-

FOB

Samaria..Boston.Liverpool....July
Abyssinia.. .New York..Liverpool ...July
Servia.New York..Liverpool ...July

It was Jean Paul who said “to love early
and marry late is to hear a lark singing at
dawn, and at night eat it roasted for supper.”

or

lamp Ground,

Grove

Manila's

THeT ISLANDS.
Eastern ^Railroad.
FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT COMPANY

Jilup

In this city, July 22, Freddie Jordan, infant son
of Washington J. and Ella D. Orr.
In this city, July 23, Miss Bessie B. Radford, aged
14 years 0 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.1
In Brunswick, July 17, Frank R. Berry, aged 27
years,—only son of Frederick and Sarah J. Berry.
In Brunswick, July 19, Samuel Snow, aged Cl
years 10 months.
In Phipsburg, July 12, Capt. James Drummond,

ties to Boston & Maine RR.

“Hill’s Hair Dye,” black

GROVE HOUSE,

STEAMERS._

RAILROADS._

_

FOR

^jrArJoUBp

DEATHS

tic” 12 Elm street.

The public lacks not a genuine remedy for
skin diseases in Glenn’s Sulphur Soap.

__MISCELLANEOUS

Horsey, Agt.,
Rail Road Wharf.

maSS

_jjH

ALlAN .line STEAMSHIPS.
to LIVEKPUOL
QUEBEC
every

nATVBDAV.

Voyase-Only
Ocean
FIVE DAYH ii-oiri Land to Land,
Extra weekly skips from 15 I,A*A50AV, Liverpool t|nf('ii.lueii, Ij.udomim), and <5alway to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
CABIN, 370 nud 3*0.
Shortest

1

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
Appiy to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or LKVK) A*
AIJ)E.\, Gtuprni kgeut*, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston. Mass., 15 State St.; Philadelphia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.i
P.

*

4

may23

_

J\ny

